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WELCOME & INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our catalogue for Dover Stamp Auction Sale Number 12, which is a Public Sale. 

As usual, the auction coincides with the Dover Stamp Fair in the shared venue at Biggin Hall, Biggin
Street, Dover, CT16 1BD. The regular monthly Dover Stamp Fairs are planned for the third Sunday of
every month, Keith Shepherd is the organiser, contact him direct for further information regarding these
(07718 157826)

The venue is located behind Dover Town Hall and is adjacent to the ‘Ladywell’ car park, which is ‘free’ to
use on a Sunday. This central location has shops and catering establishments nearby. If you are planning
to attend, we anticipate that it will between 1½ and 2 hours to ‘knock down’ all the lots. 

This sale consists of 1,194 lots. There is a good spread of material in all price brackets, including several
£1 start lots where we have a ‘must sell’ instruction. As usual we have several interesting boxes, albums
and envelopes looking for a new home and hopefully there will be something to tempt you. 

There are good ranges of ‘GB’ material this time, both single stamps and collections, including several
‘postage’ lots, which will save good sums for those using stamps on their mail. Don’t forget that Royal
Mail have just extended their ‘Swap Out scheme’ which allows Machins to be exchanged on a like for
like value basis for their new barcoded ranges. For those of you interested in Cigarette Cards, we have
received several sets from as vendor, many in very good condition and attractively reserved. There are
also several nice ‘one country’ collections throughout the sale.

The photo plates show some of the more valuable and interesting items in the sale. There are many
‘new’ lots being offered for the first time in this sale, including material from estate clearances as well as
our usual supporters. Please be aware that vendor descriptions can vary. If in doubt feel free to contact
us, we are only a phone call or an email away. We try to indicate if we feel any lot appears cheap. We
hope that you will find this sale contains items to suit all budgets and from a variety of different
geographical areas. 

We offer full facilities for absentee bidders, by post, telephone, or email. All relevant information for

doing so will be found in this catalogue. You can bid with absolute confidence that any lot will be sold
at the lowest possible price and not the highest amount you have bid. If you are the only bidder, then
regardless of the amount bid, it will be sold to you at the reserve price. 

In closing, we look forward to receiving your bids and your continued support. The earlier you bid, the
better your chance of success. If you do bid by email, then we do acknowledge bids to the email address
you write from. If you don’t receive this within 24 hours or so of bidding, we recommend you check
that your email has been safely received. An unsold list is usually sent to all those who participate.

As previously mentioned, we know some are scaling back their public sales or changing to operate
‘online’ with no public attendance. For several reasons we can confidently say that at this point we have
every intention of continuing to hold Public Auctions. Also, we do not propose to have ‘online bidding’
as this just significantly extends the time required to sell the lots.

Yours in collecting,

Peter and John
Invicta Stamps Limited
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Viewing Arrangements & Bidding in our auctions
THE ‘TYPE’ OF EACH LOT IS CLEARLY INDICATED IN THE CATALOGUE AFTER THE LOT NUMBER

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS

NOTE: A BUYER’S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED 

TO THE HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION

GENERAL

All viewing will undertaken in line with the prevailing Government Covid guidance, which may be
subject to change. You may telephone us on 01304 829827 or mobile 07702 270948 to discuss
any lot and we will do what we can to help you.

IN PUBLIC

Public viewing of all lots will be available at Biggin Hall on the auction date from 9.30 a.m. 
Viewing of all single lots only will be available at Dover Stamps, until 4pm on Saturday 17th

December 2022 overseen by Keith Shepherd (Phone 07718 157826 to discuss and / arrange). 

BY EMAIL

Where possible small / single (S) lots, some envelopes (E) and Albums (A), or part thereof can
be scanned via emails. Please note that this may take time depending upon the physical location
of the lots.

CATALOGUE

For lots with an illustration in the catalogue, this may assist your understanding of the item
involved. The catalogue descriptions may also provide additional descriptive information to aid
understanding. Please note that colour reproduction may not be accurate, if in doubt – ask!

BY POST
There is a bidding form in the catalogue which can be sent to us at P.O. Box 5, Dover, CT16 1YQ.
Please send in good time to reach us ideally the day before the sale. We cannot be responsible
for any bid form that may be subject to postal delay.

BY EMAIL
email your bids to invictastamps@btinternet.com by 6pm on the day before the sale. Bids
received after this time ‘may’ not get entered as our staff may not be able to check emails due to
dealing with the sale itself.

IN PERSON
You can physically attend the sale at Biggin Hall on the auction date. Once registered as a bidder,
you can view any lots you wish and will be allocated a bidding number for use during the sale.

BY PHONE
Bids can be telephoned to us on 01304 829827 ideally by 5pm GMT on the day prior to the
sale.

HOW TO BID IN OUR AUCTIONS

BID STEPS
The following bid steps will be used by the auctioneer when selling lots in this sale. 

Postal bids should allow for this.

Please note the auction will take place at 2pm GMT on Sunday 18th DECEMBER 2022.

The deadline for bids is as indicated below.

Price Bid Steps Price Bid Steps

Up to £30 £1 £31 to £50 £2

£51 - £100 £5 £100 - £300 £10

£300 - £500 £20 £500 - £1,000 £50

Above £1,000 At the auctioneer’s discretion
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

There is a certain amount of general information that we are either obliged to tell you or want to tell you to
ensure that our customers know everything they need to (the legal stuff) and that there are no nasty surprises
(the general stuff). This page is designed to cover all the bases. If you have any questions just ask and we will
do our best to provide any clarity needed.

THE LEGAL STUFF

Firstly, this auction is owned and operated by Invicta Stamps Limited, all the required information regarding
the Company may be found on the Companies House website.

Our auctions are conducted using the Philatelic Auctioneer’s standard terms and conditions (1983 Revision).
These are quite widely available online and we will gladly supply a copy upon request.

V.A.T. will be fully detailed on invoices at the appropriate rate(s) and is due on both the Buyers Premium and
any selling fees.

The maximum amount we can currently accept in cash payments for any auction is 10,000 euros due to the
prevailing Money Laundering regulations and legislation. (this may be subject to change at any time).

A BUYERS PREMIUM of 15% plus VAT (if applicable) will be applied to the hammer price of each lot

sold in this auction. There are no additional charges for card payments.

THE GENERAL STUFF

Most importantly of all, the RESERVE prices shown in the catalogue are the minimum price any lot will be

sold for. There are no exceptions and any bids received below this price will be ignored. Any price inquiries
would need to be taken forward with vendors and can therefore only be made after the sale.

Unless stated otherwise, catalogue prices in descriptions will be those in Stanley Gibbons catalogues. Where
the description includes ‘STC’ this means ‘Stated To Catalogue’ and is a figure provided by the vendor and
unchecked by us. You may care to verify this yourself, but it is not guaranteed in any way by Invicta Stamps
Limited.

Photo plates are for information only and whilst we will provide additional information as far as we are able.
Catalogue descriptions may help but customers are strongly advised to physically view items of interest to
satisfy themselves in all respects.

Postal bids should be entered in good time, we cannot be responsible for any forms delayed in the mail.
Alternatively, you can place bids by telephoning us, or emailing us. For the later we will ‘confirm’ receipt of your
bids to you. 

Postage & packing charges are at cost and subject to VAT. This includes the cost of packaging materials as well
as any Royal Mail or courier charges and a small amount to cover staff time. In general, a single box up to 5
kilos in weight will cost around £10 - £12 to send. All items are sent requiring a signature and Special Delivery
will be used over £100. Larger weights and oversized items will of course cost more.

Invicta Stamps Limited
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WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

1         B       “Cocon” glory box of all world accumulation mint & used on pages, bags, s/books, cards etc, covering all periods, condn
mixed (100s) £1

2         E       1961 Europa issue x 50 sets in blocks or sheet format for Belgium, Germany, France, Portugal, Greece, Iceland, Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and Turkey. Most of these issues are also ‘Bird’ thematics,
Lots of stamps here and a considerable catalogue value, looks cheap, ideal for reseller £60

3        A      64 page Black ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with mainly 1935 - 1966 Omnibus issues of the British Commonwealth mint
and used. There are also a few ‘foreign’ issues for some of the 1960’s sets. Includes plenty of sets as well as odd values.
Includes 1935 Jubilee (130+ stamps includes circa 20 sets, 1948 RSW ( 5 high values and many odds), 37 Coro (50+
sets), Good representations of most sets to 1966 World Cup. Only 2 issues later than this including 1980 Queen
Mother. Overall 1500+ mostly different stamps in here with better catalogued earlies £120

4        A      A Commonwealth collection in red stock book mint & used including Aden KGVI vals to 2r, QEII vals to 10/-, selection
of States, Antigua 1863-67 1d & 6d, KGV vals to 2/- m, 1970-75 vals to $2.50 etc, Ascension with 1922 mint vals, KGVI
vals to 2/6, good selection of Australia from 1913 with Roo vals to 1/-, KGV Heads to 5d, 1930s selection of sets,
Admiral vals to £1 & $4 mint, some booklet panes etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £2,550+ (100s) £300

5        A      A duplicated range in large brown stock book including Australia, Canada NZ from KGVI to QEII used, S. Africa, Vietnam
including u/m blocks of 4 in sets etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £10

6        A      A Europa collection in large black “Lindner” stock book from early to modern sets mint, u/m and used with many
countries represented with some better seen, condn fair to fine (100s) £38

7        A      A Scott printed album of Scandinavia with used ranges to 1950s, we note Denmark from 1880s, other vals to 100ore,
1874 Officials etc, Finland, Iceland from 1876, Norway and Sweden from Ring types etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

8         B       A selection of 50 Approval books in small box mainly used, we note Poland, Portugal, Singapore vals to $10, Spain,
Switzerland, Tanzania, Trinidad & Tobago, Thailand, U.A.E, USA etc, condn mixed P.T.S.A £550+ (100s) £100

9         B       A small Aldi box containing all world all periods on and off paper with loose and in envelopes, we also note GB in
approvals from QV to QEII with additional duplicates of KGV and KGVI in envelopes etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

10       A      A small mint collection of Stamp Designs of Edmund Dulac which includes French Colonies with vals to 20f plus KGVI
GB with defins to 1/- plus High values with 2/- Green & brown, 5/- etc, well written up, interesting lot (several dozens) £25

11       A      An A-I British Commonwealth collection in Green & Brown stock books (2 books) with most reigns and all u/m, we
note Aden, Antigua, Ascension, Australia including KGVI, 1966-73 40c to $2, then to 1986, A.A.T, Bahamas from KGV,
Bahrain, 1953-62 vals to 2/-, Br. Guiana, Br. Solomons KGVI vals to 2/6, Barbados, Bermuda KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI to 1/-,
Br. Virgins with 1964-68 $1-$2.80, Brunei 1952-58 vals to 50c, Burma to 1r, Ceylon, Cyprus from KGVI to 1994, Falklands
vals to 2/-, Fiji with QEII vals to £1, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellis, QEII to $2, Grenada, Hong Kong from 1937 to better QEII
with many sets to $5 to c2001, Ireland from 1922-1980s with many sets, Cat £3,200+ (100s) £430

12       A      An all u/m British Commonwealth collection in large 32 page red stock book (2/3ds full) countries J-T with many sets
throughout, we note Jamaica, Leewards, Malayan States, Maldives, Malta from QV, Mauritius, New Hebrides 1963-72
1f-5f, NZ with KGVI to 3/-, QEII to 10/-, Norfolk vals to 10/-, PNG vals to £1, Pitcairn’s, St. Helena, St. Lucia, Sarawak,
Seychelles from QV, KGVI to 1r50, 1962-68 to 10r, Singapore 1949-2003 with many sets & vals to $10, S. Africa, S.
Rhodesia, SWA issues to 1962-72, Somaliland KGVI, Tonga, Tristan with sets to 2005, Turks & Caicos with 1967 to £1
etc, some duplication covering most periods, Cat £5,000++ (100s) £675

13       A      An u/m collection in Brown ring binder on Hagner sheets with St. Kitts and Nevis from 1970-1980s with many sets
and values to $3 & $10, MSs and “Official” opts etc (100s) £20

14       A      Australia, dependencies and Canada collection in green spring back album. Used collection includes many fine used
from KGV to QEII, many hundreds £20

15       A      Austria, France & Germany in green ‘Edelweiss 16’ stock book in good condition. Stamps fill around half the space, all
apparently U/M and cat £329 £16

16       A      British Commonwealth in brown stock book mint & used including early Caymans m, Gold Coast with EDVII and KGV
vals to 1/- m, Br. Guiana mint, a few Malayan States, Sarawak used etc, condn mixed (dozens) £45

Lot   Type   Description                                                                                                                              Reserve

NOTE: A BUYER'S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED TO THE 

HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION
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17       B       British Commonwealth King George VI - Substantial and valuable collection in four padded ‘Lighthouse’ hinge-less
with slip cases. Some of the pages are printed and others have been made as required. Mint and used, although mint
is generally more prevalent throughout and some is U/M. These albums and pages would cost £100’s new and we
estimate there are circa 400 pages overall. There are many complete definitive sets as well as many omnibus issues
including some 1948 Wedding sets. There are many perforation varieties indicated, which are not guaranteed, although
the few checked appeared to be correct. Pencilled annotations of cat values can be removed leaving albums in good
condition. Vendor advises total cat value exceeds £19,000 allowing for a few stamps they removed. Substantial lot for
collector or dealer. View to appreciate. £2,200

18       A      C’ Countries in Black Senator spring back binder. Includes Canada, COGH, Caymans Curacao, Cuba & Cyprus. 100’s of
mint and used stamps. £20

19       A      C/W KG5 to QEII, but emphasis on KG6 and QEII in small blue ‘Byron’ spring back album. Mint and used with sets,
countries in this volume include Malayan states, Tonga, Tanganyika, Kuwait, Ghana, Good Sudan, Fiji and Nauru. Circa 60
pages and all different content. Cat value exceeds £850, Good offering and worth viewing to appreciate. £70

20       E       Clippings from our incoming mail comprising a few overseas stamps, mainly GB commems and unfranked stamps
including both Machins and the newer Barcoded Machin types. These are offered for study and research purposes only
and should not be used for postage. A few hundred stamps here. £1

21       B       Collector’s clear-out in a small brown carton, which contains 10 albums / stock books, five are small ones. Minimal GB
in this one which is primarily world with C/W sprinkled amongst in places. Lots to sort through with duplication in a
couple of the books. Overall lots of different stamps to sort through. £1

22       E       Commonwealth - Asia and Oceanic areas on 6 Hagner pages, mint and used. Much is pre 1952 with some early QE2
spotted. Includes Labuan Colony types, Cook Islands, Samoa, Sarawak Crown Colony values to $5 mint & used; Solomon
islands; Gilbert & Ellice KG6 to 5/- mint; Singapore QE2 to $5 used; Pitcairn 1940 set of 10 mint etc. Clean lot of 180+
mostly different stamps. £70

23       S       Commonwealth ‘B’ and ‘C’ countries crammed onto a large well filled double sided stock page. Includes Bahamas,
Bermuda, Cyprus etc. 150 mostly different mint and used stamps of all periods. Worth viewing and looks fair value. £16

24       A      Commonwealth in blue ring binder with mint, used but mainly u/m, we note Sets. Kitts to $10, Nevis with sets, St. Lucia
m & u, St, Vincent mint sets to $4, Grenadines of St. Vincent with u/m sheetlets etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £20

25       B       Commonwealth mix in “K-Veg” box, we note Sarawak KGVI mint to 50c, Cyprus QEII mint collection (Cat £400) with
sets & MSs etc plus packets and pages, condn mixed (100s) £1

26       A      Eastern Europe in Benham branded ‘tan’ stock book. Includes Czechoslovakia from early imperfs, Albania with interesting
1913-17 issues and 1925 Air set mint and finally Poland with reasonable ranges. Majority of this lot is pre 1950 and
better than this description probably sounds. Recommended viewing if these areas are of interest to you. £60

27       E       EUROPE - Nine pre-circulated club books, remnants are PTSA £140, worth a good look £14

28       A      Europe priced ex dealer stock spread throughout a 64 sided blue stock book. Much is modern post 2000. Good variety
of subjects and countries. £50

29       A      European collection of ‘Europa’ theme issues in blue Lighthouse printed pages with a space for every issued stamp.
Pages from the first Europa issues in 1956, through to 1968 (13 years). Stamps are in Hawid mounts and those checked
were fine unmounted mint. Album is missing only the very expensive 1956 Luxembourg issue and is complete for all
other issues as required by the pages. Includes a few extras such as Herm Island and a Stampex souvenir sheet issue.
Good quality and ideal for continuation and completion if you already have or are minded to acquire the missing
Luxembourg set . Good lot and looks very cheaply reserved at under £8 a year. £100

30       A      Ex eBay dealers stock from many world countries in a 48 sides stock book. Some duplication and several miniature
sheets. An eclectic mix that should break well for trader. £80

31       A      Foreign from G-J countries in large Brown stock book including early to modern mint & used Greece, comprehensive
Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Iceland and Yugoslavia (Yugoslavia), condn mixed (100s) £10

32       S       Foreign Trio with Hungary 1871 15k & 25k SG12-13 and Italy 1884 Postage Due 100L SGD41, all good to fine cds
used, Cat £240+ £18

33       A      Gibraltar & Andorra - Gibraltar from KG5 to QEII mint and used with values to £5 seen. Earlier items worth checking
for wmks and perfs. Andorra (Both French & Spanish), French includes SGF66, 1932 and 1944 long sets not complete
but with better values cat up to £100 seen and  good 1960’s commemoratives as well. A smattering of Spanish Andorra
as well. Value here and well worth viewing. We counted over 1,150 items. £250

34       A      Green 32 sides stock book with a collection of ‘L’ countries mint and used (some U/M) includes Lebanon, Lesotho,
Liberia, Libya and Liechtenstein etc. 100’s £16

35       A      Green ‘Simplex’ ring binder with collection of Christmas Island & Norfolk island from 1958 - 1990’s includes some
definitive sets, mint and used,  Circa 170 different stamps. £30

36       E       Hagner page with 12 stamps. Includes Nyasaland 10/- SG96 fiscally used and Selangor SG61, 63 and 66, $1, $3 and $25
Elephants, these all fiscally used. (Cat £5,800 as postally used). Reserved as gap fillers, the $25 is an attractive looker! £60

Lot   Type   Description                                                                                                                              Reserve
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37       B       Landrover shoe box with a collectors clear out. Includes 1953 - circa 1974 mint (most U/M) GB commems on pages;
a couple of small stock books,; child’s album and a cigar box with packets and loose plus a few covers. We spotted
several £’s worth of usable GB postage in this. Worth a good look through. £1

38       B       Large and very heavy plain box containing All world in stock book and black stock pages, we note GB from mint pre-
decimal, some useful France Air issues u, C’W KGVI in green album, NZ in stock book etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

39       B       Large box with collectors clear-out. Much Australia and NZ in envelopes plus foreign (mainly European) in a stock
book and album. Box file and basically lots to look at. Good sorter. £20

40       B       Large cardboard box including albums and stock books (7), we note 2 volumes of commercial covers, 1½ albums of
modern P/Cards with many GB plus GB FDCs spanning 1970s-2000, condn mixed £1

41       B       Large Carton with 9 albums, five of these are 1997 -2000 Westminster GB Official FDC’s with good postmarks on
single stamp covers in sets. Also includes some definitive / regional issues. There is also a further album of earlier (1960’s
to 80’s) ‘inset’ coin covers. A world collection in a springback album and some Switzerland fine used on cards etc. Some
good covers here. £30

42       A      Large red ‘Compass’ stock book with a used collection of Christmas stamp issues from various world and mainly C/W
countries. From Gibraltar to Sri Lanka. Many countries represented with more valuable contributions from Grenada &
Grenadines (cat £200+), Italy (cat £88), Liechtenstein (cat £151), Malawi (cat £100+). Nevis, Cat £120), Niue (cat
£1161), Penrhyn (cat £202), Samoa (cat £101) and Sierra Leone (Cat £139). Many other countries also, virtually all is
fine used and overall cat value is over £3,000. Very good lot of it’s type, clean material laid out in chronological order
by country / area. All different with many sets and lots of miniature sheets too. Good lot. £210

43       B       Long white carton full of World & GB Covers, must be circa 300 or so with good variety. All different with quite a few
Channel Islands noted and some used postcards. Cheap for the quantity. £10

44       A      Malayan Areas in green stock book including North Borneo (QEII values to $10 mint); Malaya; Singapore and a few
states. Several hundred stamps to sort through. £28

45       B       Medium brown filing box with carry handles, has a collectors clear out of old child collection albums, some covers,
loose etc. A few Kavi / KG6 commercial mail items spotted and the usual stock pages etc. A green album with
commonwealth and foreign. Worth a look with some cards of interest. £1

46       B       Medium flat Amazon carton with several empty albums including an old Photo album with an ornate metal clasp and
very pretty interior. Three albums with stamps and mini sheets which in our opinion are easily worth the reserve. One
for the viewing list. £20

47       B       Medium size box full of commercial covers 1940s-90s including Egypt, Ethiopia, France, GB, Hong Kong, Pakistan, Russia,
USA etc plus a few FDCs etc, condn mixed (750+) £30

48       B       Medium size box with all world, mainly used in envelopes and approval books with all periods plus stock books of
mint & used early to modern GB in stock books, condn mixed (100s) £20

49       B       Medium size box with smaller stock books and large stock book with world including Commonwealth mint & used,
Commonwealth and GB mint on stock cards etc, condn mixed (100s) £20

50       B       Medium to large carton well filled with several albums, many pages and covers, GB, Commonwealth and World. Dig
deep into this one! £30

51       A      Mint, used and u/m modern selection in blue ring binder of world “Europa” issues, Commonwealth Day sets plus 1977
Jubilee sets, a few Disney MSs and sheetlets, Zambia m & u, Zimbabwe vals to $10 used etc, condn fair to fine (few
100s) £10

52       E       Mixed u/m collection on stock pages with Bangladesh, Ceylon, Pakistan and Sri Lanka ranging from 1947-1980s, Cat
£500+ (few 100s) £60

53       A      Modern Commonwealth in sleeved maroon album with mainly u/m issues with sets and MS’s, we note Cook Islands,
Gibraltar with 2000 Wings of Prey in sheetlets and MS’s, Malawi, Montserrat, Nauru, Solomon Islands, Tristan etc, condn
fair to fine (few 100) £20

54       A      New Age green binder with printed pages with KG6 and QEII mint & used collection from ‘N’ to ‘R’ countries, better
values spotted, a little sparse in places but dozens of items here, reserve is very reasonable. £16

55       B       Nice Day carton with carry handles, full with packets, pages, a Perforation detector a tin, loose material etc. A great
sorter £30

56       B       Nice Day’ medium box with many covers, some albums and loose on cards etc. many hundreds to sort. £16

57       B       Nice Day open top box filled with World material, 100’s of covers from GB, Commonwealth and World, loose pages
and stamps. Worth a look. £30

Lot   Type   Description                                                                                                                              Reserve
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58       B       Old box file with a collectors clear-out, on cards, loose and in packets etc. We note GB 1964 Shakespeare Phos set
U/M; USA 29c Elvis stamp in half sheet; USA 1973 Year set; C/W 1946 Victory Omnibus on pages; Germany 1936
Olympics set on large sheet with special cancels - looks interesting; CI&IOM packs and a few part sheets; Falklands
1946 Victory in U/M blocks; HK Victory set mint; Packet of pre QEII C/W on cards. Overall AN INTERSTING BOX
WORTH VIEWING £30

59       A      Old Imperial Album (World edition) with a few hundred stamps and several pages missing. Includes reasonable GB
(QV only), Early Bulgaria, Finland, North Borneo and several mint Philippines (Spanish Colony types). Almost everything
is 19th century, potential pickings here with substantial catalogue value. £60

60       E       Packet of odd stamps, pre-circulated club books etc. Primarily British Commonwealth. Worth a look, several hundreds. £10

61       B       Plastic box full of stamps on stock cards. Looks to be 200 or so cards of worldwide material. Worth a look £30

62       B       Plastic tub with open top full of various cover albums includes GB and Germany. A few loose items as well. £20

63       A      Red ‘Senator’ spring back album with a Commonwealth collection, Cyprus to Fiji. Few QV to QE2 with plenty of
KG6 etc. Includes FMS and Falklands. One to view £50

64       B       Round “Cadbury’s” tin full of all world loose off paper from early to mid period, condn mixed (100s) £1

65       B       Selection of Coin covers in flat box mostly Royalty issues with £50 face of £5 coin covers plus Crowns and other
values etc, condn good to fine £50

66       B       Small brown carton with 11 stock books and binders of various sizes with plenty of foreign and C/W material to sort
through. Just one tiny stock book of GB. Must be a few thousand stamps in here and will provide a few hours of
entertainment! £1

67       B       Small brown carton with many World Covers, many being commercial mail, we estimate 400+ items £15

68       A      Small brown ‘Prinz’ stock book with a few forgeries / reprints for reference. In the main these are central and Eastern
Europe, although there are a couple of Commonwealth items also. Most have comments against them. Offered ‘as is’
on its merits. Around 75 stamps. Useful! £50

69       B       Small carton with part of a collectors clearance of surplus material accumulated over several years. Includes a few
1983 period Benham Postcards; a few PHQ cards, Some general topographical postcards and a blue box filled with an
assortment of worldwide stamps both on and off paper - probably at least 1,000+ in here). £12

70       B       Small Chicken Sweetcorn box with all world early to modern in marked envelopes and sorted into countries loose
on and off paper, condn mixed (1000s) £10

71       A      Small Foreign collection in 2 ring binder. Includes Russia, Senegal, Spain, Venezuela and USA. 100+ stamps different and
mounted on pages. £10

72       E       Small red stock book of foreign material, mostly earlier with much 19th century. Includes France (with 1849 1F
damaged), Belgium, China, Austria, South America, Egypt etc. We counted over 375 stamps. Worth a look £40

73       E       Small selection of QEII sets and part sets mainly mint, we note Falklands 1971 to 50p m, Dominica most vals to $2.40
u, Bahamas 1980 to $5 m, AAT 1984 to $1 m (small faults), St. Kitts-Nevis 1963 most vals to $5, Turks & Caicos 1967
to $2 and 1968 vals to $2 on £1 mint etc (dozens) £15

74       S       Small stock card box with a quantity of glassine packets with GB and C/W stamps almost entirely pre 1950 noted
some wmk varieties and control singles. Also a small number of very old Stanley Gibbons approval books with GB and
C/W items. Worth a look as there is modest value here. £1

75       B       Small wooden box containing world and C/W in envelopes, mostly pre 1950 material, also a quantity of KG5 / KG6
commercial mail items from GB. Very little GB seen and may be some finds lurking in the envelopes. Many stamps in
here well over 1,000 and probably several. £20

76       B       Smallish Carton full to the brim with covers and pages and albums. Noted some Benham silks and a ‘Trusty’ starter
album. Will entertain for a Winter’s evening. £30

77       A      Swiftsure  four ring album with a useful worldwide used collection, many hundreds with lots of countries represented. £20

78       A      Tan Coloured Lighthouse stock book with French Colonies and Ethiopia. Well filled with well over 1,000 stamps mostly
different with minor duplication only.  Some post independence issues too. £60

79       A      Tidy mint & used collection in green stock book of Commonwealth “C” countries including Ceylon 1862-QEII with
1862 6d u, 1872-80 vals, 1888-90 surcharges m & u, 1899-1900 vals to 75c m, EDVII vals to 75c m, KGV vals to 2r m
or u, KGVI vals to 5r including some perfs, QEII vals to 2r m, Christmas sets to $1 m, Cocos(keeling)Islands 1963-90
with much u/m, Cook Islands 1892, 1893-1900 vals to 6d, 1919 vals to 1/- m, 1938 set to 3/- m, then strength in Cyprus
1880-1999, GB 1d reds mint optd, EDVII m & u, KGV m & u vals to 9pi, 1928 to 6pi m & u, KGVI vals to £1 u, 1955-
60 vals to £1 m, 1966-69 to £1 etc then a very good range of sets through to 1999 with sets to £1, much u/m, Cat
£2,700+ (100s) £330
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80       A      Valuable collection in green stock book with Commonwealth “B” countries including Bahamas 1863-1967 with 1863-
77 1d (wmk reversed), 1884-90 vals to 6d u, EDVII vals to 2½d u, KGV m & u vals to 1/-, 1920 set to 1/- m, KGVI m &
u vals to 5/-, QEII vals to 5/- etc, Bahrain, 1933-1940s with 1933-37 vals to 1r, 1938-41 vals to 5r u, 1942-45 vals to
12a u, Barbados 1861-1960s with QV vals to 1/- u, 1892-1903 vals to 10d m, 1905 to 2½d m, 1906 vals to 1/- m & u,
1921-24 vals to 3/- m, KGVI m & u vals to 2/6 etc, Basutoland KGVI m vals to 1/- & QEII vals to 25c m etc and
Bechuanaland with various overprints including 1888 vals to 1/- u, 1891-1904  vals to 1/- u, EDVII to 2½d m & u, KGV
mint vals to 1/-, QEII m & u vals to 1/- condn generally good to fine, Cat £3,570+ (100s) £400

81       B       Virgin Wines Box well filled with albums of all sorts, A United Nations collection, lots of covers and loose pages - this
will keep you busy! £30

82       S       West Indies QE2 watermark varieties x 6 all U/M. Comprises Bahamas SG718ei and 719ei (both Inverted Wmk),
then Trinidad and Tobago SG737Ei (sideways Inverted), SG720ei (sideways Inverted), SG717ei (inverted), and 1986
Miss World $1.65 (Inverted). Nice lot, cat £108 (5 items) plus one unpriced by SG £16

83       B       World accumulation in “Naked wines” box including 1990 World cup albums (2) with sheetlets, covers etc, Stamp
collecting by Otto Hornung, GB m & u vals to £5 plus FDCs etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

84       B       World accumulation in medium “Mrs Bridges” box, all periods with loose, pages and various albums, plenty to sort
here, reserved very cheaply, condn mixed (100s) £10

85       B       World accumulation in medium size box, we note old covers, old time albums with used earlies and Channel Islands
and I.O.Man pack with u/m sets etc, condn mixed in places (100s) £10

86       B       World accumulation in small Amazon box, we note mint & used with modern u/m including 1981 Wedding, 1979
Churchill on Hagner pages plus various smaller s/books, GB mint with KGVI and early QEII etc, condn mixed (few
100s) £1

87       B       World accumulation in small cardboard box including album and stock book, also GB covers mint early commems
plus some “Harrington & Byrne” folders etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

88       B       World accumulation loose in named envelopes spanning early to modern, a few GB pre-decimal FDCs and a handful
of old approval books priced in £,1/- and d’s etc, condn mixed (1000s) £10

89       B       World glory box of early to modern in Pearl Delight box on pages, cards and packets etc, good sorter, condn mixed
(100s) £1

90       B       World loose in packets and envelopes all housed in “short bread” tin, condn mixed (100s) £1

91       A      World m & u in green Lighthouse stock book with early to mid period including Poland, Scandinavia, Romania with
useful, S. America, Germany with better seen etc, condn mixed (100s) £50

92       A      World m & u in large “Edelweiss” stock book, we note Burma from KGVI m, St. Vincent from KGVI m, Ascension, Fiji
vals to 4/- m, Gold Coast m & u, Hungary, St. Lucia m, Bechuanaland m & u, Pitcairn m & u, Antigua etc mainly KGVI &
QEII period, clean lot (100s) £30

93       A      World mainly Commonwealth collection in large black stock book, we note S. Africa QEII vals to 1r m & u, NZ QEII
vals to $2 m, Grenada QEII u/m sets, India with KGVI used vals to 10r, Pakistan, Sarawak KGVI u, Turks & Caicos etc,
condn fair to fine (100s) £40

94       A      World mint and used of “N” Countries in red binder, we note Nepal, Netherlands, Newfoundland used, NZ QV to
QEII mint & used, Nicaragua vals to $30 used, Norway used vals to 50Kr plus some mint etc, condn mixed (100s) £30

95       A      World mint and used of “P” Countries in blue binder, we note Pakistan early to modern, Papua, Paraguay, Pitcairn,
Poland m & u, Portugal early to modern including 1979-1980s Europa MS’s mint etc, condn mixed (100s) £18

96       A      World selection in large red stock book including Colombia m & u, Japan, Germany, Spain, Scandinavia, Portugal but
strength in mainly mint Monaco from 1891-1970s with many sets and part sets and values to 200f etc (Monaco Cat
£2,400+), clean lot (100s) £200

97       B       World selection of 79 Approval books of mint & used covering all periods, with better seen here & there and was
Priced to sell at £1,300+ some years ago, so would represent good value as most catalogue values would be on the
up side, condn mixed (100s) £200

98       B       World used accumulation loose in plastic bags covering all periods, we note Commonwealth with Australia, Canada
etc, then some foreign with France and plenty of French colonies to sort mint and used, then GB from earlies to
modern etc, condn mixed (1000s) £15

99       B       World with mainly Commonwealth and some GB mint & used covering most periods, we note Nyasaland in bag with
KGV mint vals to 1/- plus some QEII, Commonwealth 1953 Coronation mint sets with other modern to $5 etc, condn
mixed (100s) £10

CIGARETTE CARDS

100     A      8 complete sets, which cat a total of £232+ Includes Churchman’s ‘Holidays in Britain; Wills ‘Radio Celebrities’; Typhoo
Tea ‘Horses’ (Cat £25), Gallaher’s ‘Tricks and Puzzles No 51-100 (Cat £50) etc. Generally in good to fine condition £40
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101     E       Alexander Boguslavsky Ltd - 1925 Sports Records (1-25), complete set, majority of cards in good to fine condition,
two with rounded corners and three with slightly grubby reverses. Not often seen set, Cat £75 £30

102     E       Ardarth Tobacco Co. - 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 50 cards on three large polyprotec leaves. Cards in very good condition,
cat £30 £15

103     E       Ardarth Tobacco Co. Limited - 1936 Proverbs set of 25 cards on three polyprotec leaves in very good condition. Cat
£50 £30

104     E       Carreras - 1926 Famous Escapes, set of 25 Larger cards on 5 polyprotec leaves. Cards in good condition, cat £37.50 £15

105     E       Carreras - 1939 Birds set of 50, very good condition in five polyprotec pages, cat £4o £20

106     E       Carreras Limited - 1935 Celebrities of British History complete set of 50 cards in very good condition in five polyprotec
sleeves, cat £50 £22

107     E       Churchman - 1935 ‘Frisky’ complete set of 52 cards laid out in three large polyprotec leaves. Awkward set, cards in
good condition, cat £185. £80

108     E       Churchman - 1936 Legends of Britain. Set of 50 cards housed on three large polyprotec leaves. Cards in very good
condition. Cat £40 £20

109     E       Churchman’s - 1930 Life in a Liner set of 25 cards in generally good condition offered on three polyprotec leaves, cat
£45.50 £24

110     E       Co-operative Wholesale Society (C.W.S.) - 1939 Boy Scout Badges complete set of 50 cards in very good condition.
Cat £80 £44

111     E       Gallaher - 1933 Tricks & Puzzles (Black Back) numbers 1 - 50 complete (half of a set of 100), good condition in five
polyprotec leaves, cat £50 £22

112     A      Green card album containing 17 different sets housed in polyprotec leaves. Includes Players Modern naval Craft, Wills
Life in the Royal Navy, Churchman Story of Navigation, Gallaher Aesop’s Fables etc. Good condition and many are
very fine, Cat £304. £110

113     E       Hignett Bros. & Co - 1939 Sea Adventure set of 50 cards in very good condition in five polyprotec sleeves. Cat £50 £28

114     E       International Tobacco Co Ltd. - 1934 International Code of Signals, complete set of 50 cards in very good condition
on three large polyprotec leaves. Cat £75 £35

115     E       John Player - 1916 Napoleon set of 25 cards in generally good condition in three polyprotec leaves. Cat £55 £25

116     E       John Player - 1936 Motor Cars, complete set of 50 cards in good condition on five polyprotec pages, cat £40 £20

117     E       John Player & Sons - 1915 British Livestock, complete set of 25 cards in three small polyprotec leaves. Several cards
have a few rounded corners, but mostly clean. One card (No 25) is a bit grubby with pencil annotations on reverse,
Cat £65 £18

118     E       John Player & Sons - 1916 Cries of London (2nd series) Blue Back, set of 25 cards in three polyprotec leaves. Very
good condition for their age. £8

119     E       John Player & Sons - 1917 Shakespearian Series, complete set of 25 cards in three small polyprotec leaves. Cards are
mostly good to very good, cat £30 £12

120     E       John Player & Sons - 1935 Aeroplanes (Civil) set of 50 on 5 small polyprotec leaves. Very good condition, cat £30 £15

121     E       John Player & Sons - 1938 Old Hunting Prints set of 25 large cards on four polyprotec leaves. Generally good condition,
a couple of marks here and there but nothing to significantly detract, nice set Cat £75 £30

122     E       John Player & Sons - 1939 Types of Horses set of 25 large cards on 5 polyprotec leaves. Good condition no rounded
corners but 4 cards are a little grubby on reverse. Scarce set, cat £100 £38

123     E       John Player & Sons, 1937 Motor Cars (2nd Series), set of 50 on five polyprotec leaves, good condition, cat £40 £20

124     E       John Player & Sons, Cricketers 1934, set of 50 cards on five leaves. Generally good condition, a few cards with marks
on reverse, overall a decent set. Cat £50 £20

125     E       Lambert & Butler - 1939 Interesting Sidelights on the work of the G.P.O., set of 50 cards on 5 polyprotec leaves in
very good condition. Cat £50. Due to its subject matter could be of interest to most stamp collectors! £25

126     A      Large grey four ring binder with 7 sets in large polypropylene leaves. Cat £140+ and in good condition, includes Player’s
Animals of the Countryside; Gallaher ‘Army badges; Churchman’s ‘Howlers’ etc. Very good value. £30

127     E       Louis Gerard Limited - 1938 Modern Armaments 46 out of 50 cards in very good condition in 5 polyprotec leaves.
Cat £57.50. Missing numbers 14, 18, 20 and 23. Very clean £24

128     A      Red album with 13 different sets in polyprotec leaves. Includes Air raid Precautions, Dogs, Garden Flowers, Wonders
of the World etc. Good condition with many fine, total cat value is £189 £70

129     A      Red Card album containing 16 different complete sets in polyprotec leaves. Various issuers we spotted Gallaher Dogs,
Player’s Aviary & Cage Birds, Carreras Do You Know, Wills Garden Flowers etc. Overall condition is good. Cat £285 £90
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130     B       Small box with 1,000 - 1,500 loose cards includes a few sets and part sets noted Kensitas ‘Builders of Empire set plus
a number of duplicates. Very wide selection of issuers and subjects. We reckon cat value will easily exceed £500.
Condition varies from average to fine, with we would say a good proportion of cards in good collectable condition
and very few horrors. £30

131     A      Small tan coloured album with polypropylene leaves containing with around a dozen complete sets of cards which
catalogue circa £160+ Includes a wide range of subjects and with most cards in good to fine condition. Nice lot. £30

132     E       Teofani & Co. - 1938 Past & Present B Weapons of War complete set of 24 cards in three polyprotec leaves, cat £30 £15

133     E       W.D. & H.O. Wills - 1915 Birds, complete set of m50 cards in generally good condition housed in five polyprotec
leaves, cat £50 £24

AAT

134     E       Nine different sets either U/M or fine used C.T.O. 1990’s and early 2000’s period. Cat £90+ £18

135     S       SG8/18, 1966-1968 Definitive set U/M, cat £36 £7

136     E       SG130/167 2000 Penguins to 2004 Mawson Station sets all fine used, cat £94 £18

137     E       SG130/167 2000 Penguins to 2004 Mawson Station sets U/M, cat £90+ £18

ABU DHABI

138     E       SG12/14, 1965 Falconry set on clean typed addressed FDC. Not often seen £8

ACCESSORIES

139     A      2021 Edition of the Stanley Gibbons ‘Part 1’ Commonwealth & British Empire’ Stamp catalogue. Battered cover, spine
has been taped, but content is fine and complete. Cost new was £89.95 £10

140     B       3 30 page stock books and 1 16 page stock book all with black pages in good condn (4 s/books) £5

141     A      A fine Wessex Paragon 16 page stock book with interleaving £1

142     A      Australia 1913 - 1965 Volume 1 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very
good condition, a couple of marks on slip case. High cost new. £40

143     A      Australia 2000 - 2007 Volume 4 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very
good condition, as is the slip case. High cost new. £40

144     A      Blue ‘Lighthouse’ Royal FDC album with matching blue Lighthouse slip case. Good condition 22 ring binder with circa
18 pages. This is a good quality album with a new cost in excess of £60 with a slipcase. £12

145     A      Blue ‘Lighthouse’ Royal FDC album with matching blue Lighthouse slip case. Good condition 22 ring binder with circa
18 pages. This is a good quality album with a new cost in excess of £60 with a slipcase. £12

146     A      GB Maroon Lindner hinge-less album with printed pages from 1990 - 1999 of the type which can be used to collect
both mint and used in the same album. Comes with matching slipcase. £12

147     A      GB Stanley Gibbons Windsor album volume 4 red binder and printed pages for definitive issues, looks very new other
than a couple of hinge marks. £8

148     A      Great Britain, 1971 - 1990,  Black ‘Lindner’ binder with hinge less pages in a matching slip case (Empty - No stamps).
Ali in good usable condition. Expensive to buy new. £15

149     B       Ice cream tub full of clear stamp mounts of various sizes, hundreds if not thousands, either new or able to be reused.
Would cost a fortune new £20

150     E       Literature - A Century of Stamp Production 1852 - 1952’ pamphlet issued by Waterlow & Sons Limited, includes two
full colour plates of various stamps produced by the company using the Collotype Process. These all have ‘Reproduction
Only No Postal or Philatelic Value’ printed on reverse to prevent these being passed off as imperforate stamps. Very
good brochure in fine condition and very scarce. £40

151     E       New Royal Mail 5 Post & Go stamp album double leaves refills for use with Post & Go album x5 packs Retail £4.99
each (R.£24.95) £5

152     E       New Royal Mail 5 Post & Go stamp album double leaves refills for use with Post & Go album x7 packs Retail £4.99
each (R.£34.93) £5

153     A      Prinz - Two four ring binders (with slip cases), one Black, the other Blue with a small quantity of ‘Pro-Fil’ system pages.
As new £14

154     A      Red Stanley Gibbons ‘Vario’ Stock Album with circa 50 double sided, mostly ‘2 strip’ pages (suitable for FDC’s or
Postcards) pages. High cost new and these are in good condition. £24

155     A      Red Stanley Gibbons ‘Vario’ Stock Album with circa 50 double sided, mostly ‘6 strip’ pages. High cost new and these
are in good condition. £24
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156     B       Specialised Machin catalogues x 4, all are loose leaf types, includes two volumes of the ‘Bookmark Catalogue’ of decimal
booklets, Stanley Gibbons Volume 4 QEII Decimal Issues catalogue (8th edition) and the Deegam Machin handbook
2nd edition and update reports. A wealth of information for anyone interested in these fascinating issues. £6

157     B       Stanley Gibbons ‘Digital Microscope’ in its original box. Selling prices on eBay are £50+ £20

158     A      Two four ring binders (1 Black, 1 Green) containing around 100 Hagner sheets (mainly 6 to 8 strip according to vendor)
in usable condition. £24

159     A      Two four ring binders (1 Black, 1 Red) containing around 100 Hagner sheets of various strip numbers (mainly 6 to 8
strip according to vendor) in usable condition. £24

160     A      Two ring binders (one red, one black) a little worn each with 25 SG ‘Vario’ stock pages of various combinations. 100
stock card sides in total. £16

161     B       Underbed storage box filled with empty binders and a quantity of two to view FDC album pages. Includes a W H
Smith 22 ring album brand new with 50 quadrille leaves which is unopened and worth the reserve alone. £1

162     B       Various clean second hand stock books with 7 large and 2 small in good condn £10

163     A      WH Smith Collecting system for First Day Covers with album plus 30 empty double sided refills that can house 120
FDCs in almost new condition £10

164     E       WH Smith FDC leaves, 5 brand new packs plus 2 packs brand new Telephone cards £7

ALAND

165     E       Collection of Year Packs as issued, 1984 to 1995 inclusive and 1997 plus 2000/2001. Stamps STC £529 £80

ALBANIA

166     E       Stock page containing U/M marginal blocks of 15 of both SG255 and SG258. These are the 1Fand 5F values of the
1928 Kingdom issue both are unmounted mint. Cat £250+ £36

167     S       1925 10q Red King Zog in fine u/m block of four imperforated with single line of perforations (11½) across middle of
stamps £30

168     S       1928 5q Green SG250 optd “Mbretnia-Shqiptare” illustrating severe shift to the right in u/m top marginal block of 6 £20

169     E       1949-1990 with a fairly substantial collection on stock pages with mint and cto ranges, some imperf, MS’s etc, clean lot,
Cat £245+ (few 100) £30

ANDORRA

170     S       Spanish - SG57, 1972 Europa 8p U/M, cat £180 £15

ANGUILLA

171     S       SG485/500, 1982 Definitive set of 16 to $10 U/M, Cat £52 £10

ANTIGUA

172     E       1879-1960s mainly mint selection on stock page with QV vals to 4d, KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI vals to 1/-, QEII vals to 24c
etc slight duplication in places, condn good to fine Cat £350+ (120+) £40

173     S       1884-87 6d Deep Green SG29 fine mtd mint £18

174     S       1921-29 short set to 3/- including shades SG62-79 fine mtd mint, Cat £240+ (17) £40

175     S       1932 short set to 2/6 SG81-9 fine mtd mint (9) £25

176     A      1937-1990’s mint and used collection in a brown 22 ring binder, several hundreds with some light duplication but many
sets included and some miniature sheets. A few hundred or so. £40

177     E       A small mint & used selection including 1935 S. Jubilee, 1938-51 set to £1 mint, then vals to 5/- with extra 1/- shade
etc, condn good to fine Cat £245+ (40+) £36

178     A      Green 22 ring padded binder with a QEII U/M and used collection, several hundreds with a decent cat value and a few
multiples also. £32

179     S       SG107/109, 1938 -48 KG6 top values 5/-, 10/- and £1 values mounted mint, cat £85 £18

ARUBA

180     E       1986-1992 A complete fine used collection on Hagner pages from SG1 to 120, Cat £180+ £25
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ASCENSION

181     E       Mainly mint selection on stock page from 1922-56 with KGV vals to 3d, KGVI vals to 1/- with P.13 & 13½ plus QEII to
7d etc, condn fair to fine with some duplication, Cat £430+ (102) £40

182     S       QE2 - 9 stamps all with inverted watermarks U/M, some (5) are marginal stamps making the classification easier to
see. Includes 1985 Scouts 12p and 15p, 1985 Queen Mother 12p and 15p etc. £20

183     E       SG57/69, 1956 definitive set of 13 fine mint on album page, cat £150 £34

184     S       SG71A, 1963 1½d Black Noddy ‘Cobalt Omitted’ variety mounted mint, comes with normal stamp for comparison.
Useful bird thematic item,  Cat £130 £36

185     S       SG851/852, 2002 Island Views set to £5 U/M, cat £40 £8

186     S       SG987/998, 2008 Fauna and their eggs set to £5 U/M, cat £52 £10

187     E       Stock page with 25 mint stamps of the KG6 definitive issue. Basic set of 16 (the 10/- is U/M, 3d blue has gum toning).
Extra values include a ½d value that looks to be the ‘Long centre bar to E’ variety.  Cat £350+ £44

188     E       Three Commemorative stamp WMK Varieties, namely SG295bw (crown to left wmk); SG308w Duke of Edinburgh
(Inverted WMK); SG330w x 2 Lord Reith Gutter Pair (WMK Crown to Right). All U/M £6

AUSTRALIA

189     E       13 Presentation Packs 1960’s and 1970’s, includes 1971 Xmas pack with se-tenant block of 7 stamps. £10

190     A      1913 - 1983 in a Davo printed album, includes some AAT. 100’s of mint and used stamps includes the good 1930’s sets.
1948 to £2, 1963/5 Navigators to £2 etc. £80

191     A      1913 to 1946 Kangaroo series only, includes 1st wmk to 5/- used (5/- with missing corner) and 10/- specimen (again
missing corner).2nd wmk to 2/-, 3rd wmk to 5/-; 1929-30and 1931-46 ditto to 5/-. 1931 issue 10/- to £2 mint Specimens.
Thereafter detailed studies of each value with a few examples of each from ½d to 5/- (x4 and includes one 2nd wmk).
Majority used, but also includes some perforated ‘OS’ types. There are several varieties including INV WMKS etc, A
very nice lot for study and classification and immense catalogue value. Over 250 stamps across 30 pages, a most
interesting lot mixed condition but lots of good copies amongst. Recommended viewing! £250

192     A      1913 to 1990 used collection in the Red Stanley Gibbons printed album, several hundreds from KGV onwards, good
starter. £32

193     S       1913-14 6d Kookaburra SG19, fine used £10

194     E       1930s mint & used selection in small stock book including 1932 3d Bridge in u/m Plate 4 block of 4, 1934 Victoria with
2d “John Ash” imprint block of 4 + 1/- u/m plus set used, MacArthur 3d imprint pair m, 9d u/m, 1935 S. Jubilee set mint
with the 2/- imprint pair plus used etc, nice group (c59) £50

195     A      1976-1983 mint and used dual collected collection, 100’s of stamps with many sets, those checked were U/M £16

196     B       1981 - 1990, Australia Post Year Books x 10 with slip cases etc. A few stamps have been removed in places, but much
remains, several books are complete. High cat lot, reserved at just £5 per year. The books could be completed with the
missing items quite easily £44

197     A      1984-1989 fine used collection in padded red four ring binder, also includes a  few mint booklets. A few 100’s £20

198     E       2000 Olympic Gold Medal Winners miniature sheet containing SG2070B/2042B and 2052 fine U/M. This sheet was

only available in the 2000 Annual Collection album and is therefore an elusive item. £22

199     E       2005 Parrots Mini Sheet, 2006 Queens 80th Birthday sheetlet of four plus label and 2007Botanic Gardens sheetlet of
five stamps. All these products fine unmounted mint and issued exclusively in Annual Year Books, unobtainable elsewhere.
Limited edition items, scarce. £28

200     E       2007 Landmarks Modernist Architecture IMPERFORATE smiler sheet, only 2000 produced, £10

201     E       2009 Species at Risk. MS3252 miniature sheet U/M, plus a special sheetlet of five stamps of the 55c Norfolk island
‘Green Parrot’ design but with Australia rather than Norfolk island as the Country name. This sheet was only available

in the annual Year Book and is a wonderful Bird thematic item, seldom offered. £28

202     A      Black four ring binder with 1966 to 1979 U/M collection additionally with some FDC’s, booklets and presentation packs
as well, includes better sets of the period. Good cat value. £40

203     A      Blue Stanley Gibbons stock book, well filled  with circa 2,200 stamps. A few earlies but majority is decimal and with
some good coverage into modern periods with issues to 2015 and later seen. Wide variety, with duplication to some
issues notably International Post types to $10 with extras, note SG4646 x 20+ and SG4256 x 20+. Also some miniature
sheets, some have been folded but stamps can be extracted. Good lot of its type, ideal for reseller. £48

204     E       Colourful stock book with a used/ fine used range of mainly QE2 period material. Several 100’s with $ values seen
throughout. £20

205     E       Early used selection of values to 1920s including 1913-14 vals to 5/-, 1914-20 to 5d, 1915 6d & 1/-, 1918-23 vals etc,
condn mixed Cat £420+ (32) £30
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206     A      Green four ring binder with 13 modern Smilers sheets, all U/M, includes Shane Warne, Finding Nemo, A Bug’s Life and
Star Wars £30

207     A      Green stock book with a few hundred fine used / used modern issues, including some se-tenants as issued. £8

208     A      Including AAT, 1913 to 1990 used collection in red Stanley Gibbons printed album with several hundred stamps. Plenty
of completely filled pages. £40

209     A      Including AAT, Blue four ring album with 75 different FDC’s of the 2000’s with better sets and some mini sheets £75

210     A      Including associated areas, Maroon two post binder with a mainly QE2 period used collection, many hundreds and
includes AAT and Christmas Island etc. £40

211     E       King George V Heads, accumulation of several hundreds duplicated for study on album pages. Lots of postmark interest
and shades with  several minor positional varieties annotated in pencil. Nice lot for continued investigations. Many
different values represented with probably over 100 of the 4d value. There will be finds here for the determined. £100

212     E       Mint & used selection on stock pages from 19133-50s including 1913 9d f/u, 1915 vals to 2/- used, 1923-24 2/- SG74
(9), 1929-30 vals to 2/- used, 1931 Airs mint, 1934 Victoria to 1/- used with both perfs u, 1936 S. Australia m & u, 1937-
49 m & u vals to 10/-, 1948-56 to £2 used etc plus A.A.T m & u vals to 2/3, condn fair to fine, some duplication, Cat
£1,800+ (300+) £200

213     A      Red four ring album with 71 2008-9 FDC’s with many $ values. Seldom seen more modern issues £80

214     A      Red ‘Lighthouse’ hinge-less album with printed pages for issues 1984 - 1999. (Empty) and very nice condition, like new,
high cost to buy this. £24

215     A      Red ‘Lighthouse’ hinge-less album with printed pages for issues 2002 - 2004 with some additional pages. This album has
the matching slip case. (Empty) and very nice condition, high cost to buy this. £16

216     S       SB34, 1957 4/- booklet in pristine condition, cat £45 £8

217     S       SG10, 1913 9d Kangaroo mounted mint, cat £90 £15

218     S       SG114s, 1929-30 £2 black & rose ‘overprinted specimen’ . Fresh colours, unused. Has a slight brownish residue from
where it has been previously hinged. Nice fresh colours, cat £650 (pro rata) £65

219     S       SG133, 1931 -1936 9d Violet mounted mint, Cat £45 £8

220     S       SG136, 1932 10/- grey and pink, good to fine used, centered to right, sadly a very tiny and not obvious closed tear,  Cat
£160 £8

221     S       SG136s, 1931-36 10/- grey and pink ‘overprinted Specimen’ unused without gum. £10

222     S       SG149/149a, 1934 Victoria 1/- both perfs good to fine used, cat £46 £7

223     S       SG150/152 1934 Macarthur set mounted mint, cat £55 £9

224     S       SG150/152, 1934 Macarthur set mtd mint with both types of the 2d value, Cat £81 £13

225     S       SG177a and 178a, 1948 Robes 10/- and £1 on thin paper fine used, cat £130 £26

226     S       SG178, 1937 £1 Robes, KG6 high value on thick paper, fine used, cat £35 £7

227     S       SG184w, 2d WMK INVERTED block of 6 U/M, ex booklet, trimmed perfs to base, otherwise fine, cat £96 £16

228     S       SG186, KG6 3d blue U/M, cat £48 £10

229     S       SG193/195, 1937 New South Wales set fine mounted mint, cat £40 £9

230     S       SG193/195, 1937 New South Wales set, mounted mint, cat £40 £8

231     S       SG193/5, 1937 New South Wales set mounted mint, fresh colours, cat £40 £14

232     S       SG196/199 1940 Imperial Forces set lightly mounted mint, cat £50 £12

233     S       SG196/199, 1940 Imperial Forces set fine used, Cat £40 £8

234     S       SG3, 1913, 2d Grey Kangaroo mtd mint, cat £55 £8

235     S       SG314c, 1959 5d deep blue U/M coil block of four stamps, cat £55 £12

236     S       SG355/360, 1963-1965 Navigators set of six to £2 fine used, cat £110 £18

237     S       SG382/403, 1966 - 1973 Definitives to $4 Navigator. Missing 5c (SG386c) and 4c has gum blemish. Otherwise fine
u/m. Cat £75 £6

238     S       SG4, 1913 2½d Kangaroo mounted mint, cat £50 £8

239     S       SG8, 1913 6d Kangaroo mounted mint, faint central crease, cat £85 £11

240     S       SGMS106a, 1928 Stamp Exhibition miniature sheet U/M, cat £130 (Mtd) £40

241     S       SGO73,  1918-1923, 4d violet perforated ‘OS’ lightly mounted mint. One blunt corner perf at lower right, Cat £120 £28

242     S       Sir Donald Bradman (Cricketer) 75th Birthday illustrated  commemorative cover with special postmark 18th November
1983 and autographed by him as well. Cover produced by ‘Strand’ £20
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AUSTRALIAN STATES

243     S       1857-67 1d Carmine SG29 unused no gum (Cat £375) with good 4 margins, good space filler £30

244     S       1857-67 small selection of good to fine used with 4 margins examples including 1d Deep Red Brown, 1d Pale Red
Brown (SG25-6), then 4d Pale Blue and Blue (SG36-7), Cat £150+ (4) £28

245     A      Mint and mainly used collection of all states and periods in a red padded ‘Hagner’ binder. Over 2,500 stamps either on
album pages or Hagner sheets. Much duplication in places but ideal for sorting perfs, shades watermarks and postmarks.
Usual mixed condition, but we noticed a page of 30+ Tasmania earlies from imperforates and a page of 30+ South
Australia Chalons and also a page of ‘Long Toms’. Useful pickings likely to emerge from sorting / identification. There
are a few Postage Dues and Officials and a few Victorian Stamp Duty types with a 10/- value spotted. Recommended
viewing. £460

246     E       Postal History - 10 different items offered displayed on four album pages. Seven items from New South Wales and
three from Queensland (includes an 1864 envelope). Reserved At £9 an item for the lot which does not seem
unreasonable. Recommended viewing. £90

247     S       SG037b, 1874-76 1d blue-green ‘Official’ PERF 10, with a clear ‘No Stop after S’ variety. Listed but unpriced in SG part
one cat. £40

248     S       Tasmania- 1858 1/- Vermilion SG41 fine used with 3 margins Cat £80 £8

249     S       Tasmania- 1860-67 6d Grey-violet SG46 fine used with 3½ to nearly 4 margins, Cat £85 £12

250     S       Tasmania- 1880 1/- Pink Stamp Duty SGF29 good to fine mtd mint £30

251     S       Tasmania- 1892-99 short set to 5/- (5/- gum crease- rest fine) good to fine mtd mint, Cat £180+ £32

252     S       Tasmania- 1892-99 to 5/- SG216-23 all fine cds used £28

253     S       Tasmania- 1906-09 9d Blue SG256b good to fine mtd mint £24

AUSTRIA

254     A      1850 - circa 1963 mint and used collection in a 64 page wine red Lighthouse stock book. We counted over 1270
stamps with most issues represented and with several sets or near complete sets. There look to be potentially some
perf varieties on earlier issues. Clean lot with much to commend it. Good basis for continuation. £95

255     S       1930 Anti Tuberculosis Fund set to 1s, SG660-65 fine mtd mint £20

256     S       1934 fine mtd mint trio 2sh to 5sh, SG757-7 £20

257     S       1935 Air 3s and 10s SG775 and SG777, both fine mtd mint £28

258     E       1940’s to 1970’s U/M ranges on 14 stock page sides. Better sets and values noted and looks to be all different, will cat
several £00’s £40

259     A      1945-1978 mint and U/M collection in a blue’ Lighthouse’ hinge-less binder with many better sets including1950-53
Birds set, total cat exceeds £4,200 £160

260     S       1948 Artist set of 7 to 1.40g + 70g, SG1145-51 fine mtd mint £18

261     S       1948 Costumes 2s50 Brown SG1137 in a fine u/m block of 50 with control numbers along top margin (Cat £8.75
each) £30

262     S       1950 Air with 60g, 1s, 5s & 10s SG1215-16 and SG1219-20 cds used with very minor imperfections, Cat £270 (4) £27

263     A      1955 to 1984 (to SG2032). All different U/M collection in tan coloured Rapide 16T stock book. Laid out in chronological
order, cat £769 £55

264     A      1955-1984 U/M ex dealer stock all identified by SG number laid out in chronological order in a blue stock book, lightly
duplicated generally up to 5 of each, over 400 different stamps, ideal for any trader, cat £2,200+. Nice clean lot £110

265     E       1965 - 1991 laid out in broadly chronological order on seven Hagner sheets. All U/M and all different stamps / sets,
total cat £974+ £100

266     A      1983 - 2002 U/M commemorative collection on 10 very well filled stock card sides in album. We estimate circa 700
different stamps and a few mini sheets as well, nice condition, cat £1,400+. A very good run through of the period
covered. £100

267     E       1983 - 2002 U/M commemorative collection on 10 very well filled stock card sides. We estimate circa 700 different
stamps and a few mini sheets as well, nice condition, cat £1,400+. A very good run through of the period covered. £110

268     E       1984-1994 U/M commemoratives in blocks of four on 10 stock page sides. Looks pretty comprehensive and has good
run throughs. Total cat exceeds £2,400 £200

269     E       2001 Year Pack of u/m sets etc in fine condn Cat £170+ £20

270     E       Small mint & used on printed hinge less pages including 1867 vals to 10k with 6 2k very fine cds used, 1906 set mint,
1947 Postage Dues to 10s u/m and 1965 Vienna Exhibition labels (10) all different also u/m, clean lot (c54) £15
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B.A.T.

271     S       1984 Joint Services Expedition illustrated commemorative cover signed by 10 team members celebrating the first
climbing of Mount Perry, Brabant Island. Had been P.T.S.A. £25 £10

272     E       1999 - 2003, 15 different FDC’s between SG302 and SG364 almost complete and cat £214 as stamps, Covers worth
more £40

273     E       Duplicated U/M stock includes 1977 Wildlife x 8 sets (cat £24 each); 1979 Penguins x 25 sets (cat £12 a set); 2006
Paintings x 10 (cat £9.50 each) and 2016 90 years of style x 7 (cat £13 each). Total Cat £680 £70

274     S       SG290/30`, 1988 Antarctic Birds Definitive set to £5 fine used, cat £52 £10

275     E       SG302/350, 1999 Fish to 2002 Conservation, all fine used, cat £244 £48

276     E       SG302/360, 1999 Fish to 2003 £2 QE2 complete U/M, cat £282 £55

277     E       SG377/388, 2003 Research Bases and Postmarks set (12 values) to £5 fine used, cat £60. £15

278     E       SG377/388, 2003 Research Bases and Postmarks set (12 values) to £5 on two First Day Covers, cat £60 as used
stamps £15

279     E       SG64a/78a, 1973 Explorers definitive set in marginal U/M blocks of 6, cat £66+ £8

280     E       SG79/82, Whales set in U/M corner blocks of four, cat £96+ £15

BAHAMAS

281     E       1884-QEII mint & used on stock pages including QV to 4d u, EDVII used, KGV mint to 1/-, 1918 War Tax with various
issues to 1/- m & u, 1920 to 1/- m, 1921-37 vals to 1/- m, 1938-52 m & u vals to 5/-, 1954-63 vals to 10/- m & u, other
QEII vals to £1 used, 1966 Surch set to $3 on £1 mint etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,200+ (300+) £145

282     S       SG173S, 3/- Landfall of Columbus, Brownish-black & green shade. Fine mounted mint, cat £55 £13

283     S       SG23x, 1863 1d Rose Red, crown ‘CC’, perf 12½, watermark reversed. Fresh appearance, unused without gum. £16

BAHRAIN

284     E       1966-2000 mainly good to fine used with vals to 500f with useful 1970s period housed in approval book and envelope,
condn fair to fine Cat £300+ (several dozens) £40

BARBADOS

285     E       A QV to QEII mint & used selection on stock pages including 1882-86 vals to 1/-, 1892-1903 vals to 8d, 1903-07
Nelson vals to 1/-, 1912-16 vals to 1/-, 1916-19 vals to 6d, 1921-24 to 1/-, 1938-47 vals to 2/6, 1950 to $1.20, 1965 to
$2.50 mint etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,100+ (260+) £125

286     S       SG289/299 1953-1963 definitive short set to 60c U/M, cat £57 £10

BECHUANALAND

287     S       1889 “Fourpence” on ½d Orange SG53 u/m £20

288     S       1932 King George V £1 Black & green Revenue issue (Barefoot 44) lightly used with a thin at lower left not immediately
obvious, cat £175 and seldom seen. £30

289     E       SG143/153, 1955-58 definitive set of 12 mint on album page. Cat £100 £24

290     S       SG99/110, 1932 George V set complete lightly mounted mint. Cat £500 £150

291     E       Small mint & used selection on stock page including 1888 to 1/- (SG10-15) used, GB opts m & u, 1913-24 vals to 3d
including 1d (SG74/a) mint, 1938-52 vals to 1/- m & u, 1955-58 to 1/- m & u etc, condn fair to fine with slight duplication,
Cat £420+ (95+) £50

BELGIUM

292     A      1849-1950 mint (some U/M) and used collection in a Davo printed hinge-less album includes some miniature sheets.
Detailed list enclosed advises cat value of £5,116, £200

293     E       Album page of 1849 imperforate Epaulette issues only, 4 x 10c brown and 6 x 20c blue. Mixed condition but all with
four margins, SG1 /2a as cheapest there look to be different shades here. Cat £960 (minimum). £110

294     A      Black leaved 64 page ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with slip case (black) with a 1946 - 1957 duplicated dealers stock. 1946
Relief fund x 21, 1948 Achel/Chevremont x 6, 1950 Memorial x 4, 1954 Beguinage x 6 (Cat £1200+), 1946 Patriots x
9. 1955 Scientists x31, 1955 Anti-TB x 26, 1956 Anti-TB x 20, 1957 Cultural x 35 and 1957 Patton x 34. All U/M and
mostly in blocks. Total Catalogue £9,452 based on Stamps of the World 2022 according to vendor. Detailed list with
the lot. Excellent value £650

295     E       Glassine containing six album pages and a packet of many loose Railway Parcel Stamps. Few 100 with better noted. £20
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296     A      Large green ‘Lindner’ stock book with a collection from 1930’s onwards and includes many U/M stamps, vendor advises
cat £1231 £48

297     E       MS4671, 2016 Nature Reserve miniature sheet U/M, cat £60 £14

298     E       Railway Parcel Stamps - 1879 onwards used collection on half a dozen album pages. We note 1879 set complete (cat
£200+); 1882 with 2F x 2; later issues as well, overall over 90 stamps, looks a decent lot. £30

299     E       Railway Parcel stamps - 22 x 1923 values to 50F all overprinted ‘Bagages Reisgoed’ unlisted in SG but apparently
catalogued 1,000 Guilders (circa £400) many years ago. £40

300     S       Revenues - Circa 1900, Telephone stamps, 8 different values 25c to 3F75, appear to be fresh U/M. Not seen these
before and very fresh. £24

301     E       SG142, 1912 2Fr Violet definitive, cats £32 a stamp. 51 copies, including 7 pairs, all fine used with circular postmarks, a
variety of many different places alphabetically from Antwerp to Wenluvne. There are more than different locations
here and an ideal lot for writing up / continuation. Will break well for trader as well., Cat value exceeds £1,600 £80

BELIZE

302     E       SG766/781, 1984 Marine Life set (16v) complete IMPERFORATE VERTICAL PAIRS, fine unmounted mint. £24

BERMUDA

303     E       1863-1970 mint & used collection on stock pages including QV vals to 1/- m, 1883-1904 vals to 1/- m, 1906-10 to 4d
m, 1910-25 to 1/- m, 1920-21 to 1/- m, 1922-34 vals to 1/- m, 1936-47 to 1/- m, KGVI vals to 5/- m & u, 1953-62 m &
u vals to 10/- etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,650+ (300+) £220

304     E       1938-52 to 1/-, we note 2d SG112 m & u, 3d Black & rose-red SG114 mint (2) etc, condn fair to fine (20) £23

305     E       A mint & used collection on Hagner sheets 1883-1960s including 18833-94 vals to 1/- m, 1906-10 m & u vals to 4d,
1910-25 vals to 1/- m, 1918-22 2/- m, 1920-21 m & u vals to 1/-, 1922-24 mint vals to 1/-, 1936-47 to 1/- m, 1938-52
to 1/- m, 1938-53 vals to 5/- including 2/- (SG116b) fine used, 1953-62 vals to 2/6 m, 1962-68 m & u vals to £1 etc,
condition fair to fine Cat £1,220+ £140

306     S       SG119b, 10/- line perf 14¼. Very lightly mounted mint, could pass as u/m to the unwary. Usual gum for this stamp and
has an ironed out vertical crease which could be missed. Interestingly, this stamp has a spectacular void area within

the crown part of the design. Cat £500 as normal. £44

307     E       SG249/265a, 1970-75 Definitive set of 24 to $3 U/M, cat £50 £10

308     S       SG51bf, KGV MCA wmk, 2/-purple & blue/blue with ‘Damaged leaf at bottom right’ variety mounted mint, cat £275 £60

309     E       Stock page of Commemoratives U/M 1982 to 1990 period, Cat £85 £10

BRAZIL

310     A      1878 to circa 1960 mint and used collection in a red stock book Around 800 stamps and looks useful as some better
sets and values seen. £80

BRITISH HONDURAS

311     S       SG202/212, 1962 Bird Definitive set to $2 mint, cat £60+ £8

BRITISH LEVANT

312     E       130+ Mint and mostly used stamps on three Hagner sheets. QV to George V only. Decent lot with ED7 12pi on 2/6d
fine mint, Seahorses trio used and many other interesting items. Add to the viewing list £80

BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES

313     E       Tripolitania - SGT1/T13, 1948 set complete (13v) mint on album page, Cat £70 £20

BRITISH P.O. IN SIAM

314     S       Bangkok, SG19, 1884 6c Lilac of Straits Settlements overprinted ‘B’, mounted mint, with some adhesions to gum, cat
£325 £30

BRUNEI

315     E       A small mainly mint selection on 2 Hagner pages spanning 1907-1981, we note 1907-10 vals to 8c m, 1924-37 vals to
25c m, 1947-51 vals to $1 mint with a few used throughout, 1964-72 vals to $1  including some u/m Glazed paper
issues etc, condn fair to fine Cat £330+ (90+) £36

316     S       SG574, $10 Sultan of Brunei fine used bottom marginal block of four, cat £52 £10
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BURMA

317     E       1946-1983 u/m ranges of mainly sets in stock page, Cat £140+ (dozens) £20

318     E       Mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1937-46 m & u vals to 2r, 1945 set to 10r m, 1947 vals to 1r m, 1948
Anniv set to 5r m etc plus some Japanese Occupation issues, many Officials with vals to 8a m or u etc, condn fair to
fine, Cat £340+ (120+) £34

BURUNDI

319     E       1962-1975 with many mint & used sets plus MSs and other values to 100f etc including Animals, Space, Fish just to
mention a few condn fair to fine, Cat £135+  (few 100s) £12

C.O.G.H.

320     E       Hagner sheet containing 18 Triangles in mixed condition, half of which have 2+ margins. Includes 3 x 1/-, 3 x 6d and 7
x 4d. Huge catalogue value, but reserved at under £8.50 a stamp £140

321     S       SG&, 6d Pale Rose-lilac, good used with three even margins, cat £350 £50

322     S       SG20, 1864 6d bright mauve triangular stamp with three good margins. Good used with nice colour, cancelled by the
contemporary triangular obliterator (normal on these issues). Cat £550. £80

323     S       SG3, 1d brick-red, paper slightly blued, a very good used pair, virtually clear margins all round but just touching at one
corner affecting one stamp only. Light contemporary obliterator cancels to each stamp. Very easy on the eye, cat £700+ £150

CANADA

324     E       1864 - 1970 valuable collection on stock pages. Includes some interesting revenue issues also. Mint and used from
‘Colony issues’ and circa 50 sideface QV issues. 1893 pair used (cat £135); Jubilee 14 stamps to $1 used; 1898-1902
set of 11 plus extras; Extensive George V including1928-29 set used (Cat £225) and 1930-31 top values. 1935 set
used. Then run throughs of KG6 and QEII. Back of book includes 8c blue registered stamp used and some special
deliveries and postage dues. Officials include several ‘OHMS’ perfins. Finally seven stamp booklets . High cat value here
with a chance of finds £290

325     S       1903-12 5c Blue/bluish SG178 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £90 £1

326     S       1949-50 selection of O.H.M.S opts including 1949 set to $1 (SG0162-71), 1949-50 to 50c (SG0172-77) and 10c
SGOS20, all good to fine cds used, Cat £390 (17) £46

327     S       1960-52 selection of “G” opts including 1950-52 set to $1 (SG0178-90), 1950-51 to $1 (SG0191-2) plus 1950 10c
SGOS21, all good to fine used Cat £265 (19) £30

328     E       1968 Christmas booklet with two panes of 10x5c with phosphor SGSB65p (20 booklets), Cat £120 £1

329     E       1969 Christmas red booklet with two panes of 10x5c phosphor band SGSB67p  in fine condition (32 booklets), Cat
£160 £5

330     A      A QV to modern collection in 2 volumes including 1897 Jubilee vals to 20c u, EDVII to 10c u, KGV m & u, KGVI various
to $1 u, some imprint blocks of 4 m etc plus modern Postal stationery items and printed Post cards etc, condn mixed
(100s) £24

331     A      A used collection on pages from KGV to c1997 in red Simplex album with most KGV and KGVI sets to $1 and QEII
with vals to $5 etc, condn mixed, high catalogue value (100s) £50

332     A      A valuable duplicated accumulation in brown stock book with Provinces including New Brunswick, extensive
Newfoundland from 1880 to 1947 with 1897 vals to 60c, 1910 vals to 5c, 1911-16 vals to 5c, 1928-29 vals to 10c m,
1931 m & u vals to 30c, 1932-38 vals to 48c m & u, 1937 Coronation to 48c m, 1941-44 to 23c m, Nova Scotia 1860-
63 vals to 10c m etc, then Canada 1873-1960s with mint QV including 1897, KGV mint vals to 20c, 1935 S. Jubilee vals
to 13c m plus a few used to 50c, KGVI mint, condn mixed in places but many fine mint, with some even u/m, Cat
£5,100+ (100s) £400

333     E       Classics on Hagner page including 1868-90 6c (SG59 & 59b) used 15c SG61a used, 1889-97 8c (no gum), 1893
20c(2) & 50c SG115-16 used, 1897 Jubilees mint vals to 8c, EDVII 5c & 7c(2), 1908 10c & 15c m, 1911-22 3c,7c & 20c
mint and 1922-31 vals to 10c mint, condition mixed but some fine seen, Cat £1,200+ (c27) £25

334     E       Imprint Blocks of four - SG433, 1951 $1 Fisherman (U/M) lower left corner block; SG331 5c Steamboat Plate 2 (U/M)
upper right corner block; Finally SG332,  3c blue Jaques Cartier two different blocks U/M, one missing part of the
selvedge, total cat as basic stamps is £268+, the price in cat for KGV is for mtd which these are not and plate blocks
would be premium rated. Good lot £90

335     E       KGV mint and used selection on album page including 1911-22 many vals to 50c m, War Tax with 1915 20c & 50c
mint etc, stc £550+, condn fair to fine (16) £60

336     S       SG2275/285, 1928-29 George V pictorial definitive issue, fresh mounted mint. Cat £400 £100
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337     S       SG352/354 1935 KGV Coil Pairs good to fine used, cat £48 £8

338     S       SG352/354, 1935 Imperf x Perf 8 coil stamps U/M, cat £40 £10

339     S       SGO162, O163 and O165, 1949 O.H.M.S. 1c, 3c and 4c in mint blocks of four (some U/M stamps), cat £102 £15

CAYMANS

340     E       Mainly mint selection on double sided Hagner with QV 1900, EDVII vals to 3d, 1912-20 to 6d, War Tax, other KGV vals
to 1/-, KGVI to 1/- and QEII vals to 1/- plus a few Omnibus sets etc, condn good to fine Cat £350+ (100) £40

341     S       SG284/1295, 2012 Marine Life (12v) set in U/M gutter pairs, cat £190++ £44

342     E       SG347, 3c 1974 Pirates in an U/M half sheet of 25, cat £87.5 £8

CETLON

343     E       Mint & used collection on 9 Hagner sheets. QV to QE2 period with a good spread of values and monarchs. Includes
5 x QV Chalon types; Over 100 other QV mostly used with slight duplication; Small ED7 range; KGV partially identified
mint values to R2 and used to R5 (vendor says SG317b cat £48), 1935 Pictorial set mint and used; KG6 with various
perf varieties mint and used to 5R. We estimate 300+ stamps, clean lot which should reward classification / identification.
High cat £150

344     E       KG6 2c black and carmine x 112 copies on Hagner page. Virtually all good / fine used with circular postmarks. Unchecked
for the various perf types on this issue. Excellent study lot for postmarks and will reward classification. £7

345     S       SG146, 2c brown, watermark Crown CA lightly mounted mint, cat £80 £16

346     S       SG157 1885 5c on 48c Rose, perforation 14 mounted mint, wing margin example mounted mint. A valuable stamp
which cats £2,500. Offered ‘as is’ by vendor as we cannot guarantee the overprint, although it looks okay. £140

347     E       Small selection of 15 ‘QV Chalon’ stamps. 9 are imperfs including a 6d pair. Also has an item marked SG37a, which cats
£200 if correct (not guaranteed by us). Good value here. £42

CHINA

348     E       1996 stamp album for 10th Asian International Philatelic Exhibition TAIPAI ‘96 with u/m sets etc, stc £95 £15

349     E       A 2007 Year book complete with sets & miniature sheets Plus reproduction old coins and 1998 reproduction of 1967-
69 Mao Tse Tung issues used in special presentation folder (damaged), but the Year book in fine condn, Cat £250+ £30

350     B       A fine u/m selection ranging from 1994 to 2014 commems housed in various Presentation books and folders, we note
2000 Dragon Artefacts, 2014 Defins in blocks (C.£52) etc, clean lot, Cat £430+ (22 items) £50

351     E       collection of u/m sets in special book of Paintings and Calligraphy including 1994 Paintings, 2002 Paintings, M/S and
2004 M/S etc in fine cond, Cat £175+ £20

352     S       SG24, 1894 24ca Junks quite lightly mounted mint, cat £900 £180

353     E       Stamps of u/m sets and miniature sheet presented in a 1999 sleeved Year Book in fine condition, Cat £125 £15

354     E       Two Presentation books 1 with 1980-1998 issues in “Chinese Architecture of Gardens” and 2 2001 “The Duanwu
Festival”, both in fine condn, Cat £130 £15

CHRISTMAS ISLAND

355     A      & Cocos Islands, 1963-1991 mainly Unmounted Mint collection in Ka-Be hinge-less printed album £60

COOK ISLANDS

356     E       SG127/9 1938 wmk 4, KG6 1/- to 3/- fine mint on album page, cat £85 £27

357     S       SG150/159, 1949-1951 Definitive set of 10 mounted mint, cat £55 £10

358     E       SG150/159, 1949-61 Definitive set of 10 mint on album page. Cat £55 £8

359     S       SG41/50var. Short set to 50c, 10 values all fine used and each with ‘Brackets for ‘O’ variety in Northern’. Not often
seen individually let alone a complete set! £36

360     E       SG541/42, 19764 Bi-centenary of the American Revolution set each in a sheetlet of 5 stamps plus label u/m, fine and
rarely offered. Good Capt. Cook thematic item. Cat £70 as basic stamps only. This format rarely offered. £10

361     S       SG990/994, 1984 Coral High Value surcharges U/M, cat £36 £8

CYPRUS

362     S       1878-80 GB 1d red optd good used with 975 cancel “Limassol” SGZ29 Plate 216, Cat £300 £40

363     E       1928 50th Anniv British Rule 8 fine used values (SG123-127,129-131) on album page Cat £130 (8) £25
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364     S       1938-51 ¼pi Ultramarine & orange SG151 in u/m blocks of 4 with 20 blocks, Cat £140 £4

365     E       A mint & used duplicated selection on stock pages with 1881 1d, 1882-96 vals to 2pi, some EDVII, KGV vals to 2pi,
1934 vals to 4½pi, 1938-51 vals to 45pi etc, condn fair to fine Cat £650+ (200+) £75

366     A      A QV to KGVI mint & used collection in red springback album including 1880 ½d with “Larnaca” pmk, 1d reds optd
Pl.201, 215 & 216 used, 1881 Die I WMK CC ½p & 1p, 1882-86 vals to 12p Die I, 1882 surcharges with better good
to fine used, EDVII vals to 18pi used, 1912-15 vals to 45p m (45p toned) used to 18p, 1921-23 vals to 2¾ m and used
to 4p, 1924 most vals to 45p used, 1934 set to 45p u, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u etc, Cat £2,350, (150+) £320

367     A      An untidy collection from QV to QEII mint & used, we note 1880 mint QV, 1886 ½pi on ½pi used, 1892 vals to 4pi
u, EDVII vals to 18pi u, KGV vals to 45pi used etc, KGVI many vals to 90pi used, then a range of QEII with used vals to
£1 etc, condn fair to fine (few 100) £40

368     A      Blue stock book, sparse in places with 1980’s and 1990’s U/M collection, mainly in blocks / multiples. Includes mini
sheets £16

369     A      Mint & used collection in album including 1880 2½ rose Pl.11 & 13 u, 1882-86 Die I to 4pi u, 1894-96 to 4pi u, 1904-
10 vals to 18pi u, KGV 1928 to 45pi, 1934 to 45 pi used, KGVI to £1 u, then a duplicated range of early QEII values
including some mint Europa sets etc, condition mixed Cat £1,180  (100s) £50

370     S       SG163, 1938 KG6 £1 value mounted mint, two toned perfs, cat £70 £8

371     S       SG166a, 1948 Silver Wedding 1½ Piastre value with the Extra Decoration flaw mint. Cat £55 £10

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

372     S       Five Imperforate stamps removed from Miniature Sheet SG MS896b, 1955 Prague Exhibition, all U/M £10

DENMARK

373     A      1851 to modern used in small album we note 1851-54 4rbs(faults), 1854-59 4sk(3), 1864-70 2sk,4sk & 16sk f/u, 1870-
74 2sk(2), 4sk & 8sk(3), 1875-1903 many vals to 1913-28 many vals to 5k including 27ore etc, 1929 Cancer research,
1930 60th B’Day to 40ore, 1934 Air, then a good range of sets and singles to 1990, condn mixed but many fine can be
had, Cat £1,300+ (100s) £50

374     A      Early to modern used collection in a 64 sided red ‘Compass’ stock book. Laid out in chronological order. This is a nice
one country lot starting with 10 x 4sk imperf,  several are four margin; 1864 perf 2sk (faults); Extensive 1875 types
with values to 100 ore, different perfs and some ‘inverted frames’ and 8 ore with no stop after Postfirm; 1924 Danish
Post complete etc. Much else through to modern issues, although quite sparse after 1990. The early issues worthy of
checking with a detailed catalogue and value to be found. Overall there are 1,730 items here of which in excess of 570
are pre 1935. Some duplication for shades / perfs etc. but mostly different. Includes a few U/M miniature sheets. A
valuable lot reserved at under 7p a stamp £80

375     E       Mint & used selection in small stock book from 1851 to 2002, we note 1851-54 4RBSs (3) u, 1854-59 vals to 8sk u,
1864-70 vals to 16sk u, 1870-74 vals to 16sk, 1904-05 50ore & 100ore, 1913-28 vals to 10k used etc then mint with
much u/m from 1984 to 2002 with many sets and singles including 1991 Posters etc, condn mixed with the earlies
otherwise good to fine Cat £2,650+ (few 100) £120

376     E       Mint and used collection laid out in broadly chronological order from 1863 to 1983 or so on around 45+ pages. Clean
lot with nothing obviously damaged seen, vendor says 1600+ stamps, no obvious duplication, cat over £2,400, neither
figure seems unreasonable. Looks to be a cheap reserve. £160

377     A      Red 32 Sides stock book with a modern U/M collection, dozens with several sets seen £30

DOMINICA

378     E       QV to QEII slightly duplicated ranges on stock pages mint and used, we note 1877-86 vals to 4d, 1903-20 vals to 1/-
mint, 1918-19 War Tax issues, 1923-33 vals to 3/- m, 1938-47 vals to 2/6 m & u, 1954-62 vals to 10c m & u etc, condn
fair to fine, Cat £700+ £75

EGYPT

379     A      1956 - 1972 U/M collection in blue Lighthouse stock books, with many sets and several of them in blocks of four. Very
clean lot. STC over £2,200 by vendor. £170

380     A      Duplicated U/M dealers stock in green stock book, , mostly 1950’s to 1970’s with many blocks of four and also miniature
sheets in quantity. Excellent stock lot for breaking and STC £5,100+ by vendor, we consider this may be understated
based on a sample check of some of the pages. Clean lot £400

381     S       SG193/213, 1933 Handley Page over Pyramids ‘Air’ set mint, the 3m and 5m have some toning and a couple of values
have marks on gum. Cat £110+ £15
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FALKLAND DEPS

382     E       SG26/26a, ½d De La Rue printing  U/M marginal block of 12 from top right corner of sheet, together with a matching
block of the same stamp Waterlow Printing for comparison. One light gum bend, Cat £120+ £15

383     E       SG26/26a, stock card with 41 x U/M copies of both the Waterlow and DLR printing of the ½d stamp. Includes some
blocks, total cat £451, very cheap reserve, a couple of gum bends £28

384     S       SGG2/G2var, 1d Thick map value, lower marginal pair, showing part marginal inscription. Left hand stamp has a broken

Antarctic Circle 80 degree line above the d of 1d. In pair with normal and a fine reference piece. Unlisted but every
bit as spectacular as the ‘Gap in 80th parallel listed variety, which this is not. Worth checking if other examples exist! £42

385     S       SGG26/G40 (Less G33), 1954 - 1962 Ships definitive series set to £1 (missing 6d), cat £193 £30

FALKLAND ISLANDS

386     S       Current Rural Heritage Definitive series, £3.60, £2 and 10p values fine used on piece removed from a registered postal
packet. £1

387     S       MS842, 1999 Philexfrance / First Flight miniature sheet x 4 U/M, cat £44 £10

388     S       SG1008/1011, 2005 Camber railway U/M blocks of four, cat £48 £10

389     S       SG1012/1013 and MS1014, 2005 Royal Wedding set and miniature sheet x 4 of each, Cat £38 £9

390     S       SG1015/1020, 2005 WW2 set in U/M blocks of four sets, cat £88= £18

391     S       SG1021/1024, 2005 Maritime Heritage set U/M corner blocks of four, cat £44 £10

392     S       SG1025/1028, Offshore Islands (5th Series) in U/M cross gutter blocks of four sets, cat £56+ £11

393     S       SG1088/1091, Polar Explorers set U/M corner blocks of four, cat £48 £12

394     S       SG139/142, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mounted mint, cat £50 £15

395     S       SG172/180, 1952 Definitive short set (9 values) to 1/- fine mint, cat £70 £14

396     S       SG42, Queen Victoria, 5/- red, fresh lightly mounted mint - nice stamp, cat £250 £75

397     S       SG737/740 and MS741, 1995 50th Anniversary of WW2 set and miniature sheet x 4 of each U/M, cat £48 £10

398     S       SG746/751, 1995 Wildlife Sheetlet x 4 U/M copies, cat £68 £14

399     S       SG752/756, 1995 Wild Animals U/M corner blocks of four sets, cat £32 £8

400     S       SG766/769 and MS770, 1996 Capex set plus miniature sheet x 4 of each U/M, cat £34 £8

401     S       SG775/778, 1997 Magellan Penguins set in U/M marginal corner blocks of four, cat £34 £8

402     S       SG792/794, 1997 Lighthouses set U/M corner blocks of four stamps, cat ££52+ £10

403     S       SG795/798, 1997 Endangered Species U/M corner blocks of four, cat £52+ £12

404     S       SG799/802, 1998 Fire Service U/M corner blocks of four sets, cat £60+ £12

405     S       SG819/822, 1998 Local Vessels set U/M blocks of four, cat £40 £8

406     S       SG823/824, 1998 Air Service set in corner blocks of four U/M, cat £48 £10

407     S       SG825/828, 1998 Military Uniforms U/M corner blocks of four sets, cat £44 £10

408     S       SG829/831, 1999 Catholic Church set in U/M corner blocks of four, cat £40+ £8

409     S       SG832/836, Australia 1999 / Ships set in marginal corner blocks of four U/M, cat £60+ £12

410     S       SG837, Royal Visit of Prince Charles £2 stamp U/M corner block of four, cat £48 £10

411     S       SG840/841, 1999 First Flight / Philexfrance set corner blocks of four U/M, cat £32 £8

412     S       SG967/970, 2003 Birdlife, Albatrosses set u/m marginal blocks of four, cat £40 £10

413     S       SG976/979, 2003 Christmas Flowers in marginal corner blocks of four U/M, cat £44 £10

414     S       SGMS9712003 Birdlife, Albatross Miniature Sheet x 4 U/M, cat £64 £14

FAROE ISLANDS

415     E       Small mint and used collection from first issues to 1980’s on 3 album pages. Clean condition all different, circa 80
stamps, STC £127 £25

416     B       1977 - 2003 inclusive, collection of Year packs in flat white carton. Contents STC £900+, all U/M, looks very reasonable
and includes a book on the stamps of the Faroe Islands. £110

417     A      Large green stock book of u/m ranges from 1991 to 2009 with many sets including many useful booklets, high catalogue
value (few 100s) £80
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FIJI

418     S       1876-77 6d Carmine-rose SG30b fine used £10

419     E       1938-55 u/m selection on Hagner page with vals to 5/- including some blocks, clean lot, Cat £110 (c48) £20

420     E       A fine cto used collection on Hagner pages etc from 1987 to 2015 with at least 85% complete with sets and miniature
sheets and some sheetlets, clean lot and would fill many gaps, Cat £1,480+ (100s) £250

421     E       SG253, 1938 2d Die 1, a fine lower marginal mint block of eight stamps (2 x4) displaying full marginal imprint and both
vignette and centre plate numbers. A scarce piece (stamps cat £40 each) although somewhat toned, but impressive
facially. Total cat £320+ as basic stamps and this is a premium multiple. Comes on a Murray Payne card indicating a
historic purchase price of £180 £40

422     E       Small  mint & used selection on stock page from 1903-QEII including 1922-27 vals to 6d, KGVI vals to 2/6 and QEII
vals to 5/- etc, condn fair to fine Cat £266 (110+) £30

FINLAND

423     E       1875-2003 mint & used selection on stock pages with definitives and many commem sets throughout, Cat £560+,
condn fair to fine (100s) £75

FRANCE

424     S       1870 1c Green and 2c Brown SG185 & 187 both good to fine m/m, Cat £345 £25

425     E       1876 - 1900 Peace & Commerce issues, a duplicated quantity, the vast majority collected for their cds postmarks, some
higher cat remain and a superb postmark study, includes a poor 1c with ‘Jacobins’ overprint, values to 5f. There are over
300 stamps here  with a high percentage being fine used copies. basic cat easily exceeds £1,500. Good study lot. £130

426     A      1877 - 1960 Priced dealers stock of mint stamps only in green A4 ‘Compass’ stock book, all different and virtually all
identified with typed price tags. Several Blanc and Sower types; Pasteur set of 12; A few sinking fund odds, then a page
of various ‘Air’ issues and various commemoratives. Very fresh lot and cat value in excess of £2,500. Recommended
viewing. £275

427     S       1953-1955 National Industries & Literary Figures SG1162/1170 (missing 1167), set missing 30F (cat £1.60), U/M, cat
£60 £17

428     S       1954 Air 500f & 1000f SG1196-7 both fine cds used £8

429     A      1956 - 1963 collection in green binder on old style ‘Lindner’ hinge less pages. Vendor says U/m (unchecked by us),
almost complete and cat £792 £65

430     A      1956 to 1969 mint and used collection in small ‘Byron’ spring back album. Good lot with many different sets etc. Over
90 pages with in excess of 600 stamps includes several National Relief Fund and Red Cross sets (several of these are
mint) and also Airs used. Cat value likely to be in the region of £800++ £50

431     A      1978-1984 U/M duplicated U/M stock in a brown ‘Prinz’ stock book,  with defins and commems, a few hundreds. £16

432     A      1994 - 2001 Fine Used collection on Schaubek printed leaves. Includes many sheetlets and blocks, cat £1,675, looks
good value. £160

433     A      1997 - 2006 or so ‘Epreuves de lux’ collection in large bulging black stock book. A few hundred and possibly complete
or near complete for the period covered, which includes many ‘Euro’ denominated issues. Good opportunity to secure
these items. A quick check of eBay sees that these sell at £5 - £8 each and there are lots here. All in fine condition as
originally collected. £400

434     A      A mint and mainly used collection in large stock book from early imperfs, then a good cross section of 1920s, 30s and
40s etc, then many defins and commems to modern, we note many Art and Red X issues etc plus a few colonies,
condition mixed (100s) £30

435     A      A used collection in brown stock book from imperfs, a few Air vals to 3f, then many pictorials and definitive issues with
vals to 5f, many vals to 2002 and beyond, condn mixed (100s) £15

436     A      Early to 2009 with many vals to 5f, 10f and 20f etc with many definitives and commems with Art Red X, Fund issues
etc housed in large album, high catalogue value, condition mixed in places (100s) £20

437     A      Empire’ issues to circa 1939 in Blue ‘Abria’ stock book. A used accumulation of a few hundred stamps.  Napoleon types
perf and imperf including a very poor space filler 5F (Cat £1,200); Peace and Commerce types duplicated with values
to 5F; Merson types to 5F; Sowers etc. and a smattering of later issues. Close inspection will surely reward. Many
different stamps to sort through and worth reserve for the space filler. £32

438     A      Green ‘Simplex Medium’ spring back album. 1892 - 1964 mint & used collection with 100’s of sets and also odd values.
Clean lot £40

439     A      Mainly used collection early to modern in a red stock book. Well filled with over 1,000 stamps including some Euro
period material. Noted higher face value Airmails. Decent lot which looks value for money £34
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440     A      Maroon ‘Lighthouse’ black leaved stock book with slipcase with a mint (90%+ is U/M) 1926 to 1970 collection. Strength
in issues to 1960,  and includes many blocks of four in the 1930’s, several being Corner Dated blocks which are priced
in Yvert catalogue. Several Air stamp issues and Relief Fund sets including 1952 (x2)and 1954. A small amount of
duplication but good ranges here. Condition is generally good with many better to be extracted. Cat value exceeds
£5,000 according to vendor and a good chunk of that is prior to 1939 which is for mounted stamps, much of this is
U/M and worth more. Plenty of upside potential. Nice lot £450

441     E       Middle period mounted mint selection on seven stock page sides. 1877 to early 1950’s only. Over 290 different stamps
with many sets and no duplication. Includes many ‘Sower’ types and National relief Fund sets (including 1954). Good
clean lot, cat Value exceeds £2,200 £200

442     A      Old stock book of French origin containing a selection of U/M ‘dated’ corner blocks of four. We note 1940 ‘Mercury’
types x 19; Sowers without ground x 9; 1932-1939 Peace types x 25; Marshall Petain x 16; There are well over 100
other blocks, all in good condition, time with a specialised catalogue that lists the dated blocks will repay. Reserved at
under £1 a block which seems very reasonable. £140

443     E       Packet of mostly 1990’s and later used blocks and booklet stamps and miniature sheets, some duplication but a nice
clean lot of reasonable catalogue value (not calculated). Includes a few Euro values. Over 40 items plus a few loose /
part blocks not counted. Wil be ideal for collector or reseller. Worth a look. £30

444     E       SG MS581, 1937 Pexip Exhibition, Paris miniature sheet, fine used with 4 x Hexagonal congress postmarks. There is
evidence of a light corner bend at lower right (not creased), this is a difficult item used, cat £475 £130

445     S       SG42, 1853 imperforate 1c olive almost 4 margins, good used, Cat £120 £12

446     S       SG477, 1929 Sinking Fund 50c + 25c mauve U/M, cat £40 (mtd) £10

447     S       SGD87, 1859 10c Black imperforate postage due, mounted mint with four good to large margins. Unfortunately a
couple of thins, not obvious from the face, Cat £65 £1

448     E       Small m & u selection on 2 album pages with P & C 3c, 5c, 10c, 35c, 75c & 2f u, then Sowers mint or used vals to 1f
including 10c green in Pl. Block of 10 mint plus other values to 1f m & 1f05 u etc, 1920s 2f Merson m etc, condn.. fair
to fine Cat £350+ (dozens) £5

FRENCH COLONIES

449     S       Cameroun, SG180, 1940 10F with overprint x 2, with the overprint in two different positions. Both quite lightly mounted
with patchy gum, cat £80 £14

450     A      French Antarctic Territory - 1958 - 1990’s range of 72 FDC’s in red ring binder. Many good thematic issues great for
collector or dealer £60

451     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG347/360, 1996 Year Set complete fine used, Cat £154 £30

452     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG347/360, 1996 Year Set complete U/M, Cat £154 £30

453     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG361/378, 1997 Year Set complete fine used, Cat £162 £32

454     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG361/378, 1997 Year Set complete U/M, Cat £162 £30

455     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG379/392, 1998 Year Set complete fine used, Cat £121 £24

456     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG379/392, 1998 Year Set complete U/M, Cat £123 £24

457     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG406/417 and MS418, 1999 Year Set (missing the tourism set) fine used, Cat £141 £24

458     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG406/417, 1999 Year Set (missing the tourism set) U/M, Cat £141 £32

459     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG419/438 2000 Year Set fine used, Cat £135 £26

460     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG419/438 2000 Year Set U/M, Cat £135 £26

461     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG439/453, 2001 Year Set (missing the Adelie Land set) fine used, Cat £124 £24

462     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG439/453, 2001 Year Set (missing the Adelie Land set) U/M, Cat £125 £24

463     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG468/495 2002 Year Set fine used, Cat £138 £26

464     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG468/495 2002 Year Set U/M, Cat £143 £28

465     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG496/515, 2003 Year Set (missing the Atlantic Voyages set) fine used, Cat £148 £26

466     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG496/515, 2003 Year Set (missing the Atlantic Voyages set) U/M, Cat £149 £28

467     E       French Antarctic Territory - SG516/MS528, 2004 Year Set(less Penguin Euro 4.50) fine used, Cat £1137 £26

468     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  1999 issues on 17 x illustrated FDC’s, very clean lot in good condition. Stamps cat £98 £18

469     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  1999 Tourism set of 12 fine used on 3 FDC’s, cat £70+ £14

470     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  1999 Tourism set of 12 in a Presentation Book U/M, cat £106 £20

471     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  1999 Tourism set of 12 in separate sheets fine used, cat £80+ £16

472     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  2000 issues on 24 x illustrated FDC’s, very clean lot in good condition. Stamps cat £105 £20
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473     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  2001 issues on 19 x illustrated FDC’s, very clean lot in good condition. Stamps cat £78 £15

474     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  2002 issues on 25 x illustrated FDC’s, very clean lot in good condition. Stamps cat £98 £19

475     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  2003 issues on 22 x illustrated FDC’s, very clean lot in good condition. Stamps cat £104 £20

476     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  2004 issues on 19 x illustrated FDC’s, very clean lot in good condition. Stamps cat £117 £22

477     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  SG454/467 2001 Adelie Land set of 14 fine used in two sheetlets, cat £52+ £10

478     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  SG454/467 2001 Adelie Land set of 14 fine used on 4 illustrated FDC’s, cat £52+ £10

479     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  SG454/467 2001 Adelie Land set of 14 U/M in Presentation Book, cat £70+ £14

480     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  SG515a/515l 2003 Antarctic Voyages set of 12 on individual sheetlets fine used CTO, cat
£$50+ £10

481     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  SG515a/515l 2003 Antarctic Voyages set of 12 on three First Day Covers, cat £50+/M in
presentation booklet, cat £76+ £10

482     E       French Antarctic Terrs.  SG515a/515l 2003 Antarctic Voyages set of 12 U/M in presentation booklet, cat £76+ £15

483     E       French Congo - 1900-1904 short set to 2F (missing 50c value), 13 values, most are lightly mtd mint, cat £162 £25

484     S       French Southern & Antarctic Terr.- 1965 50f Air Discovery of Adelie land, 1840, SG38 fine u/m. Cat £140

£24

485     A      Including Ex Colonies, in battered blue ‘Lighthouse’ stock book, many 100’s from early to modern mint and used.
Unchecked by vendor and with some duplication in places. £48

486     E       Polynesia, Used / Fine used collection on seven album pages, a few dozens with better values spotted, STC £200+ £30

487     E       Small range on circa 20 pages from several colonies. Values to 200F seen. A few dozens with better mint and used,
worth viewing we think. £15

488     S       Somali Coast 1902 small mint (no gum)) selection of Somali Warriors 6 different depicting 0 francs values, trial printings,
imperforated, good to fine condn (6) £20

GAMBIA

489     E       A small clean mint & used selection on stock page including 1886-93 vals to 1/-, 1898-1902 vals to 4d, 1902-05 to 6d
m, 1912-22 vals to 1/- m, 1922-29 to 1/- m, KGVI vals to 2/6 m, plus a few used scattered and 1966 set to £1 u/m etc,
Cat £490+ (c110) £60

490     E       A small mainly mint selection on stock card including 1886-93 vals to 4d used, KGV vals to 7½d m, KGVI vals to 1/3
etc, condn fair to fine Cat £160+ (49) £20

491     S       SG400/403, 1978 Akubo Nature Reserve U/M set (Bird thematic), Cat £50+ £10

GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

492     S       1841 1d Red Imperforate (EC), four close to large margins cancelled by a DUBLIN MALTESE CROSS. Cat £400 £60

493     A      Postmark collection / study on (mainly) the 1d Red plated issue (SG43/44) housed in a large black Lighthouse Binder
with matching slip case..  Comprises London Postmarks including some notable ‘sorting office’ marks. Azemar machine
cancels (x6), thereafter various London postal district cancels. There follows an extensive collection of the numeral
Town markings from Abergavenny onwards and then separate sections of Irish and Scottish numerals. Finally a D26
Post Offices abroad (Spanish West Indies Mail boats) on a plate unlisted by SG. There are a few other oddities and
unknowns in this album. The entire lot is circa 2,000 stamps with different postmarks, mixed condition as to be expected,
but many good stamps and this has been collected for the postmarks and represents a good start on getting all of the
numerals. Excellent lot for continuation! £200

494     S       SG14e, 1841 2d Blue cut square on small part envelope with a tidy ‘full’ black Maltese Cross cancel. 2 - 3 margin stamp
only, but nice deep shade and good example of the postmark for this issue, which is surprisingly difficult with MX, cat
£275. £23

495     S       SG19 2d deep blue, Small Crown WMK, Perf 16, fine mounted mint. As often for early line engraved issues, the stamp
is mis-perforated and centered high and right. Very fresh and cat £4,700 £300

496     S       SG2 1d Black, Plate 6 (DE) fresh mounted mint, 3++ large margins, just touching at ‘D’ square, cat £13,500 and sensibly
reserved by vendor. £1,000

497     S       SG2, 1d Black (ND), a most attractive stamp, Plate 5 with crisp red Maltese Cross cancelation. 3½ large margins, very
close but clear at ‘D’ square. Nice stamp £130

498     S       SG43, 1864-79 1d red, Plate 209 (QK),  a very lightly mounted mint example with full original gum, quite good centering
and a little gum wrinkling as usually encountered on this issue. A very nice example with very clear plate number, cat
£65 £25
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499     S       SG43,Penny red , Plate 148 (TH/TJ) a bottom marginal Unmounted mint strip of three. With marginal inscription
beneath. A little gum wrinkling as commonly found on this issue, Cat £180+ as mounted , U/M will be a premium to
this. £80

500     S       SG49 (OP), Bantam Plate 6, very fresh lightly mounted  mint, possibly u/m, has a little of the gum crazing associated
with these early issues. Nice example, cat £120 £16

501     S       SG8m, 1841 (FK) 1d red imperforate, fine used four margin example with a crisp Number 10 in Maltese Cross

postmark. Cat £320 £100

502     S       SG9, 1d pale red-brown (worn plates), mint pair (AI/AJ), both stamps 3+ margins cut into at base, Cat £1,350+, cheap
reserve £60

GB QV EMBOSSED

503     S       6d Embossed stamp used with an indistinct cancel. 4 clear margins, has a couple of minor surface scuffs. Cheaply
reserved for a four margin stamp! Cat £1,000 £60

504     S       SG55, 1/- green with a ‘498’ numeral cancel. Cut square, very nice colour (and arguably the deep green shade). Close
margins although we would say it is 3 margins with adjacent stamps showing on two sides. Cat £1,000 £80

GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

505     S       1867-80 1/- Green Pl.6 Letters “AF” very fine cds used £8

506     E       1875-1880 2 1/2d rosy mauve x 13 different plate numbers used, cat £1,175 and a decent offering £100

507     E       1887-1900 Jubilee issue x 9 values on album sheet. 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 9d, 10d and both different 1/- values.  All are
selected very good to fine used cds copies and in the correct colours - the 1/- green is an exceptionally fine example.
Cat £371, this is premium material and we consider excellent value at the reserve compared to what you will find
elsewhere. Good quality lot! £60

508     S       SG125, 6d grey, Plate 12, sound to good used, cat £300 £30

509     S       SG126, 1867-1883 5/- Rose, (CD) very good used with cds cancel. Centered a little low and left with good perfs. A
very collectable copy, cat £675 £80

510     S       SG147, 6d Grey plate 17 (RE), sound to good used, cat £180 £18

511     S       SG150, 1/- green Plate 10 (JB), sound to good used example with a ‘498’ numeral duplex cancellation, awkward plate
number, cat £200 £24

512     S       SG150, 1873 1/- green, plate 12 (OC), good used, cat £160 £16

513     S       SG156, 8d orange, garter wmk, sound to good used with duplex cancel, cat £350. £25

514     S       SG161, 1882 6d Grey (NA), plate 18 good used, cat £80 £8

515     S       SG162, 6d on 6d (AJ), mounted mint. Very good colour for this stamp. Cat £675 £65

516     S       SG163, 1881 1/- plate 14 (QG), good used with duplex postmark, cat £170 £17

517     S       SG171, 1d pale lilac 14 Dots, fresh mounted mint example, an awkward stamp. Cat £225 £30

518     S       SG183 (KH), 1883 10/- Ultramarine good used with parts of two registered oval postmarks. Cat £525 £70

519     S       SG183, QV 10/- Ultramarine (JB) fine used with a crisp ‘Smithfield Market’ CDS, a lovely example of this stamps, cat
£525 £130

520     S       SG183a, Queen Victoria 10/- Pale Ultramarine (HG), very good to fine used with parts of two Charing Cross Registered
oval cancelations. Cat £550 £110

521     S       SG185, £1 Brown-lilac (TD) with Imperial Crowns WMK. Sound used with parts of several hexagonal cancels. Good
colour and perfs, a few minor faults but a decent gap filler, Cat £3,000 £300

522     S       SG207, 5d dull purple & blue DUTY PLATE 1 (specialised SPEC K35) quite lightly mounted mint. Cat £800 £240

523     S       SG212, £1 Green (RB), good Used with boxed cancel. Small blue crayon mark (from registration?). Cat £800 £200

524     A      SG3, 1d grey-black (SB), four margin example with a black Maltese Cross cancel. Has a tiny scissor cut between upper
left square and ‘P’ of postage, fully allowed for in the reserve price. Cat £500 £50

525     S       SG77, 3d pale carmine-rose (BJ) mounted mint, has two toned perf tips at base. Cat £2,700, Reserve looks very
reasonable £225

526     S       SG84, 6d emblems wmk, very nicely used with a superb ‘242’ Derby numeral postmark. Nice example cat £130 £18

527     S       SG94, 4d Vermillion (SI), Plate 12, fresh mounted mint, cat £575 and a very good looker. £150
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GB POSTAL HISTORY

528     S       1840 (Nov) 2d Deep Blue (ID) on part wrapper tied by black Maltese Cross.  Three overlapping markibngs includes
a very nice ‘Landport’ undated open circle. Priced for the stamp alone which has 2+ margins and is an attractive copy. £50

529     E       1842 Entire Letter from Warbleton to Romney Marsh. Fine black two line ‘Heathfield Penny Post’ mark plus manuscript
‘1’ on front. Reverse has Uckfield transit mark (24th Dec) and Christmas Day dated arrival mark at Rye. Nice item £30

530     S       1842, 1d Red Imperforate (4 margins) - possibly plate 26 (not checked by us), tied by a Black Maltese Cross on  envelope
to Sheffield. Some creasing to edges but quite collectable. Plate 26 cats from £120 on cover £20

531     S       1846 1d Red imperf four margins tied to Liskeard. A little tired looking but also has a good ‘Bodmin’ transit mark and
a very clear Liskeard arrival mark. £18

532     S       1857, 1d red star on small mourning envelope from Preston (Nr Brighton) to London. Preston undated circle in blue
on reverse flap and stamp tied by Brighton duplex applied sideways. Very clean item £16

533     S       1858 envelope with 2d Blue (JE), SG35 tied by Scottish numeral postmark to wrapper addressed to Edinburgh with a
superb Linlithgow marking in blue on reverse. Has two light vertical ironed out filing creases Cats £200+ on cover £50

534     S       1864 small envelope from Winchester to Andover. 1d red (EK), plate 79 tied by Winchester duplex. Andover arrival
mark on reverse. £18

535     S       1865, 1d Red (SB0 tied by London duplex on small blue envelope to Llanrwst with receiving mark on reverse. £16

536     S       1870 wrapper from Lechlad to Highworth. 1d red tied by duplex with crisp ‘Highworth’ recieving mark on reverse
together with a ‘Swindon’ transit marking. Has a horizontal filing crease clear of the adhesive. £16

537     S       1872, 2d Blue (UF) Plate 13 used on part wrapper from London to Oldham. Filing crease and a readable Oldham
arrival mark. £12

538     S       1877 1d Red, Plate 165 on envelope from Hamilton to Pollockshaws.  Neat Glasgow transit and crisp ‘Pollockshaws’
receiving marks on reverse. Back flap is torn not visible from front. Good item with clear cancels / markings. £20

539     A      Lincoln Postcard album’ produced circa 1898 with  circa 130 items. All are QV or KE7, includes a couple of stamp less
covers, but mainly postal stationaries both used and unused. Good variety and a good lot for research and writing up. £90

540     E       SGME2, 1840 Mulready, 1d Black envelope unused. Lovely item which has (unusually) not been folded. There are a
couple of minor creases to one flap, but this is in very good condition and a premium example as such. We have not
seen one of these in this condition for a considerable time. Cat £350+ £150

541     E       Sussex - 1838 Pre-stamp entire from Whiligh to Brighton Manuscript ‘6’ on the front and a boxed No2. Reverse has a
Boxed two line ‘Uckfield Py Post. Nice item for writing up. £30

542     E       Sussex - 1839 wrapper to Lewes with ‘Buxted Penny Post two line marking on face and Uckfield transit mark on
reverse. The Buxted mark is scarce before 1940. One for further study! £22

543     E       Sussex, 1833 pre-stamp Entire Letter from Buxted to Mayfield with Manuscript ‘2’ charge and Boxed No.9 receiving
office and also an ‘Uckfield Py Post ‘ two line marking. Probably needs unfolding and writing up. Interesting item. £25

544     E       Three parliamentary ‘Freepost’ fronts. 1835 Uckfield to Perthshire signed ‘Sheffield’; 1829 Uckfield to London signed Sir
John Shelley M.P. (Lewes 1816-1831) and 1831 Tonbridge Wells signed Abergavenny. Nice items ideal for research and
full write up. £28

545     E       Two Sussex items. 1d Red Imperf (not tied) on 1850? Letter to Mayfield, with ‘Hurst Green transit mark on reverse.
Then a 1767 Entire Letter from Malling to John Frederick Member of Parliament in London. Two straight line strikes of
‘Lewes’ and manuscript charge markings. Letter relates to sale of a farm at Malling. £30

546     E       Uckfield Area x 2 items. Firstly an opened out envelope from Uckfield (822 Numeral cancelling a four margin 1d
imperforate) to Broadway, Worcestershire. Cover received and presumably delivered on Christmas Day! 1849. Nice
item to write up as there are a few transit markings on reverse. Then an 1846 entire letter from Lephams Bridge,
Buxted to Rye this with a black two line ‘Buxted Penny Post’ marking. Cover bears an 1841 Imperf 1d Red with blotchy
postmark. Reverse has an Uckfield transit mark and Rye receiving mark, both in black. £22

GB KE7

547     E       Ed7 mint and used collection on 2 stock card sides. Includes Harrison perf 15 x 14 set of 5 m/m 4d is creased, (cat
£130). High values 2/6d to £1 sound used, 10/- is quite a nice stamp and the £1 has parts of three rubber postmarks
(quite collectable and undamaged). There are also 27 Officials which catalogue £3,800+ if correct with better values
in several places. Some look okay but these are not guaranteed by us and sold ‘as is’. This is a very solid one reign
offering  and will fill many gaps. £600

548     S       SG266, £1 Green Edward VII an average to good used example with a small  ‘Lombard Street’ registered oval and
another solid black line marking. Nice colour and good perfs, cat £825 £175
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GB KG5

549     E       1911 - 1912, Well written up range of 14 used  ‘Downey Heads’ on two album pages. All good examples and includes
1912 Simple Cypher values with inverted wmk (cat £75) both good examples. Clean lot worthy of expansion. £14

550     S       1934-36 Photogravure set to 1/- SG439-49 good to fine m/m, Cat £50 £3

551     S       1935 Silver Jubilee 3/- Booklet, Edition Number 295, but only partially filled with 16 x 1½d and 2 x ½d (these inverted
WMK). £10

552     S       A small good to fine m/m selection of Downey Heads 1911-12 ½d and 1d with shades and INVERTED WMKs, Cat
£80+ (9) £4

553     S       SG340a and SG341a, ½d (U/M) and 1d (mtd mint) Downey Heads, both with ‘No Cross on Crown, the 1d stamp
additionally with a ‘Broken Frame’ variety (SPEC 11c). These cat £300+ £100

554     S       SG420c, 1½d block Cypher printed on the gummed side, very lightly mounted mint, cat £650 (as mtd). Scarce item,
rarely seen. £200

555     S       SG430/431 and 432/433, 1924 & 1925 Wembley sets all fine used with circular postmarks. Cat £125 £24

556     S       SG432/433, 1925 Wembley set, both fine CDS used, cat £100 £20

557     S       SG434/7 and SG453/6, 1929 PUC Low Values set and 1935 Silver Jubilee set all U/M, £8

558     S       SG438, 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black, sound copy with parts of two indistinct circular cancels. An iconic GB
stamp. £135

559     S       SG442b, 1934 2d Orange Photogravure with sideways watermark, very lightly mounted mint with excellent perfs.
Could pass as U/M to an unwary buyer, cat £125 as Mtd. £40

560     S       SG442b, 1934 Photogravure 2d orange WMK SIDEWAYS mounted mint, perfs very good on three sides, some
curtailment on fourth side. Awkward stamp, cat £125 £20

561     S       SG450/452, 1934 Re-engraved Seahorse set of three stamps, all very fine cds used, cat £190 £70

562     E       Two Hagner pages with a mint and used collection. Includes 1924 Bock cypher 12 values to 1/- mint, Seahorses to 10/-
with a decent Bradbury 10/- and 1934 re-engraved 5/-cds used and a good 10/- as well. 1924/5 Wembley sets mint
and the 1924 set both values very fine used with the Empire Exhibition postmark dated the first day of issue

(23/4/1924). 1929 PUC set mint and other items as well. £160

GB KG6

563     S       SG476 and 476b, 1939 2/6d Brown and 1942 2/6d green high values mounted mint, cat £115 £20

564     S       SG476/478b, 1939-1948 George VI square high value set, lightly mounted mint, several incl. 10/- dark are very lightly
hinged. £110

565     S       SG478c, King George VI, 1948 £1 Brown, an U/M lower marginal example £12

566     S       SG494, 1948 £1 Silver Wedding fine mint, cat £40 £8

GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

567     E       1965 Lister set in blocks of four and also a single set on part album page. The 4d (block of four) has a very pale grey
background, whereas the single stamp has a very dark shade - very noticeable. The block of four has marginal traffic
lights attached which look correct - most interesting. All U/M £12

568     E       1966 Battle of Hastings 4d value, lower half of sheet with progressive minor shifts of Orange, Pink and to a lesser
extent blue with some doubling of designs and blurring on several stamps. Gets worse as you go down the sheet, fine
U/M. Also a block of the 1/3d value. £10

569     E       1966 Battle of Hastings, 4d value in a strip of six stamps with a very visual ‘Magenta Shift to left’ giving displacement
of design across all six stamps. Supplied with six individual ‘normal’ stamps for comparison. Startling appearance when
compared to normal and needs no explanation when viewed. Fine U/M, nice item and very reasonable reserve. £36

570     S       A small selection of early Phosphor sets including 1962 NPY used and 1963 Paris, Lifeboats, 1964 Geography and
Botanical all fine mtd mint, Cat £130+ (15) £15

571     E       QEII Castle High value sets mounted mint x 4 different sets, SG536/9  (Waterlow), SG536a/539a (1st DLR), SG595/98
(2nd DLR) and SG595a/598a (Bradbury). Total catalogue of these is £1,055, an opportunity to acquire all four sets
together. £175

572     S       SG536/9, 1955 Waterlow Castles set Lightly Mounted Mint. Cat £250 £22

573     S       SG573wi, 1958-65 2d light red-brown Wilding, crowns watermark inverted. Very lightly mounted mint, an awkward
stamp, cat £140 £22

574     S       SG587/594, 1958 - 1961 Graphite’s set of 8 U/M, 1½d has trimmed perfs at base otherwise fine, cat £110. £16
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575     S       SG595/598 1959 2nd De La Rue Castle high value set U/M. All except the 10/- have some colour offsets on part of
the gum, facially fine. Cat £195 £22

576     S       SG614wi, 2½d carmine-red Type II (2 Bands) with Inverted Watermark, U/M. Perfs trimmed a little on one side,
otherwise fine, scarce Wilding stamp, cat £175 £34

577     S       SG634p/635p, 1963 Freedom From Hunger (Phosphor), U/M, cat £33 £8

578     E       SG713, 1966 Christmas 3d separated part sheet of 40. Very visual variety with a progressive dropping of the (Gold)
Queens Head into the design. One stamp has the ‘Missing T’ variety also. £40

579     E       SGD52, 5d St Edwards Crown WMK, Postage Due fine used, 8 copies all with circular postmarks on album page, cat
£160 £20

GB QE2 DECIMAL

580     E       1965 Churchill and 1965 Battle of Britain Presentation Packs both with the typical shrinkage of the outer cellophane
wrapper. Both in good condition £19

581     S       1971-96 3p Ultramarine in an u/m Cyl 2 (no dot) block of 8, Cyl 2nd phosphor U101 L2S2, Cat £120 £8

582     E       1982 Postage Dues Presentation Pack with complete set of 12 stamps to £5 U/M, usual retail circa £25 £8

583     S       1984 Frama labels complete U/M set of 32 values (½p to 16p in ½p increments) £7

584     E       1997 Princess Diana set in strip of 5 in “Welsh” Presentation pack in fine condn £12

585     E       1998 Princess Diana, ‘Welsh’ Language Presentation Pack, can be awkward to locate £10

586     E       1999 and 2000 fine used commemorative higher values (above 1st class letter rate), duplicated on stock pages, values
from 44p to 65p only x 222 stamps, vast majority with circular cancels. £30

587     E       2012 London Olympics. Gold Medal Winners ‘Proof ’ design in an imperforate block of six stamps with an unnamed
track cyclist design. Printed on glazed card in the style of the issued designs. Nice item £15

588     B       Green box file containing a specialised collection of decimal ‘1st class’s stamp booklets written up on leaves in polyprotec
sleeves. Slight duplication, includes a total of 652 1st class stamps with current usable face value of £619.40. Always
sought after for postage purposes and can now be exchanged with Royal Mail for current bar-coded issues. A few
cylinder books noted as well as other supporting paperwork relating to offers etc Cheap reserve.. £270

589     E       Machin Varieties - Two stock cards, one with 12 different values ‘Missing Phosphor’ (values between ½p and 14p) and
a second card with 12 different Broad band varieties and Centre Band shifts. (values on these from ½p to 1st class).
24 stamps in all, clean lot £36

590     E       Post & Go stamps, a few loose and some in the original packs as issued, all Unmounted mint. Includes Birds 1 to 4,
Farm Animals 1 to 3, Freshwater Life 1 to 3, Flora 1 to 3, in all 24 different packs and others loose. Clean lot with a
considerable useable value and good cat value £65

591     E       Regionals & Machins, 3 Hagner sheets packed with decimal Machins including many Regional types from Wales, NI,
Scotland and IOM. All U/M with phosphor band variants etc. Over 520 stamps with a little duplication in places and
face value is in the region of £60 or so £27

592     E       Royal Mail ‘Millennium Moment’ folder with cover having a Millennium Timekeeper Mini Sheet cancelled 31/12/1999 at
left and 1/1/2000 at right. Also has an inset £5 related commemorative coin. Reserved below original cost £10

593     E       SGD102/D110, 1994 Postage Due set (9 values) complete mint mounted on album page. Cat £36 £8

594     E       SGD102/D110, 1994 Postage Due set to £5 U/M on album page, cat £36 £8

595     S       SGD108/ D110, 1994 Postage Dues, £1, £1.20 and £5 values, U/M pairs cat £70 £14

596     S       SGFD2A, 70p Horse-shoeing booklet with selvedge at left, Cylinder Book, cat £35+ £12

597     S       SGFD3A, 70p Thatching Booklet with selvedge at left, a few trimmed perfs on three of the lower stamps, cat £175 £35

598     S       SGFD4A, 70p Dry stone walling booklet with selvedge at left, perfs slightly curtailed on lower right hand corner stamp,
otherwise fine, Cat £165 £48

599     S       SGFG3B, 90p ‘Llangollen’ booklet with selvedge at right, excellent perfs, cat £325 £100

600     S       SGFJ5, 1986 National Gallery £1.20 booklet. This is a Cylinder book, ‘MISSING PHOSPHOR’ Fine U/M £16

601     S       SGFK68a, £1,25 Booklet ‘Corrected rate’ with selvedge at right, Cylinder Book, U/m, cat £125 (basic) £44

602     S       SGPM2, 2001 Submarines (6 x 1st) self-adhesive booklet. This is a fine U/M cylinder book, cat £70++ £20

603     S       SGX900, 13p pale chestnut (one centre band), block of four from booklet. One stamp with a very visual unprinted

area caused by foreign matter on the printing plate. Most unusual variety. Fine Unmounted Mint. Possibly unique? £20

604     S       SGY1664a, 1993, 2nd class bright blue with 1 Centre Band, Coil Leader from DLR 10,000 x 2nd class coil plus 15
stamps. Average to good perfs, improving up the strip. Only available from this source, with a very high cost just to
remove a few stamps! £14
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605     E       Small specialised collection of 2nd class stamp booklets written up on leaves in polyprotec sleeves. Slight duplication,
includes a total of 190 2nd class stamps with current usable face value of £129. Always sought after for postage purposes
and can now be exchanged with Royal Mail for current bar-coded issues. A few cylinder books noted. £50

606     B       Small stock card box containing 27 50p Folded Booklets with various covers and make up values, all are fine unmounted
mint and all have Cylinder Numbers and therefore very collectable. £30

607     E       Year 2000 special items x 4 comprising Stamp Show 2000 pass including overprinted Millennium Timekeeper Mini
sheet; Penny Black stamp reproduction pack with a mint block of four; Her Majesty’s stamps miniature sheet presentation
pack and Matthews Palette Miniature Sheet souvenir in special stamp show pack. Usual retail of these items is £175+.
Attractively reserved (4 items) £42

GB FDC & COVERS

608     S       10th May 1948, Channel islands general pictorial issue plain FDC. Has 1d plus 2 x 2 ½d being sufficient to be sent
Registered. Has Jersey registration label and clear registered postmarks for the correct date. Hand written address to
Belfast. £10

609     E       12  Steven Scott ‘Signed Official’ covers. Nine of these are full set commemorative covers , the other three are
commemorative ‘football themed’ covers signed by Kevin Keegan and Tom Finney (2 different covers). Other signatures
include Wendy Craig, Katie Boyle, Magdi Yacoub, Craig Brown and Stephen Lewis (Blakey) on Buses FDC. Clean lot
with a significant purchase cost new. £60

610     E       17 Steven Scott ‘Official’ covers all with sponsored postmarks. All different 1997 - 2003 period. These cost £10 each
new and are not around in quantity. Reserve looks very reasonable and these cat over £250 £40

611     S       1964 Botanical Congress illustrated First day cover with Brighton FDI cancel and a typed address. Very clean. £20

612     S       1965 I.T.U. illustrated First day Cover with tidy typed address and ‘London W.C.’ FDI postmark. £12

613     S       1965 Salvation Army (Phosphor) illustrated First day Cover, ‘London W.C.’ FDI postmark and typed address. £20

614     S       1965 United Nations (Phosphor) illustrated First Day Cover with very neat typed address. ‘London W.C.’ FDI postmark. £15

615     E       1967-1977 Definitive FDC in small packet, over 20 items,  includes some better items and postmarks, Bradbury / Booth
catalogue prices exceed £200+ £22

616     E       1968 Bridges, G.P.O. cover with hand written addressed but with the scarce ‘Aberfeldy, Perthshire’ CDS cancels (very
relevant to the 9d stamp). A couple of corner bends but a rare cover, cat £175 and had to go through the mail.. £44

617     E       1968 Christmas, Forces H.M.S. Hermes Official FDC, hand written address, has a couple of creases but most examples
of this cover do. Cat £175 £25

618     E       1969 Investiture, Nettleham Official FDC Handwritten address, couple of minor bends. Cat £80 £13

619     E       1972 BBC - BBC Radio Leicester Official , hand addressed, but unfortunately the 9p value is not tide like the other
three stamps. Cat £150, so…. £13

620     E       1972 BBC - The very rare ‘Pebble Mill’ illustrated FDC, but with just a single stamp. Handwritten address, as such a full
set would retail £400+ £40

621     E       1973 Christmas, 1973 Watford Borough Council Official card with handwritten address and corner bends. Cat £150 £22

622     E       1973 Royal Wedding, Unusual design with photo and golden bells, full set sent registered from Windsor Castle with
scarce CDS. Hand written address Cat £175 £44

623     E       1974 Famous Britons Philart First day Cover with Robert the Bruce, National Trust for Scotland special hand stamp,
cat £40 £8

624     E       1976 Cultural Traditions, Eisteddfod of Wales Official FDC, some corner creasing, hand written address, cat £125 £22

625     E       1977 Silver Jubilee, Royal Mail FDC with hand written address with the scarce Buckingham Palace CDS, Cat £200 £36

626     E       1977 The Queen’s Silver Jubilee tour, set of 24 different town or city  covers. Seldom seen these days £12

627     E       1979 Spring Flowers FDC typed address with Spalding Flower festival slogan, a couple of minor corner bends - this
went through the post! Cat £85, scarce cover £17

628     E       1980 Famous Women, Philart cover, full set with the Knutsford, Mrs Gaskell’s Cranford slogan postmark, neat tiny label
address, cat £50 £10

629     E       1981 Folklore, British Library ‘Official’ First day Cover, cat £75 in Bradbury catalogue. Very good condition with tiny
label address to the British Library and includes the illustrated insert card. £30

630     E       1982 Cars , Philart FDC, tiny label address with ‘Hella of Banbury Motor Show slogan postmark, Cat £55 £10

631     E       1982 Textiles, Coldharbour Mill ‘Official’ First Day Cover, cat £90 £16

632     E       1985 - Six different N.A.B.C. (National Association of Boy’s Clubs) official FDC’s, all with single stamps - missing the
Royal Mail and Christmas issues. £1

633     E       1991 Dinosaurs, Arlington Plymouth Museum ‘Official’ FDC, Bradbury cat is £75 £22
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634     E       1993, First Day of ‘New Services. Namely ‘Recorded Delivery’ and the Recorded with Signature on Delivery’ service
(dispensed with many years ago). Two covers to the same Buckinghamshire address and with the matching ‘Certificates
of Posting’ for each item. Nice items both receipts dated 26 June 1993 and with items posted and dated 26 June. Most
unusual and unlisted in the Bradbury catalogue ‘New Services’ section! £5

635     A      1996-2001 ranges of clean typed addressed FDCs with sets and miniature sheets (72 covers) £18

636     E       1997 Battle Of Britain Open Day, Biggin Hill commemorative cover limited edition of 125 covers personally signed by

RAF Air Vice-Marshall Johnnie Johnson, noted RAF WW2 ace and pilot. Nice cover with special postmark and Battle
of Britain memorial flight cachet on reverse. £15

637     E       1997 Golden Wedding, NatWest Philatelic Society Official  covers x 2. One is there standard Official cover, the other
is one of only 6 examples signed by both Lord Alexander of Weedon (The Bank’s then Chairman) and the Bank’s
Group Chief Executive Derek Wanless. The full details of the signings and quantity as supplied by NWPS at the time
are with this lot. Additionally there is a commemorative cover from 1981 for the officials opening of the NatWest
Tower, which was undertaken by HM Queen Elizabeth II and is the design of the official cover, with stamps for her
Diamond Jubilee. These are very nice covers and highly recommended £60

638     E       1998 Christmas, Havering C.P.As.. Official FDC, only 50 were produced and new issue price was £20, Scarce cover £13

639     E       1998 Princess Diana, Royal Mail FDC with hand written address with the scarce Buckingham Palace CDS, Cat £60 £12

640     E       1999 50th Anniversary of the Comet airliner commemorative cover produced by Adrian Bradbury and signed by John

Cunningham, the De Haviland Comet Test Pilot and WW2 hero. Currently available on Benham website for £25 plus
postage! £7

641     E       2001 Flags & Ensigns - Havering Admiral’s Flag Loft official FDC with stamps removed from the miniature sheet in as
block. This is an ‘Alternative’ to the standard Havering issue and rare as such. £6

642     A      2001-2005 collection of Benham WWII 60th Anniversary of various Operations housed in album with 20 different
covers and well written up in fine condn. £10

643     E       2005 Trooping the Colour Miniature Sheet, Royal Mail FDC handwritten address with Buckingham Palace CDS, Cat
£125 £24

644     E       2006 Welsh Assembly, Steven Scott official first day cover, signed by Neil Kinnock, former leader of the labour party,
M.E.P. and noted politician. £7

645     E       2008 Houses of Lancaster & York, Cotswold FDC, neat printed address with Stampex Business Design Centre
operational slogan postmark, Cat £90 and difficult to get. £22

646     E       2019 Elton John Royal Mail ‘Dodgers Stadium’ special official cover bearing a complete set of issued stamps. Very rare
thus, originally issued with two stamps, one from the stamp set (Captain Fantastic) and the Dodgers Stadium stamp
from the miniature sheet. This cover has the additional 7 stamps from the set added and these have then been cancelled
with the correct postmark to match the cover and making this a very scarce full set ‘official ‘ First day Cover. The original
two stamp cover cost £26 to buy as issued and we know of only 8 such covers. £50

647     E       2019 Marvel Super Heroes, Peter Payne Official First Day Cover for the 10 stamps and labels taken from the A4
generic sheet. Issue coincides with 21st Anniv. Of Payne covers. Scarce item, just 10 individually numbered covers

exist, this is number 8. £40

648     E       2021 National Parks, Peter Payne ‘Official’ First Day cover, an attractive item showing a view of The Porlock Vale. Scarce

item as just 12 of this cover exist with his sponsored postmark. £50

649     E       2021 United Kingdom, A Celebration Miniature Sheet, Peter Payne ‘Official’ FDC. Large sized item themed on the novel
‘Quentin Durward’ by Sir Walter Scott. Scarce cover, just 12 individually numbered covers were produced. £50

650     E       7 Signed covers includes Jordan Mitchell (related to R J Mitchell - Spitfire), John Egan (Jaguar CEO), Derek Underwood
(Kent & England  Cricketer) , Lord  Bath and Chas Stadden. All illustrated items. Reserved at under £3 a cover looks
very cheap, all are nicely illustrated items with commemorative postmarks. £18

651     A      A complete 2012 Olympics and Paralympics on FDCs housed in “2012” red cover album plus the extra Olympic covers
added, fine lot (c69) £40

652     E       Benham ‘small silk’ sets for 1980 year complete, all issues from Birds to Christmas, a total of 38 covers. Interestingly a
couple of issues have two different covers for a value, with different references, which are quite unusual. Benham retail

is well in excess of £140+ £16

653     B       Large “Crown” box full of GB FDCs spanning 1969 to 2002 with slight duplication with many different cancels plus
1976-89 Isle of Man, condn fair to fine (1,150+) £80

654     A      Red ‘Kestrel’ cover album with small collection of xx FDC’s from 1953 Coronation (typed and illustrated with slight
corner wrinkle), 1963 Red Cross  with Bournemouth FDI slogan and typed address; 1961 P.O.S.B. label address; 1964
Shakespeare (Typed); FRB; Churchill unaddressed; Battle of Britain with Bureau FDI and typed; A further 26 clean pre
decimal FDC including a  couple of special handstamps. Finally 14 decimal covers. Early covers generally in good
condition, nice lot. £50
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655     B       Small plastic tub containing 70 covers, all have special postmarks and range in date from1983 to around 2011, many
are post 2000 so have a higher face value cost of stamps. Many good handstamps spotted which catalogue well in the
Bradbury catalogue. There are a couple of duplicated issues, but these have different postmarks on them so not identical.
Very clean lot and a very cheap reserve for covers of this quality, all have neat printed addresses or small label addresses. £90

GB COLLECTIONS

656     A      1858 to 1977 valuable mint collection in SG printed album. Of note SG40, 2 x 1d plates, Bantam plate 5 (cat £110),
SG165/7 (Cat £340), 1883-4 Lilac and Green values x 6 LMM (Cat £1,390), 1887 Jubilee complete except 1/- green;
EDVII 15 values to 1/-; Basic Downey Heads set of 10 complete; 1912 Royal Cypher set (missing 9d olive); 1924 & 25
Wembley’s the latter is U/M; 1934 Photo set; 1939 High Values complete; RSW; 51 Festival High vals; Several different
Wilding sets including Tudor, Edward and Phosphor Graphite, comprehensive commems including most Phosphors
(Mtd); SGX842 U/M; Good postage dues with sets and near complete sets from first issue; 12 different Officials; Page
of Channel Is Wartime issues complete plus Pre decimal CI including first postage dues. A high cat collection with much
of interest. Very good value in our opinion. £600

657     A      1953 - circa 2016 collection of commemorative issues (no mini sheets) all the decimal issues are U/M, Pre-decimal
assumed to be mounted, but some checked were actually U/M. Includes a few definitives (pre decimal basic wilding
and castles sets), decimal includes 3 diff Castle sets plus £10 Britannia. Near complete for the period covered, a few
issues absent but not many. We estimate the face value of the decimal issues is in the region of £1,700. £875

658     E       2009 commemorative Miniature sheet for the Friends of Thematica at Midpex themed on the stamp designs of Jeffrey
Matthews. 12 U/M copies of this sheet. Vendor says usual retail would be £40+ £8

659     A      64 page green ‘Compass’ stock book with issues from KG5 to QE2 (1990’s), mint and used pre-decimal issues and
used decimal period. Many hundreds including sets, £16

660     A      A QV to modern mint & used collection in green binder with QV vals to 6da, KGV vals to 5/- u, KGVI vals to 10/- u,
then a good range of commems from 1971 to 1993 mint sets plus some Machins etc, condn fair to fine (face £150+)
100s £32

661     A      Black Lighthouse stock book with mint and used items from QV to 1980’s. We note Seahorses; 24 Wembley mint and
used; Ed7 2/6 x 2 and 5/- x 1 used; QV oddments to 2/6d; KG6 £1 fine used; Useable mint decimal postage of £30+;
Part sheets of the 1969 ships set. Worth viewing as better than this description probably reads. £50

662     A      Blue four ring binder with a range of small format Presentation Packs 1978 to 1981. Includes a 1981 Royal Wedding
Japanese folder issued by the Post Office and 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981 year packs as well as most of the individual
packs for separate issues as well. Looks fairly complete for period covered. Reserve is below face value £15

663     A      Blue ‘Stanley Gibbons’ 22 ring binder with a fairly specialised collection of mint (Look U/M), Decimal Machins. We note
coils, stamps ex PSB’s and in general a quite well written up collection with stamps in ‘Hawid’ type mounts with
descriptions beneath, over 250 stamps and worthy of continuation. Clean lot £38

664     B       Clear ‘Really Useful Box with mint(mostly decimal) remaindered and in places a quite duplicated accumulation. Includes
20+ x £2.30 discount Christmas Booklet, some presentation packs and many 50p booklets (including 2 wrapped
bundles of 25 booklets). Also several 2nd class booklets and a packet of 30 or so ‘stitched booklets’. Face value of
stamps exceeds £980. Good source of postage and quite a few Cylinder books spotted. £400

665     B       Colourful ‘Datapost’ box containing 60 different Prestige Stamp Books issued between 1993 and 2019. Current useable
face value comfortably exceeds £1,200 £550

666     A      GB ‘Windsor Sovereign’ Volume II with printed pages, 22 ring binder (expensive new) with a 1970-75 used collection
which has a reasonable level of completion. A few hundreds and worth it for the album, stamps are in black Hawid
mounts. £16

667     B       Heavy box with over twenty years of the British Philatelic Bulletin, we spotted issues from 1967 and 1989 and
everywhere in-between. Lots of information on British Stamps here £1

668     A      Large white four ring binder with a slightly duplicated collection of ‘Prestige Stamp Booklets from1972 Wedgewood to
Euro 1996. Total usable face value is £182+, cheap reserve £70

669     B       Mainly QEII in flat brown carton with mint and used, covers inc FDC, an old Concise catalogue and other stamp
bulletins / mags. Worth viewing to find what is in the depths of the box. £10

670     E       Queen Victoria used x 53 on Stock page. One Bantam, the rest are surface printed. Mixed condition as to be expected
but many sound stamps here. More valuable items include SG127, Plate 2 with faults (cat £1,500), SG76 (Cat £350),
2 x SG125 (Cat £300), SG152 single and a pair with faults (Cat £475 each), SG72 (Cat £350) and SGO68 (Cat £275).
Very little duplication here with over 45 different stamps. Total Catalogue value in excess of £9,500. Reserved at under
3% of that. £200

671     A      QV to QEII collection mint and used in a red stock book. Of note, 1934 Photogravure set mint; 1951 Festival High
Value set both mint and used; 1948 Wedding mint; Poor condition 10d embossed cut to shape (cat £1,500); Selection
of mint decimal commems usable for postage must be £30+ face value.; Wildings etc. Worth a look £80
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672     E       RAF signed commemorative and First day covers x 9, five of which have at least two signatures. We note the autographs
of ‘Bob’ Stanford Tuck DSO, DFC; Roland Beaumont CBE, DSO, DFC; Bill Bedford OBE, AFC; Johnnie Johnson; Neville
Duke x 3; Nice lot which will write up well with a bit of research. Reserve is under £9 an item which is cheap for these
signatures £60

673     E       Royal Mail Stamp reproduction / facsimile packs for 1841 1d Red and 1948 Olympic Stamp set in se-tenant block of
four. Usual Retail circa £35-£40 (if you can find them!) £17

674     A      Tan coloured Royal Mail Presentation Pack album with over 40 packs  1982 - 1986 period. Face value exceeds £60
and an album as well - will break for collection or for postage! £22

675     E       Three pages with 23 Commemorative stamps from 1963 - 1966 period, all overprinted cancelled in various types.
Scarce items, most appear to be U/M. Page 152 of the Specialised catalogue indicates ‘these were for use in trials
carried out by the Forensic Department and should not have reached the general public’. The written up pages indicate
these were from ‘Press Handouts’. Whatever their origin, these are the first accumulation of these we have seen and
undoubtedly unusual. Reserved at well under £9 a stamp £160

676     E       Two Hagner pages with a selection of 90 1858-76 2d Blue plate numbers with a variety of London and other postmarks.
(SG45/47 range). Mixed condition, poor to fine most are identified as to plate number and postmark numeral. Looks
very cheap at a fraction above £1 a stamp. £100

677     A      Used collection (mostly fine used) 1971 to 1989 collection in a Red Stanley Gibbons printed album. Virtually complete
with many commemoratives and definitives with phosphor band variants. £24

678     E       Victoria - 1d reds, mostly plate numbers, circa 100, mostly laid out in numerical order on a few album pages. Look
reasonably clean, cat £300+ and reserved by vendor to sell £20

679     B       White carton containing decimal booklets including PSB’s and Christmas Booklets. Circa 75%+ of this lot is 1st and
2nd class booklets of various types. Well over 100 items, useable face value is  in excess of £1,400. There are some
cylinder books sprinkled amongst and much of the content here is valid for the recently announced Royal Mail ‘swap
scheme’ relating to Machin type stamps. Good postage lot £550

GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

680     E       Alderney - 41 FDC’s 1983 to 2002, either Guernsey P.O. or Benham covers with most of the early issues £16

681     A      Alderney, 1983 - 2016 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very good
condition, a couple of marks on slip case. High cost new. £40

682     A      Guernsey - 1969 to 1989 boxed Lindner hinge-less printed album with many stamps in it. Circa 90% complete including
some of the Europa sheetlets and £5 definitive. The album would have cost more than the reserve when new and is
in good condition. £25

683     S       Guernsey - SGD1/D7, 1969 Postage Due set in U/M blocks of four, a couple all except the 1d are marginal. Very slight
perf separation on a couple of values otherwise fine. Cat £88+ £14

684     A      Guernsey & Jersey FDC’s 1969 to circa 2000 in four ring binder, with better includes 1969 definitives to £1 and Jersey
1996 £5, 48 covers £10

685     A      Guernsey 1958 - 1997 used collection, almost complete in the Stanley Gibbons ‘one country’ printed album. Good cat
value £24

686     A      Isle of Man - Blue stock book in good condition. 2000 to 2012 run through of commemorative sets for the period,
largely complete (No Miniature Sheets) but includes se-tenant blocks and a few self adhesives. Total face value is circa
£372, a chance to acquire at a good discount to the original cost. £160

687     A      Isle of Man - Boxed green ‘Lindner’ hinge-less album with pages from 1987 to 1990 around 85% filled plus a quantity
of booklets and PHQ type cards at the back- useful and reserve is less than the album would cost on it’s own to buy
new. £22

688     A      Isle of Man - Boxed green ‘Lindner’ hinge-less album with pages from pre decimal regionals to 1986. Circa 95% filled-
useful and reserve is less than the album would cost on it’s own to buy new. £22

689     E       Isle of Man, Two Revenue sets to £5 U/M on stock page. Not often seen. £8

690     S       Jersey - SG927 2000 Millennium £10 definitive x 3 ( 1 corner marginal pair and a marginal single displaying cylinder
numbers), all U/m Cat £60, face value £30 £10

691     A      Jersey 1958-1997 fine used collection in the Stanley Gibbons printed album, virtually complete for the period, includes
miniature sheets. High face value / cost £24

GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA

692     B       A brown flat box containing GB Post Office Grille cards from 1974 to 1990s in good condn (c170) £16
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693     B       Railway Locals & Cinderella from various places including Bluebell Railway, North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Welshpool
etc, with two large four ring binders with various stamps and some sheetlets. Box also contains a catalogue (out of
date) for these fascinating issues, a reproduction set of Wills cigarette cards in fine condition, some covers, in all a good
amount of material with many relevant society newsletters and information about stamp issues for Railway letter Fee
stamps. A good lot which would be difficult to replicate with several hundred different stamps mostly mint and with an
‘unissued’ design from the NYMR with explanatory letter. Value could easily be multiples of the reserve price on this
lot. £32

GERMAN STATES

694     S       Bavaria - SG257/273 (less 268), 1920 Definitive set to 20M (less 1½m)fine used, cat £230 £30

695     S       Bavaria, SGO282, O283 and O287, 1920 Official 70pf, 75pf and 1¼m all fine used, cat £297 £26

696     S       BRUNSWICK - 1861-64, 1SGR Black/Yellow imperforate, mounted mint four good margins, Cat £700, SG17. £100

697     S       Hamburg - SG38, 1864 9s yellow, sound to good used with barred cancellation. Cat £3,500 £200

698     S       Hamburg - SG46, 1867 2½s green, perf 13½, fine used, cat £130 £20

699     S       Lubeck - SG6, 1859 4s green imperforate, 3 good margins, the fourth is close but clear,  good used with barred cancel,
cat £1,000 £50

700     S       Prussia - SG4, 1850 6pf red imperf, 2 margins, good used circular postmark, cat £90 £10

701     S       Prussia - SG6, 1850 2gr black on blue imperforate with 4 Margins, unused without gum, cat £180 £10

702     S       Saxony - SG13, 1851 Imperf 2ngr good to fine used with four margins, cat £120 £16

703     S       Saxony - SG14, 1851 Imperf 3ngr good to fine used with four large margins, cat £60 £10

704     S       Saxony, SG24, 1855 5ngr red imperforate, 2+ margins good to fine used, cat £100 £10

GERMANY

705     E       Empire plus a few Colonies inc Memel. Two Hagner pages with mint and used, includes  5m (assumed to be SG96B
as cheapest) in an U/M block of 15 and worth the reserve on its own, other mint blocks also. £36

706     S       1875 50pf Grey PFENINGE with final “E” SG36 good to fine used, Cat £550 £25

707     E       1899-1921 period with mainly Germania’s in bundleware total of 39 bundles housed in “Tarzan” Cigar box, possible
pmk interest condn mixed (100s) £40

708     E       1937 Nuremburg Congress 4 stamps in miniature sheet optd “Reichsparteitag Nurnberg 1937 SGMS638 u/m, Cat
£120 £15

709     B       1979-1999 Year books plus DDR 1984, all in fine condn, Total 13 books stc £1,500+ £32

710     E       Bag containing several hundred ‘all different’ unmounted mint stamps from the 1980’s and 1990’s. Mostly in blocks of

four, very fine condition, cat £1540+, cheap lot, £75

711     S       Berlin, SGB18, 2m Violet overprinted Berlin fine used with Berlin CDS cancel and with expertisation mark on reverse.
Cat £650 £65

712     S       East Germany- 1955 135th Birth Anniversary of Engels miniature sheet SGMSE2333a u/m, Cat £110 £5

713     S       Private Issue 1939/45 Belgium Flemish Legion Waffen SS set of five sheetlets, Michel 15/19, mint without gum as
issued. Scarce £30

714     S       SG218/229 (less223), 1922 Air set (less 1m), good to fine used with circular postmarks, 11 stamps cat £207 £20

715     S       SG247/248, 1922 Fund for the old and children pair fine used, cat £78 £12

716     S       SG296, 1923 800T on 200M red fine used, cat £130 £20

717     S       SG300, 800T on 500m green, wavy line used cancellation. Cat £2,500. As this stamp only cats 25p mint, sold ‘as is’ and
not guaranteed to be correct. Reserved as a cheap space filler but may well be a genuine cancellation if so a bargain! £18

718     S       SG327/332, 1923 set to 50md good used, all with circular or part circular postmarks, cat £70+ £10

719     S       SG37, 1875 50pf grey ‘Pfennige’ fine used, cat £550 £55

720     S       SG399, 1926 3M good used, Cat £160 £20

721     S       SG444, 1924 Zeppelin 2m blue fine used with Friedrichshafen CDS, has a small brown stain (not a tone spot on reverse.
Cat £85 £12

722     S       SG444, 1928 Zeppelin 2m blue with wavy line cancel, cat £85 £15

723     S       SG536, 1934 Count Zeppelin 3m Fine Used, cat £70 £10

724     A      West  Berlin & Zones - Over 1150 mint and used stamps in a 64 page green ‘Compass’ stock book. Good variety and
mostly different with some better sets. View to appreciate the content. £80
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725     E       West Berlin - SFB739/748, Famous Women 100pf to 500pf plus four of the lower values in U/M blocks of four, some
are marginal. Cat value exceeds £336 £30

726     S       West Berlin - SGB777/B791. 1987-90 Tourist Sights long set U/M ( 14 values) missing the different shade of the 70pf,
cat £40+ £6

727     E       West Berlin- 1954-66 an u/m collection on Lindner printed leaves from better 1950s, stc £330+ £20

728     S       West Germany 1953 30pf+10pf Blue SG1102 (C.£100) and West Berlin 1949 Goethe 30pf Blue SGB63 (C.£70)
both fine cds used £18

729     E       West Germany- 1959 Beethoven miniature sheet SGMS1233a x2 both very fine used, Cat £140 (2) £10

GIBRALTAR

730     E       1886-1960s mint & used with later u/m, we note QV vals to 2p & 6d, EDVII vals to 1/-, KGV vals to 2/6 with various
wmks, KGVI vals to 10/- including some mint better perfs etc, 1953-59 vals to £1 used plus 1960s Omnibus sets u/m
etc, condn fair to fine Cat £1,450+ (200+) £170

731     S       1903 1d Dull purple/red SG47 in u/m vertical top marginal pair, slight gum crease but does not show from front, Cat
£70 £4

732     A      1931 to circa 1990 mainly U/M collection in grey stock book. Note £2 and £5 values and some booklets and a cover £16

733     A      1987-1996 First Day Covers in small album x 41 items includes £5 value x 2 and many sets. £24

734     A      2003-2006 First Day Covers in blue album x 61 items includes £5 value. many attractive sets and miniature sheets.
Good cat value. £48

735     A      2007-2009 First Day Covers in black album x 34 items includes £5 value. many attractive sets and miniature sheets.
Good cat value. £24

736     E       2018 issues almost complete, 8 sets and 8 Miniature Sheets U/M,  Cat £206, face value £81 £30

737     E       A comprehensive mint & used collection of KGVI on album pages, we note 1938-51 to £1 including many perf varieties
with better seen, some u/m and some on small pieces etc, condn generally good to fine throughout, Cat £1,230+
(c86) £200

738     E       A fine mint and used collection of QV issues on album pages with 1886 optd vals to 2½d u, 1886-87 vals to 2½d m,
1889 vals to 75c on 1/- m, 1889-96 used vals to 2p, 1898 vals to 1/- mint & used vals to 6d, clean lot, Cat £940+ (c50) £100

739     E       A mainly KGV mint & used collection on album pages including 1912 to 2/- m & u, 1921-27 m & u vals to 10/- including
many shades, 1931-33 set m & u including some perfs, 1935 S/ Jubilee m & u etc, condn good to fine Cat £850+ (90+) £125

740     E       EDVII mint & used selection on album page including 1903 mint vals to 1/-, 1904-08 m & u vals to 1/- and 1906-11
m & u vals to 1/-, condn fair to fine, Cat £720+ (32) £75

741     E       Mainly KG6 and early QEII mint and used on 5 Hagner sheets. Of note KG6 extensive perfs to 1/- mint including two
blocks. QEII 1st def set used (Cat £130), 1960 set values to 10/- x 2 used. Reasonable lot of 110 or so stamps. Decent
cat value. £100

742     B       Mint Collection in four Stanley Gibbons ‘Devon’ Albums, 1980 - 2012 is quite extensive and is at least 85-90% complete
we think, There are a few KGV items at the front of one volume and then a gap to 1964, many hundreds of stamps
and sets and we think very good value at the reserve price. £175

743     E       Mint collection on stock page including 1960-62 vals to 2/-, 1965 sets, 1971 Ships with many vals to £1 plus later sets
and 4 MS’s, Cat £130+ £20

744     E       QV to QEII slightly duplicated selection on stock pages including 1889 opts used, 1889-96 vals to 2p m & u, 1898 vals
to 4d m, EDVII vals to 1/- m & u, KGV vals to 2/- m & u, 1931-33 to 3d m & u, KGVI vals to 1/- m with better perfs
noted etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,200+ (190+) £160

745     S       SG MS1828, 2018 Centenary of the End of WW1 Miniature Sheet U/M x 20 copies, Cat £150 £22

746     S       SG115b, 1935 Jubilee 3d with listed variety ‘Short Extra Flagstaff ’ lightly mounted mint. One slightly reduced perf at
right otherwise fine, cat £325 £50

747     S       SG124aa, 2d Grey Perf 14, ‘Ape on Rock’ variety’ lightly mounted mint, a nice example of this classic listed variety. Cat
£700. £200

748     E       SG160/173, 1960-62 definitive set fine used on album page, cat £60 £10

749     E       SG1620/1627, 2015 Fire and Rescue set U/M sheets of 25, cat £425 £32

750     E       SG16542/1655, 2015 R.A.F. Squadrons (4th series), U/M sheets of 25 sets, cat £275 £20

751     E       SG1664/1668, 2015 Christmas in half sheets of 25 sets U/M, cat £175 £16

752     E       SG1672/1681, 2016 90th Birthday of QEII set, U/M sheets of 25, cat £700, Face £239, £40

753     E       SG1690/1695, 2016 Historic Gates, U/M sheets of 20, cat £300 £24
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754     E       SG1696/1700, 2016 Almeda Gardens U/M sheets of 25 sets, cat £350 £24

755     S       SG1701/1705, 2016 UNESCO set in U/M strips of 5 sets, cat £54 £10

756     E       SG1701/1705, 2016 UNESCO Set, U/M sheets of 25, Cat £312 £21

757     E       SG1706/1710, 2016 Pillar Boxes set in sheetlets of six sets U/M, Cat £75 £8

758     E       SG1727/1732, 2017 65th Anniversary of the Accession set in U/M sheets of 20, cat £420, face value £147 £24

759     E       SG1734/1735, 2017 Europa ‘Castles’ in U/M sheetlets of 8 sets, cat £60, face value £24 £8

760     E       SG1736/1743, 2017 70th Wedding Anniversary set U/M sheets of 20 sets U/M, cat £400, face £135 £24

761     E       SG1745/1751, 2017 H.M.S.Gibraltar set (7v) in sheetlets of 5 stamps, with decorative borders. A most attractive
thematic set. Face value exceeds £34 and awkward to find thus. £46

762     E       SG1755/1763, 2017 Military Heritage set, U/M sheets of 20, cat £360 £24

763     E       SG1764/1767, 2017 Princess Diana U/M sheets of 20 sets, Cat £260 £21

764     E       SG1768/1774, 2017 Nature Reserve set U/M sheets of 20, cat £340 £24

765     E       SG1775/1780, 2017 Christmas Cupcakes U/M sheets of 24 sets, Cat £300 £24

766     E       SG1881/1882, 2019 Nature Reserve in a sheetlet of 5 sets U/M, Cat £32, face £14+ £8

767     E       SG1883/1884, 2020 Year of the Rat set in two complete sheetlets comprising 10 sets, cat £160 £24

768     E       SG1883/1884. 2020 Year of the Rat set U/M x 10 sets in two sheetlets, cat £160 £16

769     E       SG1917/1922, 2020 Christmas set in half sheets of 15 sets U/M, cat £285, face value £119.25 £24

770     S       SG200/213, 1967 Ships definitive set to £1 U/M, cat £35 £6

771     S       SG211/213 1967 Ship Definitive top three values n5/- to £1 U/M, cat £30 £7

772     S       SG374/389a, 1977 Definitive set to £5 complete u/m, cat £25 £3

773     S       SG42, 1898 2½d blue ‘Crown CA’ wmk, lightly mounted mint, cat £48 £10

774     S       SG474, £5 aeroplane fine cds used x 15 copies, cat £14 each suit reseller,  total catalogue £210 £8

GILBERT & ELLICE

775     E       1939-1955 definitive M/M set of 12 plus SG47a, 48a, 51b on album page; some toning on 2/6d Cat £80+ (15) £11

GOLD COAST

776     S       1948 definitive set SG135/146 good to fine used all with circular postmarks, cat £48 £11

777     E       Good to fine mint & used selection on stock pages including 1876-84 vals to 6d u, 1884-91 m & u vals to 1/-, 1898-
1902 vals to 1/- used, 1901 Surcharge set m, 1902 m & u vals to 1/-, 1907-13 m & u vals to 2/-, 1913-21 vals to 1/- u,
1921-24 vals to 1/- m, 1938-43 m & u vals to 2/-, 1948 m & u vals to 10/- etc plus a few QEII vals m & u etc, condn
fair to fine, Cat £850+ (150+) £100

778     E       SG120/132, 1938-1943 definitive set of 13 to 10/- mint on album page, Cat£40 £7

GREECE

779     A      1886-1998 Mainly used collection in two 64 page red stock books. Over 1850 stamps (majority different) with many
sets. 1886 types with different perfs etc. and some better stamps if correctly placed.  Good basis for continuation,
excellent one country starter. Pickings to be had we think and sensibly reserved. £130

780     S       1951 Reconstruction set of 6 U/M, SG692/7, Cat £300 £34

781     S       1952 Anti-Communist Campaign set of four U/M SG698/701, cat £95 £15

782     S       1956 Royal Family set of 14 fresh U/M, SG747/760, cat £140 £20

783     E       1992 Prefecture Capitals (3rd series SG1911/1922B, 1996 Castles (1st series) SG2004/2012B and 1998 Castles (2nd
issue) SG2069/78 fine U/M. Three sets all issued in booklet form and cat £61+ £14

784     A      Green ‘Merton’ spring back album with a 1977 - 1995 mint & used collection, 100’s of sets and a decent cat value £80

785     S       SG1791A/1793A, 1988 Waterfall’s set in U/M blocks of four, Cat £135+ £14

786     S       SG461/7, 1933 Air, the Aerospesso Company issue mounted mint, cat £200+ £36

787     S       SG479a, 1934 Athens Stadium, perf 13 x 11½ marginal U/M, cat £140 £40

788     A      Used collection in red “Edelweiss” stock book from a few imperf, 1901 Olympics, a good selection of issues with
commems and defins including Costumes, then further modern issues to 2007, condn mixed (100s) £16
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GREENLAND

789     A      1938-1993 mint with mainly u/m selection of sets plus values to 50kr, miniature sheets etc plus 1996-98 book of
Whales, Cat £730+ (few 100) £120

790     E       Mint and used collection early to circa 1983 on 12 pages. Over 400 stamps in clean condition. Good one country lot
with good run throughs. Good cat value with no duplication £40

791     S       SG33/6, 1950 Polar Ship ‘Gustav Holm’ four values in this design mounted mint, cat £118 £25

792     S       SG37/38, 1956 numbers 6a and 7 surcharged ‘60 Ore’ mounted mint, cat £110 £24

GRENADA

793     E       A neat mint & used collection from 1863 including 1875 1/- u, 1883 vals to 8d m, 1895-99 vals to 6d m, 1902 to 3d
m, 1913-22vals to 2/- m, 1921-31 to 1/- m, 1934-36 vals to 2/6 m, 1938-50 vals to 5/- including some better perfs,
1953-59 to $1.50 mint etc, Cat £700+ (130) £80

794     A      Of St. Vincent- Selection of u/m sheetlets in sets including 1974-77 Islands, 1974 Maps, 1976 Revolution and 1979
Wildlife etc (dozens) £10

HAWAII

795     S       SG27, 1864 1c Princess Kamamal mtd mint, cat £75 £12

796     S       SG32, 1c Inter Island Mail, 1c unused no gum, cat £450 £16

HELIGOLAND

797     S       1878 Set of 3 Newspaper Wrapper stamps mint, 3pf, 5pf and 10pf. Seldom seen. £10

798     S       SG8, 1sch rose & yellow-green, lower left corner marginal block of 15 (3x 5) unmounted mint. This block has been
hinged in the margins. Die III, perforation 14, so we consider this is the Hamburg reprint. As original would cat £2,400++,
reprint worth far less. £15

HONG KONG

799     E       1882-QEII mainly used selection on stock pages including QV vals to 10c, KGV vals to $1, 1938-52 vals to $5, 1941
vals to $1, 1949 set (mint), QEII vals to $10 etc, condn fair to fine Cat £660+ (190+) £80

800     E       1971 to 1994, 45 FDC’s a little duplicated but includes better issues, will catalogue £100’s, reserved at just £1 an item £45

801     A      1983 - 1997 mint / used and FDC collection in red spring back binder.  A few hundred, some duplication, includes sets. £40

802     E       A good to fine used slightly duplicated selection on stock cards from 1968-1992 including 1973 Defin vals to $20 with
other commems to $2, 1982 vals to $20, 1987 vals to $50 and 1992 vals to $50 etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £700+
(c200) £90

803     E       A QV to QEII mainly used selection on stock pages including 1862-96 2c (shades), 1882-96 vals including Company
Chops, EDVII used, KGV vals to 50c u, 1937 Coronation u, 1938-52 8c to $5 u, 1941 Centenary vals to $1, 1949 UPU
u, 1954-62 vals to $10, 1962-73 vals to $10 used, 1960s Omnibus m & u etc plus other values to $1,30, condn fair to
fine Cat £590+ (150+) £60

804     E       A selection of QV to KGVI on old album page, we note QV vals to 10c some with company chops, EDVII vals to  $1
used and KGV vals to $1 used, condn fair to fine (c37) £23

805     E       KG6 definitives good / fine used on an album page. 48 stamps includes 2 x $5 and 2 x $10, unchecked for shades and
perfs. Very clean £30

806     E       QE2 period ex dealers stock of priced U/M sets etc. laid out on Hagner sheets was priced to sell at £82 at a maximum
of half catalogue price, noted defs to $50 and commemorative sets £24

807     E       QV to QE2 mint and used collection / accumulation on nine album pages and stock pages includes 1935 Jubilee and
1941 Centenary sets used. A decent lot with some light duplication. £30

808     S       SG211/213 and 237/8, 1963 FFH and Red Cross and 1966 WHO sets U/m, cat £57 £12

809     S       SG243, 1967 New Year $1.30 value block of four, Lightly Mounted mint on 1 stamp only, cat £52 £12

810     S       SG262, 1970 Year of the Dog, $1.30 U/M, hint of a gum blemish, cat £38 £10

811     S       SG8a, 1864 2c brown, watermark ‘Crown CC’ imperforate at left, lightly mtd mint, cat £150 £20

812     S       SG973/988 1999 HK Landmarks and Tourist Attractions set u/m, cat £50 £9

813     E       Three  generic ‘Smilers’ sheets, all A4 size, one for the 2007 Greetings stamp issue containing 20 stamps plus labels and
two different sheets for the Beijing Olympics ‘Torch Relay’ again each with 20 stamps. All sheets are unmounted mint. £18
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HUNGARY

814     A      Red ‘Wessex Paragon’ stock book , 100+ modern stamps including a couple of sheetlets U/M and unchecked. £8

INDIA

815     S       1902-09 set to 1r with extra shades of 2a & 8a SG054-065, good to fine mtd mint Cat £80+ £8

816     S       1937-40 short set to 10r SG247-62 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £236 (16) £40

817     E       1940-1980 u/m ranges on stock book pages with some duplication, Cat £345+ £40

818     S       1940-43 most values to 12a SG265-76 (not complete) all in fine mtd mint blocks of 4 of which at least 2 are u/m, Cat
£130+ £20

819     E       A selection of QV Postal Stationery covers spanning 1891-1899 in fair to fine condition many with various postmarks
(c98) £5

820     B       Mainly used selection in box file on pages from QV to mid period, we note many Indian States, optd Services etc plus
KGV & KGVI vals to 10r used and QEII 2r & 5r & 10r mint etc, condn mixed (100s) £20

821     B       QV to 2007 mint, used and some modern u/m on pages, packets and stock cards with useful duplication, including
Services, Pakistan KGVI used, all manner of Indian States etc, some better seen etc, condn mixed (100s) £30

822     S       SG240/246, 1935 Silver Jubilee mint set (1a is U/M), cat £40 £8

823     S       SG372/373, 1956 Buddha Jayanti set in U/M blocks of four. The 14a value has a light gum crease affecting one stamp
only not visible from the front. Cat £50+ £6

824     S       SG416, 10r Steel Plant mounted mint, cat £50 £10

INDONESIA

825     S       SG MS1681, 1982 World Cup Miniature Sheet U/M, overprinted ‘Italia World Champion’, cat £130 £26

IRELAND

826     A      Heavily duplicated U/M stock of 1984 -1986 Commemorative issues in green stock book. Up to 50+ sets of some
issues. Catalogue value exceeds £2,600 and would be ideal for approvals / resale. All in good condition. Cheap reserve
on this. £160

827     E       1922-1980s mint & used selection on stock pages including 1922 vals to 10d m & u, 1922-23 to 1/- m, 1930s sets with
1950 Holy Year m & u, 1953 Tostal Festival m & u plus other 1950s sets used, then later sets with many u/m to 1980s
with 1985 Defin vals to £5 etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,700+ (440+) £225

828     E       1980’s and 1990’s small selection of all different U/M commemorative issues on four well filled Hagner sheets, two of
which have sheetlets / miniature sheets. Good range of issues looks to be mostly in sets. Total cat value exceeds £150.
A very clean lot £30

829     E       Between SG146 and SG185 almost complete mint or U/M, 1949 Republic to 1961 Aer Lingus, cat £183 £30

830     A      Blue ‘Stanley Gibbons’ Stock book well filled with duplicated definitive issues, 1982 values in quantity to £5 (51 of
these!), many values represented fine U/M including many blocks and multiples, the cat value of just these stamps is
£2,470. Thereafter the later issue to £5 mint and duplicated earlier definitive types also. Later Birds values with £1 value
x 10 and some odd postage dues. A substantial cat value here all in nice condition. Suit dealer or packet maker. Worth
viewing to appreciate and cheaply reserved. £230

831     S       Selection of issues 1949 Republic to 1965 Europa U/M on three stock cards, almost complete for period, Cat £185+ £24

832     E       SG1283/1288, 1289/1294, 1300/1305, 1315/1320, 1377/1382 and 183/1388 set of six Millennium sheetlets each
containing 2 sets of stamps. U/M, cat £110 £24

833     S       SG746/765, 1990-1997 Irish Heritage & Treasures U/M set, cat £40 £8

ISRAEL

834     E       1948-2002 a good range of issues mtd mint, u/m and fine used with sets, MS’s and sheetlets, many with Tabs with a few
early, high catalogue value, condn fair to fine (1800+) £130

ITALIAN COLONIES

835     S       Austrian Territories acquired by Italy - SG67 and 67a, 10di on 10c Rose-red. ‘Centesim instead of Centesimi’ variety
with normal U/M. Cat £110 as mounted (variety). £40

836     S       Ethiopia - 1936 Annexation of Ethiopia 20c, 30c and 75c Unmounted Mint, SG322b, 322d and 322f, Cat £94 as
mounted £25
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ITALY

837     S       1863 10c Orange Postage Due SGD6a fine cds used £25

838     S       1901 50c Violet SG70 fine m/m bar 1 short perf at left otherwise fine, scarce stamp, Cat £950 £60

839     A      1901-1980 original mint and used collection in small ‘The Ace’ red spring back album. Includes better high cat 1950’s
era material. £50

840     S       1949 25th Biennial Art Exhibition, Venice set to 50L, SG721-24 fine mtd mint, Cat £145 £8

841     S       1949 Art Exhibition set to 50L SG721-4 good to fine mtd mint (4v) 15L has one blunt corner perf £20

842     S       1949 Centenary of Roman Republic 100L Brown SG726 Cat £160, fine cds used £22

843     S       1949-51 commems. Small fine used range including 1949 Roman Republic 100L, 1951 Milan Fair and 1951 Monte
Cassino Abbey 55L (10 stamps), cat £516 £25

844     S       1950 International Radio conference 55L Blue SG750 commercially used, Cat £190 £22

845     A      A mint & used collection in blue ring binder on printed pages with many in colour from 1860s to 1960, we note 1863
vals to 2L u, 1889 vals to 1L u, 1890 most vals to 2c on 1.75L m, 1911 Jubilee vals m, 1930s m & u, 1941 Friendship m,
1945 vals to 50L m, 1948 Revolution to 100L u, 1949 Recovery 5L & 20L m, 1950 Cent. of D’arezzo m, 1913-30s
range of Pneumatic issues mint etc, condn mixed, Cat £1,850+ (100s) £150

846     A      Black Lighthouse stock book with matching slipcase. Contains an ex dealer stock of used republic issues from 1945
(SG647) to 1954 (SG879) with duplicated sets and singles and with many positions covered. Cat value exceeds £4,800.
Vendor wishes to sell, suit dealer / trader or collector wanting to study postmarks. £280

847     A      Early to circa 1970, Back of the book material mint and mostly used, includes Express letter Stamps, Pneumatic Post,
Postage Dues, Official’s and Parcel Post. Duplication here and there. Noted 1884-6 Parcel post with 20c blue x 2 used
and 1L75 Brown x 2 used,  also some 1920’s BIP overprints on piece used. A high cat lot with a little over 200 items.
Useful... £120

848     E       Euro denominated issues all U/M on four Hagner pages. 91 stamps and 4 mini sheets, values up to Euro 2.58,
uncatalogued £16

849     S       Sardinia - Stock card of the 1855 imperforate issue, comprising SG’s 28-59 used with all three shades of the 10c and
2 x 80 cent plus the 3L Bronze mint (gum cracking). All in mixed condition as usual, total cat value is £2,029, there are
12 stamps in all. Reserve is under 3% cat. £42

850     S       SG115/117, and SG126/128, 1921 Dante set and 1922 Mazzini set both mounted mint, cat £56 £10

851     S       SG12, 1863 15c blue, fresh mounted mint, cat £3,000 and attractively reserved. £130

852     S       SG1217a, 1968 150 Lira Imperforate Pair, U/M, possibly proofs? £10

853     S       SG3, 1862 40c red mounted mint. Strong colour, a few tone spots and priced accordingly, Cat £375 £15

854     S       SGP39, 1884-86 Parcel Post, 20c Blue fine cds used, cat £200 £40

JAMAICA

855     E       A QV to QEII mint & used collection on stock pages including 1860-70 vals to 1/-, 1870-83 vals to 6d used (+ 1/-
mint), 1883-87 vals to 6d, 1903-04 2½d & 5d m, other vals to 2/- used, 1912-20 vals to 1/-, good selection of War Tax
stamps, 1919-21 vals to 2/-, 1921-27 ½d & 1d m, 1938-52 vals to 10/-, 1956-58 to £1, 1962-63 to £1 etc, condn fair
to fine, Cat £1,600+ (380+) £200

856     E       A selection of QV vals on old album page from Pineapple issues plus other issues with vals to 6d used etc, condn
mixed (38) £18

JAPAN

857     S       1948 Philatelic week and 1949 Postal week SG514 & 556, both fine m/m, Cat £235 £32

JORDAN

858     A      1944-2000 mint & used collection in green “Briefmarken” stock book with some being u/m, many sets plus MS’s including
better, good comprehensive lot, Cat £700+ (100s) £100

KENYA

859     S       Kenya, SG107/121, 1977 Minerals set U/M, cat £50+ £10

860     S       SG20/35 (except 28 and 31), 1966 - 71 Wildlife original values definitive set missing the two 1969 values (70c and
1r50). Fine u/m, cat £50 £7
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KIRIBATI

861     E       1980’s to 2000’s, bundle of74 mainly commercial covers including many from the Philatelic Bureau, reserve looks very
cheap for this quantity £10

KOREA

862     E       North- Selection of CTO used with MS’s and sheetlets spanning 1976-1999, nice clean lot, Cat £90+ (c54) £18

863     E       South- An u/m collection of miniature sheets spanning 1960-1991 with many better noted, Cat £570 (c93) £60

KUT

864     E       1890-95 mint with many values to 5R, 1895 5a & 7½a m, etc, Cat £160+ (20+) £18

865     S       1907-08 set to 75c SG34-42 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £120 £15

866     S       1912-21 good to fine mtd mint values to 2R spanning SG44-54 (19) £10

867     S       1922-24 short set to 2/- (1/- & 2/- wmk s/ways) plus 1925 25c & 30c SG74-84 plus SG91-2 good to fine mtd mint
(13) £15

868     S       1922-27 many vals to 5/- SG76-92 including some better shades, Cat £170 (18) £20

869     E       1935-37 short set to 5/- SG110-21, fine mtd mint, Cat £100+ (12) £15

870     S       1938-54 5/- and 10/- both Perf 13¼ x13¾, SG148b and SG149b, both fine mtd mint £20

871     E       1938-54 set to £1 with many perf varieties and colours etc SG131-50b good to fine mtd mint, Cat £510+ (36) £80

872     E       A mainly good to fine used selection on album pages with 1935-36 to 5/-, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u, 1938-54 set to £1
with many better perfs, 1941-42 m & u plus Postage Dues to 1/- mint etc, Cat £319 (c110) £25

873     S       A small mint selection of EDVII with 1903-04 3a,4a,5a and 1R plus 1904-07 many vals to 1R, condn fair to fine, Cat
£249 (16) £25

KUWAIT

874     E       1963-1972 selection of all different commemorative sets on two  Hagner’s, cat £145 £16

875     E       1990’s U/M miniature sheets x 6 including the 1991 Liberation (2nd issue) in a sheet of 42. Total cat £147 £19

876     E       Probably 80+ items on 6 stock sheets with mint and used including some sheets. Looks good value £10

877     E       Selection of 16 U/M sets on stock page. Between SG213/5 to SG422/5. All good condition, total Cat £81+ £16

KYRGYZSTAN

878     E       2002 World Cup Football Final pair of miniature sheets as MS255a and MS255b overprinted, one in gold, one in silver.
These have the OVERPRINT INVERTED, most unusual. The normally overprinted sheets catalogue £64, these would
be at a premium to that, unlisted in the SG Stamps of the World. £32

LABUAN

879     E       Small mint & used selection on stock page, we note 1892-93 set used, 1902-03 many vals to $1 mint and 1904 4c on
8c & 4c on $1 both fine mint, Cat £320+ (30+) £50

LEBANON

880     E       1920’s to 1960’s picked over mint collection on album pages. 165 stamps including some sets. We spotted a 1956
United Nations FDC , also a trio of imperfs apparently from  a 1942 limited printing. Plenty of overprints to classify and
several overprints for airmails etc. Cat value easily exceeds £800 £80

881     S       SG280/289, 1944 anniversary of President’s return to Office, set of 10 most including the Air Values are lightly mounted
mint. The 12p50 blue has a small thin and 200p Postage has a minor tone spot, otherwise a very fresh set, which cats
circa £300. £32

882     E       SG444/453, 1952 Postage set (10v) mint on album page. Fresh colours, cat £144 £22

LEEWARD ISLANDS

883     S       1905-08 values to 1/- with ½d, 2d, 3d(2), 6d and 1/-, SG29, 31, 33-a and 34-5, Cat £210 fine mounted mint (6) £32

884     S       1912-22 many values to 5/- including shades SG46-57 good to fine mounted mint, Cat £235 (18) £36

885     S       1921-32 short set to 5/- plus better shades of the lower values SG58-78, fine mounted mint Cat £279 (21) £42

886     E       A mainly mint selection on stock page EDVII to KGVI with EDVII to 2½d, 1912-22 vals to 1/-, 1921-32 vals to 5d and
KGVI vals with some duplication in places, Cat £300  (Dozens) £38
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887     E       SG126/140, 1954 Definitive set (15v) fresh mounted mint on album page. Cat £75 £16

LIBERIA

888     E       A large selection of issues on pages stock pages and Hagner’s mint & used with sets and part sets, Airmails etc, useful
lot for filling those elusive gaps, condn mixed (100s) £48

LIBYA

889     E       SG690/694, 1976 Libyan Birds, U/M sheets of 25 stamps IMPERFORATE. An internet search only returned the normal
perforated set. The odd gum bend but decent condition and a good bird thematic item to display. £100

LIECHTENSTEIN

890     S       SG124/126, 1933 Prince Francis’s 80th Birthday mint set cat £110+ £15

891     S       SG340/343, 344/5 and 351/354, 1956 Athletics, Sovereignty and 50th Birthday mint sets x 3, cat £110 £12

892     S       SG404, 1960 Europa very fine used c.t.o., marginal stamp, cat £80 £11

LUXEMBOURG

893     E       1945, five interesting cards for Stamp Exhibitions and President Roosevelt, nice illustrations and clean cancellations.
Must be reasonable given their age. £10

894     E       1993 Definitive issue, 6 values (5, 7, 14, 18, 22 and 25) in complete U/M sheets of 50 stamps each. Fine condition, will
break well for resale, cat £750+ £20

895     S       SG609/611, 1956 Europa set mint and U/M, Cat £690 £24

896     S       SG626/628, 1957 Europa set U/M x 3 sets, cat £850+ £30

MACAU

897     E       1996-1999, selection of 19 different miniature sheets, all superb used removed from FDC’s. Cat £146 £22

898     B       Office Depot envelope box with circa 40= First Day Covers primarily second half of the 1990’s. Some duplicates but
we counted 24 different FDC, total catalogue value exceeds £321 as used stamps, FDC’s will be worth more. Good
clean material £38

899     E       SG623/628 and MS629, 1986 Musical Instruments on album page, mounted mint. Scarce set and miniature sheet, cat
£425 £36

900     E       SG662/5 1988 Protected Mammals sheetlet of four complete sets U/M, Cat £160+ £32

MADAGASCAR

901     S       SG55, 1895  2/- Bright Rose, rouletted, fine used. Seldom seen stamp £15

MALAWI

902     S       SG318/323, 1968 Birds Definitive issue top values 2/- to £2 fine mtd mint, cat £65 £11

MALAYA

903     S       1931 Brown envelope commercial mail from Singapore with Penang transit stamp on reverse. Typed address to London
and also typed is ‘Air Mail (Dutch) Alor Star - Amsterdam’. Has a blue Air Mail label (P & T Mail 25). Cover is very
weathered at edges but a rare survivor. Has KGV Straits Settlements stamps 1 x 30c, 2 x 12c, 1 x 2c and 1 x 50c. £12

904     A      A useful mint & used selection in green stock book including Sates, we note Straits 1883-91 vals to 6c, Surcharges m &
u, 1892-99 m & u vals to 50c, 1902-03 vals to 25c u, 1904-10 to 50c u, 1906-12 vals to $2 u, KGV vals to $5 u, KGVI
to $5 u, then good clean ranges of FMS, Johore 1890s m & u, Kedah vals to $1 m or u, Kelantan, Malacca KGVI m & u,
Negri Sembilan 1891-94 set m, 1890d opts m & u, Pahang, Penang, Perak from 1884 with 1900 surcharges with other
mint vals to $5, Selangor, Trengannu 1910-19 vals to 20c, 1941 surcharges, 1957-63 to $2 mint, Malaysia 1960s-90s
with many u/m sets etc, condn fair to fine with a few minor imperfections, Cat £2,500+ (100s) £330

905     E       Including States and North Borneo / Singapore etc. -Range of album pages with mint and used ranges from Straits,
through FMS and BMA periods. Picked over in places but interesting items remain. Several hundreds on circa 40-50
pages. Worth a look £65

906     E       Johore- 1892-1965 mint & used collection on old pages including 1896-99 vals to 6c u, 1904-12 to 10c u, 1911-19
vals to 25c m, 1918-37 vals to 25c u, 1929-55 m & u vals to $2 etc, condn fair to fine Cat £278 (c82) £30

907     E       Kedah- 1912-1965 mint & used on old printed pages including 1921-24 m & u vals to 25c, 1938-40 1c Black mint
SG68a, 1937 most vals to $5 m, 1948 S. Wedding m, 1959 vals to $5 used etc, condn fair to fine Cat £450+ (c80+) £50
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908     E       Kelantan- a small mint & used collection on old printed pages including 1911-28 vals to 10c, 1951-52 m & u vals to
35c, 1967 vals to $5 used, 1961-62 set used, 1965 set mint to 20c, Cat £119 (c48) £15

909     S       Malacca - SG47 and SG49 (2), (3 stamps total), fine mint cat £68 £10

910     E       Malacca- 1938-65 mint & used colln on old printed pages including 1948 S. Wedding m, 1949 vals to $5 m, 1954 m &
u vals to $2, 1957 vals to $5 mint etc, Cat £370+ (c76) £40

911     E       Negri-Sembilan 1891-1965 mint & used including 1891-92 5c m, 1899 surcharges m, 1935-41 vals to 50c m & u, 1949
many vals to $2 m, 1949 UPU m & u, 1965 set mint etc, Cat £270+ (c82) £32

912     S       Penang - Between SG3 and 19, 12 different values of the KG6 1949 to 1952 set mint, cat £46 £8

913     E       Perlis- Small mint & used colln on old printed leaves including 1951 to $2 m, 1957 vals to $5 u, 1965 set mint etc, Cat
£210+ (35+) £25

914     E       Strait Settlements- Old time collection on old printed leaves from QV to KGVI including 1867 8c on 2a u, 1868-82
vals to 96c u, 1882-1991 vals to 32c u, 1883-84 surcharges m & u, 1892-1901 to 50c u, EDVII vals to $2 u, plus a few
m, KGV vals to $5 used, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u, KGVI to $5 used, condn fair to fine with a few faults here and there, Cay
£1,000+ (200+) £120

915     E       Trengannu- 1910-1965 mainly mint selection on old printed pages including 1921 vals to 30c with better, 1922 “Borneo
Exhibition” to 30c, 1950-52 to $1 etc, condn fair to fine Cat £280+ (c67) £32

MALDIVES

916     E       Mint, used and u/m selection on stock page including 1909 set, 1933 vals to 1r, 1956 to 10r, 1960 to 10r, 1963 FFH,
1968 Paintings etc, Cat £220+ (90+) £25

MALTA

917     A      1860 - 1974 Volume 1 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very good
condition, as is the slip case. High cost new. £40

918     E       1860s-1970s mint & used collection on stock pages including 1863-81 ½d Yellow buff u, 1885-90 to 1/-, 1899-1901
vals to 2/6, 1903-04 vals to 1/-, 1904-14 vals to 1/-, 1914-21 vals to 1/-,  etc plus other KGV to 1/- mint, KGVI m & u
vals to 10/-, 1956-58 m & u vals to £1 then other mainly u/m commems to 1970s, condn fair to fine Cat £1,200+ (few
100s) £145

919     S       1919 10/- Blue Revenue fiscally used, Barefoot 17, £35

920     A      1935-95 in black lighthouse album with matching slipcase a mainly used offering with some u/m spotted also.  Cat.£714 £50

921     A      1964-74 mint & used colln in black springback album with many sets, we note 1965 to £1 m & u, 1973 set to £2 mint
and sheetlets etc, clean lot, (few 100) £18

922     A      1974 - 1988 Volume 2 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very good
condition, as is the slip case. High cost new. £40

923     A      1977-86 mainly u/m collection with sets in blocks of 4 and sheetlets etc, clean lot (few 100) £18

924     A      1989 - 2006 Volume 3 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very good
condition, as is the slip case. High cost new. £40

925     E       1998 France World Cup Football Miniature sheet x 23 copies all fine used CTO. Cat £74++ £7

926     E       2000 - 2006 Animal sets Fine Used x 8, total cat value is £102 in special folder. £12

927     A      A 3 album mint & used collection with issues from 1975-88, 1990-91 with many sets etc, condn mixed in places (few
100) £32

928     A      A Hinge less sleeved Davo printed album of Malta covering 1989 to 2006, empty in very good condition £22

929     E       Mint selection on stock pages including 1885 vals to 2½d, 1904-14 vals to 5d, 1922 vals to 6d. 1922-26 vals to 2/6 and
1928 vals to 6d etc, some toning seen, Cat £760+ (many dozens) £50

930     S       SG210c, 1935 Silver Jubilee ½d value with the ‘Lightning Conductor’ flaw mint, some gum adhesions, cat £40 £8

931     S       SG35, 1899 10/- blue black fine used, Cat £75 £28

932     E       Small stock book with mint & used ranges with QV vals to 4d, KGV mint vals to 5d, KGVI vals to 1/- m & u, Cat £280+
(dozens) £25

MAURITIUS

933     A      1858 - circa 1970 mint and used collection in green spring back album. QV to QEII with some postmark interest
throughout. A few hundreds mostly different and clean throughout. STC £1400+ £190

934     E       1910-1958 mint & used selection of identified issues with 1921-26 vals to 15c u, 1921-34 vals to 25c , KGVI defin vals
to 25c, 1950 10r (3) used, QEII vals to 10r used etc, condn fair to fine Cat £400+ (c120) £60
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MONACO

935     E       1949 Red Cross Fund block of four U/M, being ¼ of MS408, also the same item but imperforate being ¼ of MS409.
Accompanied by the 1951 surcharged block (imperforate) being ¼ of MS459. Many printed albums have spaces for
these blocks of four rather than the larger miniature sheets (represented by four of these). This format is quite commonly
collected in Europe for these items rather than the SG listed items. The perforated item has a fold in line with the
perfs, otherwise in good condition. Pro rate cat value is circa £450 £40

936     S       1951 Red Cross to 6f on 40f+5f (cut out from miniature sheet SGMS459), fine mint stamps (4) £27

937     E       1955 Jules Verne 30f in u/m colour trial, tete beche bottom marginal strip of 5 imperforated with sheet number “47477” £15

938     S       1966 Air set to 20f, SG858-860b u/m, Cat £105 £10

939     E       MS1125 and MS1490, 1974 and 1981 Europa Miniature sheets unmounted mint, cat £105 £8

MONTSERRAT

940     A      A fine mint with much u/m 1938-2006 collection in grey “Postzegels” stock book, we note 1938 vals to £1, 1948 S.
Wedding, 1960 vals to $4.80, QEII vals to $4.80, 1965 sets, Birds set to $10, plus other later sets to $10, MS’s etc, condn
fine Cat £600+ (100s) £80

941     E       A small mainly mint selection on stock page including 1876-83 1d, 1884-85 vals to 4d, 1903 vals to 6d plus 1/- u, 1904-
08 vals to 1/-, 1922-29 vals to 1/-, 1938-48 vals to 10/- with some better perfs, QEII vals to $4.80 m etc, condn fair to
fine, Cat £490+ (100+) £60

942     S       SG363a/399a, 1976 Easter set, surcharge omitted. A scarce set see catalogue note, U/M £70

MOROCCO AGENCIES

943     E       Four postcards including one each from French & German Post Offices, plus six covers including 1953 Coronation
FDC and 1956 Victory FDC. Also Edward VIII cover etc. Clean lot £28

944     E       QV to QE2 mint and used collection on six Hagner sheets. Best area is the KGV / KG6 periods, Circa 190 stamps with
some sets and would be an excellent basis for an ongoing collection. Looks very fair value to us £80

NEPAL

945     E       1907-2002 a substantial collection on stock pages mint & used with some being u/m, with many sets, sheetlets and
MS’s throughout, seldom seen this comprehensive, Cat £950+ (100s) £125

946     S       1956 Coronation 1r Red SG101 very fine cds used, Cat £150 £30

947     S       1959 small fine used selection with 20p,32p,50p,2r-5r good to fine used, SG127,129-30 and SG132-3, Cat £114 (5) £15

948     S       1959 small u/m selection  including 4p,8p,12p,16p,32p and 1r, SG122,124-5,126,129 & SG131 (6) £10

949     S       1961 Children’s Day 12p Orange SG143 u/m £15

950     S       1973 2p Cow SG292 accompanied with additional 2p with missing Brown colour, both u/m £20

NETHERLANDS

951     A      1982 - 1990 selection of 44 different Presentation Packs in a green ‘Importa’ album, all with mint stamps or mini sheets
in them. Clean lot and looks cheap £32

952     A      1997 - 1999 selection of 46 different Presentation Packs in a blue ‘Davo album. Includes some sheetlets as well as
stamps. Slightly better period. £32

953     E       Experience Nature sheet of 10 Birds U/M, face value is 1 (91c each), not yet in the SG catalogue - too new £14

954     A      Two 16 side stock books (red and blue) with an early to modern mint (includes some U/M) and used accumulation
with 100’s of stamps, includes some sheetlets etc. £32

NEW HEBRIDES

955     S       (French), SGF106, 1957 5f black, top value in set fine used £17

956     S       1977 Definitive 200FNH Booklets x 4, some slightly different in cover printing but same stamp contents. Not seen
these before and unlisted in SG £10

NEW ZEALAND

957     S       1932 1d + 1d Carmine Health stamp SG552 x3 one on small piece, all good to fine used £18

958     E       1958 Health 3d + 1d Blue (SG765) Miniature Sheet ‘Miscut’ with circa 7mm perforation shift to left. Spectacular
when compared to normal sheet as there is now a complete blank stamp sized label x 2 at the right hand of the sheet.
Fine U/M and a very visual variety. £25
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959     A      Battered Red ‘Senator’ spring back binder, with a QV to QE2 used collection. Must be circa 1000 with some duplication
to 1973. £30

960     E       Circa 1900 - 1908, 15 used stamps on album page. Includes 5/- Mount Cook with fiscal postmark but looks attractive.
Clean lot worthy of inspection. Had been priced at £31 some years ago. £18

961     A      Mint and used collection in large white binder, 1960’s to modern, 100’s with many sets £32

962     S       SG1202a, 1979 14ct on 10ct QEII with ‘surcharge doubled, one albino’, very fine unmounted mint. An elusive and
attractive variety. £30

963     S       SG256, 9d purple good to fine used, Cat £45 £10

964     S       SG453/458, 1920 Victory set mint, a few toned perfs on the 1½d and 6d values, cat £65 £8

965     S       SG552, 553 and 555 1933-34 the three Health issues fine mint the 1934 issue is U/M, Cat £56 £11

966     S       SG577/590c, 1936 Definitive set of 14 a mix of mounted and U/M, cat £120 £19

967     S       SG587, 1936 9d mounted mint, Cat £50 £8

968     S       SG603/609 and 680/690, 1938-1944 and 1947-1952 King George VI definitive series (17 stamps) mint some U/M, cat
£52 £8

969     S       SG605w, 1938 1d scarlet with inverted watermark, complete booklet pane of six stamps, fine unmounted mint. Perfs
on one side slightly trimmed, otherwise very good. Scarce King George VI item £40

970     S       SG630, 1941 9d fine mounted mint, cat £95 £16

971     S       SG671a 3d Peace with Rudder Flaw variety x 2, one within a block of four and the other part of a pair, one U/M the
other mounted. Also the 1949 Health 2d + 1d in a pair, one stamp with the ‘No stop below D Flaw’, this in a mounted
mint pair with normal. Cat £52 £12

972     E       SG723/736 1953-59 definitive set of 16 fresh mint on album page, cat £120 £30

973     S       SG723/736, 1953-1959 definitive set of 16 U/M except the 8d which is mtd, cat £120 £19

974     S       SG723/736, 1953-9 definitive set of 16 mounted mint, cat £120 £19

975     S       SG781/802, 1960/66 Definitive set mint and U.M (18 values are U/M), cat £60 £10

976     S       SG781/802, 1960-1966 definitive set of 23 mainly U/M, 5 values are mtd mint, cat £60 £10

977     S       SG845/62 and 870/879, 1967 and 1967-70 Definitive sets a mix of mint and U/M, cat £46 £8

978     S       SGF163, 1931-1940 £2.10/- red Postal Fiscal. Attractive stamp but fiscally used. Always an awkward gap in any NZ
collection, cat £650 as postally used. £75

979     S       SGF186, 1939 35/- on 35/- orange-yellow postal fiscal very nicely used with circular  cancel. This is a fiscal not postage
use but a nice looking copy to fill this difficult space in the album. Cat £450 as postally used £50

980     S       SGO159/O167, 1954-1963 Official set, mix of mtd and U/M, Cat £45 £7

981     A      Small stock book with a substantial collection / accumulation of mint George VI coil join pairs. Duplicated lot with ½d
x 73, 2d x 117, 3d x 140+, 4d x 16, 5d x 5, 6d x 32, 8d x 8, 9d x 63, 1/- x 3, 1/3d x 10. Many are U/M and generally in
good condition with numbers in the joins, many different numbers in evidence. Lovely lot for either collector or dealer,
it would take a considerable time to form this lot from scratch. Reserve is cheap. £475

NEWFOUNDLAND

982     E       1857-1941 mint and used selection on Hagner Page, all identified, 32 stamps in all, total cat £823 and look to be sound
to good condition, very clean lot. £110

983     S       SG130141, 1919 Caribou set (12v) mounted mint, many are lightly mounted. Good fresh colours, cat £200 £65

984     S       SG146, 1920 3c on 15c Bright scarlet lightly mounted mint, cat £40 £14

985     S       SG257/267, 1937 Coronation long set of 11 values mounted mint, cat £60 £12

986     S       SG282 Proof, 1942 8c rose-red vertical plate proof pair on gummed watermarked paper. Imperforate with security
punches, creasing as usual and with correction ringed in black. Something a little different. £22

NICARAGUA

987     E       1862 to 1980s a large accumulation of stamps mint & used with good representation throughout with a few miniature
sheets etc, condn mixed but many fine can be had and reasonably reserved at 2p per stamp (c1,500) £30

NIGERIA

988     E       Niger Coast - Hagner page with duplicated 1894 issue used. 10 x ½d and 34 x 1d partially sorted for shades / perfs
includes 2 x SG52c (cat £85 each) according to vendors classification. Some nice postmarks spotted. £40

989     E       SG89/101, 1961 Definitive set in hinge-less mounts on album page, top values checked were U/m, Cat £30 £9
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NORFOLK ISLAND

990     E       1991-2004 but mainly 1990s sets u/m including Explorers to $2 etc, condn generally fine with additional MSs £12

991     S       SG18  5/- Bloody Bridge U/M, cat £30 £7

992     S       SG24/36, 1960-62 Definitive set to 10/- mix of U/M and mint, Cat £38 £10

993     S       SG6a, 12 and 18, 1959 white paper 3d, 2/- and 1953 5/- Bloody Bridge, all fine mtd mint, cat £61 £12

NORTH BORNEO

994     S       1888-92 with 3c Violet, 8c Green and 10c Blue SG39b, 43c & SG44ba fine mtd mint imperforated horizontal pairs, Cat
£140 £18

995     E       A mint & used selection on stock page including 1894 2c-6c mint, 1897-1902 vals to 12c m or u, 1909-23 vals to 16c
m or u, 1939 m or u vals to 8c, QEII vals to $2 used plus a few mint etc, condn mixed in places, Cat £500+ (100+) £50

996     S       SG143, 1901-1905 $2 fine used circular postmark, a little grubby at base from use and a couple of curtailed perfs.
Nonetheless  a decent example of an awkward adhesive. Cat £100 £25

997     S       SG214/232 (less 222), 1918 Red Cross overprint basic set lightly mounted mint to $2 + 2c. (one of each value except
8c + 2c), Cat £285+ £90

998     S       SG303/317, 1934 set complete mounted mint. Nice fresh set, but the $ values all have a clear cellophane adhesion on
the gum and reserved accordingly, values to 50c are all fine, cat £1,400 £110

999     E       SG318/319 and 35/347, 1941 War tax pair and 1947 Overprint set to $1 mint on album page, cat £62 £9

1000   S       SG346b, 50c chocolate & violet fine used with the listed variety ‘Lower bar broken at right’ Nice example. £14

1001   E       SG352/355 and 356/369 1949 UPU plus 1950-52 set to $5 mint on album page, cat £100+ £16

1002   E       SG391/403, 1961 short definitive set to $1 on album page mtd mint, cat £51+ £8

1003   S       SGD87 1939 6c violet postage due with light cancellation, nicely used, a difficult KG6 item,  cat £160 £42

NORTHERN RHODESIA

1004   E       SG61/74, 1953 definitive set of 14 mint on album page, cat £95 £24

1005   S       SG75/88, 1963 definitive set (14v) mounted mint, cat £60 £10

1006   E       SG75/88, 1963 Definitive set of 14 fine mint on album page, cat £60 £10

1007   S       SG75/888 (less 76/77), 1963 Definitive set to 20/- U/M (less 1d and 2d), Cat £57 £12

NORWAY

1008   A      1859 to 1990 used collection in red album including 1871 vals to 6sk, 1877-78 vals to 60ore, other Posthorn issues to
60ore, 1925 Polar flight (less 20ore), 1930 Nordkap 15o & 20o, 1934-35 sets, 1939 Queen Maud, good early 1940s
with sets, many 1950s sets including 1955 Exhibition set (SG455-7), useful Officials with 1942-44 vals to 1kr etc then
a good run to 1990s with many sets, condn fair to fine (100s) £80

1009   A      Red Davo stock book with an early to modern used accumulation with some duplication, we estimate 500+ and worth
checking. £10

1010   S       SG1876/9, 18/9 and 1890. 2014 Thor Heyerdahl, Alf Proysen and Chess Sets mint, cat £100 £20

1011   E       Used Collection 1898 - 1970’s on circa 20 pages. Vendor says 570+ different stamp, STC £975. Clean lot £75

NYASALAND

1012   E       1953-4 Coil Stamps - Album page with the 1d, 2d and 6d values with the coil perforations. SG173a, 176a and 180a.
Each stamp in a complete coil strip of 10 stamps made up from sheets and thus showing the ‘coil joins’ Interesting lot
and unusual to have this format - coils folded to fit on the album page. Majority U/M. £15

1013   E       SG114/122, 1934-5 KGV set mint on album page, cat £48 £13

1014   E       Small mint & used selection on Hagner page from 1891-1904 including 1891-95 vals to 8d m & u, 1897-1900 vals to
1/- m & u etc, Cat £215+ (c27) £20

OMNIBUS

1015   E       1958 Caribbean Federation Omnibus issue 10 sets (30 stamps) U/M, Cat £27 £7

1016   A      1977 Silver Jubilee u/m sets, booklets and miniature sheets housed on Hagner’s in Royal Mail Universal sleeved album
in fine condn (100s) £20

1017   A      A 3 volume collection including QEII 60th B’Day with u/m sets and 90th B’Day of Queen’s mother in 2 volumes with
sets, MSs and covers including some coin covers, clean lot (few 100) £25
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1018   A      A QEII 1978 Coronation u/m collection in large blue ring binder with 49 Hagner pages containing, sets, miniature
sheets, sheetlets and booklets with many values to 20/- and $5, clean lot. (100s) £40

1019   A      An u/m collection of 1981 Princess Diana with sets, miniature sheets, sheetlets and booklets all housed on Hagner’s in
black ring binder (100s) £30

1020   A      An u/m collection of Royalty issues covering 1977 & 1978 with many sets and MS’s throughout (100s) £15

PAKISTAN

1021   S       1948-57 complete set to 25r plus a few extra perf variants SG24-43a fine mounted mint, Cat £290+ (23) £38

1022   E       1963-69 u/m ranges with sets in blocks of 4, Cat £210+ £25

1023   E       An u/m duplicated selection on Hagner sheets including 1951 3a & 4a (SG56 (47), SG58 (58), 1956 Republic Day,
1957 set, 1955-56 2½a Type I and Type II (170+, C. £4.75 each), 1961 SERVICE set x103 SG066-7 Total Cat £1,460+,
(100s) £40

1024   S       Bahawalpur- 1945 optd “Service” set of 3, SG014-16 fine used £26

PANAMA

1025   E       Early to mid period on stock pages mint & used, many would fill gaps, condn mixed (550+) £40

PHILIPPINES

1026   E       Early to modern selection on stock pages with some better seen, mint & used, condn fair to fine (350+) £25

PITCAIRN ISLANDS

1027   S       SG MS548, Australia 1999 Miniature Sheet U/M x 4 copies, cat £44 £10

1028   S       SG1/8, 1940-51 Definitive set of 10 fine used, cat £35 £8

1029   E       SG1/8, 9/10 and 13/16, 1940 Definitive set plus 1946 Victory and 1949 UPU sets mint on album page, cat £91 £15

1030   E       SG628/631, 2002 Weaving sheetlet containing 4 sets U/M, cat £44 £10

1031   S       SG94a/106, 1969 Definitive set of 15 to $1 fine used, cat £32 £6

PNG

1032   S       Papua, SG158/162, 1938 50th Anniversary of British Possession set of five on registered cover to Port Moresby, had
been priced at £55 £20

1033   S       Papua, SG163/167, Natives Poling barges set to 1/- Fine Used on Registered Cover, had been priced at £37.50 £12

1034   S       Papua, SG29, 1906-7 6d large ‘Papua, Forged Port Moresby cancellation with crosses each side of Papua dated 22nd
January 1907, referenced in the Lee book, page 68. An interesting one for the specialist £8

POLAND

1035   E       A fine collection of mint & used with many u/m sets etc on stock pages, strength in the 1940s & 50s, also some imperf
seen, good useful lot, Cat £680+ (100s) £120

1036   B       Carton with 1970’s / 1980’s U/M collection in 9 stock books of varying size. Must be many 100’s of different stamps,
reserved at £10 a book. £70

PORTUGAL

1037   S       SG1570/1, 1975 Europa, U/M, cat £56 £3

1038   S       SG575, 5e green, fresh lightly mounted mint, cat £90 £10

POSTCARDS

1039   E       Postcard album with 30+ seaside humour cards and 16 or so portrait  / Christmas greetings cards. Interesting lot £15

RHODESIA

1040   E       Eight album pages with 1960’s to 1970’s mint and used ranges including some sets, 100+ stamps with values to 5/- £10

1041   E       Quantity of ½d and 1d Double Heads x 30 and 18 others collected for postmark interest. Unchecked for shades /
perfs, vendor wants to sell… £10

1042   S       SG10, £1 deep blue fine used, cancelled by  a ‘LOMOGUNDI’ cds cancel. This is a scarce postmark and reserved by
vendor accordingly. Nice stamp £120
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1043   S       SG41/50, 1896-97 set of 7 , Die II, good to finer used all with circular postmarks. An attractive set, Cat £175 £25

1044   S       SG491, 3c Roan Antelope, Lower left corner marginal plate & traffic light block of four. U/M, ‘Black printing doubled’.
Nice positional item. £34

1045   S       SG93a, 1901 £20 Yellow-bistre unused without gum. Perfinned ‘2 11 07’ and no other obvious marks etc. Probably a
fiscal use, but cats £16,000 mint and unpriced used. A gap-filler for an otherwise unobtainable stamp. £75

ROMANIA

1046   S       1906 Jubilee Exhibition, Bucharest set to 3l SG517-27 good to fine mounted mint, Cat £260 (11) £38

1047   A      An early to modern collection in Blue ring binder on printed pages, we note imperf to 18b u, 1872 to 50b u, 1885 to
50b u, 1893-99 to 2L (with wmks) u, 1906 Welfare set m, 1926 to 10L m, 1927 Independence m, 1928 Air m, 1930
Air optd m, 1932 Philatelic Exhibn m, 1937 Games m, 1944 Postal Employees m etc. Then a range to 1980s with a
good range of Postage Dues at back of book, condn mixed in places, Cat £880+ (100s) £100

1048   S       SG30, 1862 6p red fine used with four very good margins and light cds. Expertised on reverse, cat £300 £60

RUSSIA

1049   A      A mainly used collection in blue ring binder on printed pages from 1970-79 including many complete sets with many
u/m Miniature sheets (100s) £25

1050   B       Medium brown box, with accumulation early to modern with decent middle period items seen. Mint and used in stock
books, various in tins etc. Easily 1,000+ stamps. £25

1051   S       North West Russia - SG32/39 (less 34), 7 Values, 1919 Western Army set (less 10k), mounted mint a couple with
marks on gum but mainly fine, Cat £184, rarely seen £30

1052   E       SG3251/3, 1966 Antarctic Expedition set in complete sheet (8 sets) x  3 complete sheets. Total cat exceeds £300 £40

SAAR

1053   S       SG302, 311, 339, 346,and 358, 1951 to 1955 inclusive ‘Stamp Day issues, all fine mint, cat £65 £13

SALVADOR

1054   E       Early to mid period on stock pages mint & used, but mainly mint on stock pages in fair to fine condn (200+) £18

SAMOA

1055   S       SG102a, 1914 1/2d on 5pf green, fine mounted mint with the variety ‘Missing Fraction Bar’, cat £140 £34

SARAWAK

1056   E       Mint and used remnants to 1934 on two printed pages removed from album. 36 stamps , all different (one block of 4
x $1 used).  Decent starter lot at well under 80p a stamp £22

1057   E       SG167/170, 171/183 and 186. 1949 UPU, 1950 definitives to $1 and 10c Map mint on album page, cat £70 £11

SEYCHELLES

1058   E       1890-1960s mint & used selection on Hagner sheets, we note a few Die I & II used, 1893 3c & 15c m, 1901 Surcharges
m, 1912-16 vals to 75c u, 1921-22 vals to 20c u, 1938-49 m 7 u vals to 50c (including SG140 x2 mint), 1954-61 vals
to 70c, 1962-68 vals to 1r used etc, condn mixed in places with many fine seen with some duplication, Cat £400+
(230+) £26

1059   S       1938-1949 KGVI set of 25 complete mounted mint. Good colours, cat £550 as cheapest printings. SG135/149 £50

1060   E       A small mint selection of 1938-49 issues including better, we note 12c SG139, SG140-142a, 45c SG143, 75c SG145
and SG145a etc, Cat £440+ (14) £34

1061   S       SFG196/212, 1962 - 1968 definitive set to 10r (less 1r value - cats 10p), 17 stamps fine used, cat £50 £10

1062   E       SG158/172, 1952 Definitive set of 15 to 10r mounted mint on album page, cat £90 £14

SINGAPORE

1063   S       1971 Paintings set to $1, SG165-70 fine cto used £18

1064   E       KGVI to QEII including KGVI with both perfs to $1 mint, vals to $5 u, 1955 to $5 u, 1959 set u, 1962 to $5 used plus
some late 1960s mint, Cat £395 (c147 + 1 MS) £46
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SOLOMON ISLANDS

1065   E       A mainly mint collection on stock page including 1907 2d, 1908-11 to 1/-, 1913 to 11d, 1914-23vals to 2/6, 1922-
23vals to 1/-, 1939-51 vals to 10/-, 1966-67 to $2 on £1 plus a few QEII used vals to 10/- etc, condn fair to fine Cat
£440+ (130+) £60

1066   S       SG1202/1215, 2006 Shells definitive set (14v) complete, all marginal U/M corner singles from the top right hand corner
of the sheet displaying ‘Plate Numbers. £7

SOMALILAND

1067   S       SG28a, 1903 3a brown with the BR1TISH for BRITISH’ variety U/M, cat £275 £60

1068   S       SG93/104, 1938 Definitive set complete (12v) mounted mint, cat £150 £38

SOUTH AFRICA

1069   S       SG62 1939 1/- Wildebeest se-tenant pair mounted mint, cat £55 £10

SOUTH GEORGIA

1070   S       SG1/16, 1963-69 definitives complete with both £1 values and the perf variety on the ½d (17 stamps) U/M, cat £200+ £60

1071   S       SG161/175, 1987 Birds definitive set to £3 U/M, cat £30 £5

1072   S       SG18/31a, 1971 Decimal currency set U/M, cat £60 £14

1073   S       SG251w, 17p Larsen’s Voyage with ‘Watermark Crown to right of CA’ fine U/M £4

1074   S       SG631/642, 2015 Ships Definitive set of 12 to £5 U/M, cat £34 £8

1075   E       5 sets all fine used c.t.o. on Hagner page. 2007 Scouting (SG440/44), 2008 Chinstrap Penguin (SG453/6), 2015
Biodiversity (SG656/661), 2016 Antarctic Tour Operators (SG667/70) and 2016 Centenary of the Endurance Expedition
(SG671/4). Good quality lot, cat £62+, these modern issues not easy to find. £20

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

1076   S       1924-29 complete set to 5/- including 1d SG2d, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £230 £28

1077   S       1924-29 many vals to 2/- SG1-12 good to fine used with a couple of shades, Cat £140 (15) £18

1078   E       1931-37 many values to 5/- including perfs with some better seen SG15-27 good to fine cds used, Cat £375+ (25) £65

1079   E       1931-37 many values to 5/- including perfs with some better SG15-27 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £470+ (24) £70

1080   A      1932-47 mint & used collection in green springback, we note 19335 S. Jubilee, 1935-41 Victoria Falls including P.12½
and P.14, 1937 Coronation and 1937 definitives to 5/-, 1940 Golden Jubilee etc with presentation of both mint and
used, condn fair to fine, Cat £300+ (c94) £40

1081   S       1953 Definitive set to £1 SG78-91 fine mtd mint £20

1082   E       SG35/35b 1935-41 Falls (3v) and SG40/52, 1937 Definitives all mint on a single album page, cat £100 £16

SPAIN

1083   E       Civil War - Mid to late 1930’s period, five different miniature sheets / sheetlets mint, not catalogued in SG but very
worthy of research and writing up. Not often seen £16

SPANISH COLONIES

1084   S       Spanish Morocco - SG150, 1929 Seville-Barcelona Exhibition 10p U/M block of four, cat £168 £16

ST. HELENA

1085   S       SG153/165, 1953 - 1965 Definitive set to 10/- U/M (The ½d is mtd), cat £90 £20

ST. LUCIA

1086   S       SG16, 1864-76, (4d) yellow, perf 14, wmk Crown ‘CC’, fine used £6

ST. VINCENT

1087   A      An u/m collection in black ring binder on Hagner pages with substantial ranges from 1970-1987, we note Birds to $10,
1975 Fishes to $10, 1978 sheetlets, optd “SPECIMEN” sets a few booklets and miniature sheets, clean lot (100s) £20
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1088   E       Grenadines - SG357/8var, 1985 Railways (Leaders of the World) $3 value in a block of four stamps (two se-tenant
pairs) U/M, with a circa 3mmm to left and 2mm upward movement of perforations. This is a block from the right
hand side of the sheet which shows a blank white 2-3mm wide strip at left as a result. Spectacular appearance and
offered with normal for comparison. Fully written up. £12

1089   E       Grenadines - SG504/5, 1987 Railways 10c vertical pair with ‘RED OMITTED’ from Buffers etc. fine unmounted mint.
Very visual missing colour error with normal for comparison. Fully written up. (2 pairs) £12

1090   E       SG882/3var, 1985 Leaders of the World, Railway Locomotives (4th series) $2.50 value ‘The Great Bear’ locomotive in
corner block of four (2 se-tenant pairs). Two blocks, one normal, the other is completely imperforate. Impressive block,
fine U/M £14

SWA

1091   A      1961 - 1975 Collection mint and used collection also a few covers in a printed hinge-less album of foreign origin with
slip case. £10

1092   S       SG105/107, 1938 Voortrekker ½d+½d to 1½d+1½d very lightly mounted mint (virtually U/M). Cat £74 £10

SWEDEN

1093   A      1855-1952 Mint and used collection in red 2 ring binder. Older material tending to be used , later mint. Includes SG2
x 3 used; 1858 series duplicated used including some cds.; 1872 issues with used duplicates. 1924 UPU used values to
500. Interesting officials and dues also. Mixed condition in places with plenty of good postmarks seen. A valuable and
interesting lot on 35 pages, we counted over 690 stamps £80

1094   S       1939 J.J.Berzelius 10ore Violet SG230ba,pair with 230a, fine cds used, Cat £275 £50

1095   A      A fairly comprehensive used collection in small green springback album from 1858 to 1970s we note 1858 vals to
30ore, 1872 vals to 1RD, 1889 issues, 1920s with vals to 145ore etc, then a very good selection of 3 sided perfs, sets
etc some in pairs with other values to 20k Swans etc, condn poor to fine plus a few Officials at back of book, Cat
£1,000+ (100s) £60

1096   A      A fine collection of booklets from 1942 to 1980s with better including 1969 Fairy Tales, N. Countries, Bridges, 1970
Trade & Industry, Birds, 1971 Christmas, 1982 and 1984 Rebate booklets etc, good solid lot with very little duplication,
Cat £1,260+ (c124 B/Lets) £60

1097   E       Loose stamps in packet, including some sets and earlier coils (look to be U/M) with a face value of 1,250Kr, plus a
range of booklets face value 810Kr. Total face circa £175, cheap start on this. £30

1098   A      Mid to modern period of fine used commems in green stock book with vals up to 50k, condn fair to fine (100s) and
looks good value to us £5

1099   E       Mint and used collection on circa 70 pages, well over 2,000 stamps and STC circa £3,000+. Clean lot and with many
good run throughs to the early 1980’s. Excellent basis for a one country collection £180

1100   S       SG3, 1855 6s grey used with parts of two Gothenborg circular cancels. Blunt corner perf at upper right and has a hint
of some thinning on reverse. Facially fine, scarce stamp, cat £1,700 and reserved by vendor as a cheap space filler. £28

1101   S       SG78/80, 1910 30 ore to 40 ore (3v) lightly mounted mint, cat £119 £24

1102   S       Small early selection on stock card including 1872-79 3o, 6o & 24o P.13 used, plus 1916-18 Landstorm values m & u
(8) £14

SWITZERLAND

1103   A      Remaindered collection 1900 to 1960’s in green Lindner stock book. mint (everything checked was U/M) and used.
Many sets remain including Pro Juventute and other charity sets. The Pro juve are U/M. We note Miniature Sheets
MS403a (cat £80 u/m), MS446b (cat £90 u/m), 1948 IMABA sheet (cat £140 U/M) and others. 27 U/M air issues at
the back. Good lot with  a decent cat value and we think much of the mint is U/M! £170

1104   A      1854 to circa 1950’s mint & used collection / accumulation in red 22 ring binder with good quality ‘Foglio Primato
hinge-less leaves. Of note 9 imperforate seated Helvetia’s (4 diff values); Perforated Helvetia’s x20 mint to 50c;1907-
33 various issues with some mint blocks; various pro Juventute issues from 1909 (block of 4) onwards. Later Pro
Juventute issues with minor duplication and 1941 Mini Sheet mint but toned (cat £140); 1945 PAX values to 2F mint
and a few airs. A reasonable lot of good cat value, a few heavy mounts on the earlies. Over  750 stamps with potential
finds once checked for papers and perfs etc. £140

1105   E       1855 - 1860 Seated Helvetia types, various values and colours, all used, many fine and majority are four margin examples
Some duplication amongst cheaper stamps. Double sided stock page with 29 stamps which had been priced to sell
(reasonably in our opinion) at £500+ . All identified, very good value for the condition being offered £120
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1106   A      1900-1960 Good to fine used dealers priced black Lighthouse Stock book with all stamps identified and priced very
reasonably. Total cat value exceeds £4,000 of which Pro Juventute is £1,600+ and Pro Patria is £600+. No duplication
this is a nice lot with much in very fine condition, recommended viewing to appreciate. Cheap reserve in our opinion. £300

1107   E       1905 - 1925 Standing Helvetia types used x 55 on two hinge-less album pages. At least six 1F values and most with
circular cancels. Finds possible once these have been correctly identified. £36

1108   E       1963, SG676/680 fine used blocks of four on album page, also MS675a, International Red Cross Centenary miniature
sheet fine used on first day cover. The set commemorates nursing / Red Cross subjects. Good medical lot, cat £41+ £5

1109   A      Early to 1970’s collection mint and used on Hagner pages in a blue display binder. Some better values seen, couple of
hundred stamps with some sets. £32

1110   A      Early to 1970’s primarily used collection in the Stanley Gibbons printed album. Stamps from 1862 to 1970’s. Over 500
different stamps on 50+pages. Good basis to start a collection. £32

1111   E       Ex dealer priced stock of the 1935 Perforated Cross issues on two Hagner pages, listed in Zumstein catalogue but not
in Stanley Gibbons. Between Zum 1 and 27z, all are good to mostly fine used. There are 64 stamps (30 different types)
with some minor duplication. Marked prices total £530+ (generally at around 1/3 of the Zumstein cat price), not often
seen or offered in this quantity. Reserve looks cheap £130

1112   E       International Organisations - 120 different good to fine used stamps, majority with circular cancels on six Hagner
sheets. All identified, cat £896. Good starter for these issues. £100

1113   A      Mint & used collection in brown stock book, we note early Pro-Juventute sets mint & used from 1915 to 1960s, some
Pro-Patria m & u, then earlier Switzerland issues from Helvetia’s with vals to 1f, condn fair to fine (dozens) £16

1114   S       MS466a, 1945 War Relief Fund 3F + 7F miniature sheet lightly mtd mint, cat £170 £23

1115   S       MS531a, 1951 Lunaba Miniature Sheet fine mtd mint, cat £375 £40

1116   S       SG MS498A, 1948 IMABA Miniature sheet fine used with Exhibition postmark for the day of issue. Cat £110 £30

1117   S       SG285a, 1914-23 15c purple/buff Tete beche pair fine used with double ring cds. Cat £250 £70

1118   S       SG331b, 1940 1f 50 blue and greenish-blue, chalky paper and with smooth gum, very fine cds used. Has a  small thin
but scarce stamp which cats £1,000 £60

1119   S       SG47/459, 1945 Peace set (13v), all fine used cds copies, except 1F value, which appears to be U/M. Cat £1,300 £240

1120   S       SG561a, 1955 National Philatelic Exhibition Miniature Sheet U/M, has two light corner bends, cat £140 £19

1121   E       Small blue stock book with 350 mostly different stamps1970’s to 2000’s fine used £15

1122   A      Tete Beche Pairs - 90+ fine used pairs in a black Lighthouse stock book. All laid out and identified by Zumstein catalogue
numbers. Many of this also listed in SG and readily identifiable. In addition to these, there are circa 20 covers, booklet
panes and strips etc, all with tete beche content. These catalogue 4,420 Swiss Francs, (Equivalent to circa £3,800)
excluding the covers and larger blocks. Individual items cat up to SF200+, some duplication in places. Lovely lot of its
type and rarely offered like this. £425

1123   S       Zurich - 1843 6r Black used with four good margins. Good looking stamp with a hint of a shallow thin. Cat £2,000 and
the usual caveats apply, fully allowed for in the estimate £100

TANGANYIKA

1124   S       1917-21 with most values to 4r optd G.E.A. SG45-58 good to fine mtd mint £18

1125   S       1927-31 set to 2/- SG93-103 fine mtd mint plus 5/- SG105 (torn & not counted), (13) £10

1126   E       A mainly good to fine used selection on album pages including 1917-21 vals to 1r, 1922 set of 2 mint, 1922-24 most
vals to 1s including 1925 Colour change vals to 30c used and 1927-31 most vals to 2/-, clean lot Cat £190+ (c38) £32

THEMATIC

1127   A      100 years of Powered Flight covers 2003 including Alderney, Ascension, Barbados, B.I.O.T & Br. Virgin Islands housed in
red ring bonder, all written up on printed pages in good condn (36 covers) £10

1128   E       1981 Royal Wedding varieties. Montserrat set of four values with Inverted WMKs (cat £58),; Also Montserrat two
sheetlets again Inverted WMK (cat £113) and Kiribati, 2 stamps with Inverted WMK (cat £44). Total cat £215 and all
U/M. £34

1129   A      A collection of used Thematics of various topics in black Durham album including Arms, Costumes, Butterflies, Insects,
Fish, Birds, Animals etc, condn mixed (100s) £18

1130   A      A mint & used collection in black stock book containing Ships on Stamps with vals to $3, MS’s etc (many dozens) £10

1131   A      A WWF collection of Animals on covers and u/m sets spanning 1983-1990 in black sleeved printed album, we note
Angola, Bhutan, Brunei, Kenya etc (36) £10
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1132   A      A WWF collection of Birds on covers and u/m sets spanning 1983-1990 in black sleeved printed album, we note
Bahamas, Christmas Islands, St. Lucia etc (35) £10

1133   A      A WWF collection of Fish and Reptiles etc on covers and u/m sets spanning 1986-1990 in black sleeved printed album,
we note Maldives, Montserrat, Tonga etc (24) £5

1134   B       Aeroplanes & Insects - Plastic tub with circa 220+ stock cards of mint and used sets and single stamps, the larger part
being of aeroplanes. Mostly foreign countries. This represent part of a retired Berkshire dealers priced stock. Reserve
is under 20p a card, this lot may be quite cheap. £40

1135   A      Birds - Red four ring binder with a priced dealer stock, mainly (but not all) U/M for ‘A’ and ‘B’ countries. Priced to Sell
at £572.25 with some not counted, attractive lot. £80

1136   A      Birds - Red four ring binder with a priced dealer stock, mainly (but not all) U/M for ‘C’ to ‘H’ countries. Priced to Sell
at £537 with some not counted, attractive lot with some better items.. £80

1137   A      Birds - Red four ring binder with a priced dealer stock, mainly (but not all) U/M for ‘I’ to ‘N’ countries. Priced to Sell at
several hundreds of £’s, attractive lot with some better items. £95

1138   A      Birds - Red four ring binder with a priced dealer stock, mainly (but not all) U/M for ‘N’ to ‘Z’ countries. Priced to Sell
at several hundreds of £’s, attractive lot with some better items. £95

1139   E       Commonwealth 1995 End of World War 2 issue, 16 different sets and 13 Miniature Sheets, all U/M, includes Ascension,
Falklands and South Georgia £20

1140   A      Olympics- A fine modern u/m 1970s-1990s collection in special album with sets, miniature sheets and a few covers
with one signed by Steve Backley (dozens) £5

1141   A      Railway collection in a very well filled green ‘Clearview 16’ stock book. We estimate circa 1,000 mint and used mostly
different stamps including some se-tenant items. All countries much being foreign £32

1142   A      Railways - Brown Benham ‘Railways’ binder with 36 mostly  different Railway covers mostly from 1984 - 1986 period
many from their ‘R’ series of covers including R1 (presumably the first), attractive items and difficult to locate today.
Also a few cards. Reserved at under £1 a cover £30

1143   E       Railways - St. Lucia, 1984 Railway Locomotives (2nd issue), SG715/726 Imperforate Proof colour trials in six Format
International Security Printers card folders, one for each value in pairs. Has comments on each colour and initialled etc.
Lovely thematic display items . Nice and unusual and good to have the complete set! £12

1144   A      Railways - Two good quality four ring albums from ‘Westminster Collections’ with the legend ‘Railway Heritage’ on the
spines. Contain well written up stamp sets / part sets and miniature sheets & sheetlets from a range of countries.
Everything is unmounted mint and there are 100 different pages across the two albums. Mostly from the 1980’s to
1990’s period. Reserved at under £1 a page which seems very reasonable. £90

1145   E       Railways - Two varieties. St Lucia $3 vertical pair missing colour  with normal for comparison. Also Tuvalu (19th March
1985) 30c and $1 values in blocks of four (being part of 2 sets) both normally perforated and also completely
imperforate. All U/M and nice to add a little extra to a thematic collection and / or display £24

1146   B       Red Cross - Ex dealer priced stock of U/M, mint and used on stock Cards in a plastic box, we estimate circa 300 cards.
Clean lot. £30

1147   E       Royalty - 1996 QE2 70th Birthday sets and Miniature sheets on 13 Benham FDC’s. Commonwealth countries includes
Ascension, BIOT and Tristan etc. £10

1148   A      World of Thematics in blue binder on Hagner sheets including Birds, Animals, Butterflies, Sport, Trains etc, all used, condn
mixed (100s) £1

TOGO

1149   S       SGH35, 1915 1d overprinted U/M block of four. The block shows several uncatalogued overprint varieties (Broken’ H’
x 2, Short ‘N’ and ‘Joined C’) £15

TONGA

1150   A      Green ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with modestly duplicated in places mint (some U/M) accumulation of pre 1966 material
with much being in the 1930’s and 1940’s. Includes some multiples including SG81 U/M block of four (cat£168+), some
surcharges and 3 sets of 1938 Accession. A few faults here and there but majority in good condition. a few hundreds
and we estimate cat £1,200+. Worth viewing, suit reseller. £160

TRANSVAAL

1151   E       A4 stock card with 300+ mint and (mostly) used stamps predominantly values to 1/-. Needs checking / classification
and ideal for postmarks. Totally unchecked according to vendor and likely to be chance of finds here. Ideal for dealer,
Looks very messy but high cat, if you want a challenge. This lot has great potential. £55
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1152   E       Small collection of circa 50 stamps on five printed leaves, all used, 1878 - 1901, includes 2 x £5 green, unchecked and
assumed to be reprints. £30

TRINIDAD

1153   E       QV (few) to QE2 period collection on 7 Hagner sheets. Of note 5/- (SG228 mint and used); 1935 -37 Pictorial set
mint (2 x 72c value); War Tax ovpts and 1935 SJ set used; 1938 KG6 set mint and used; 1st QE2 Defs with $4.80 x 3
mint and 2 used etc. Over 200 stamps, clean lot £120

1154   S       SG256, 1940 $4.80 top value in set with double ring cds postmark, Cat £55 £10

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

1155   S       SG213 & 215, KGV 5/- and £1 values fine mounted mint (the £1 quite lightly so) cat £255 £95

1156   A      A fine mint & used collection in red springback album including 1913-23 vals to 1/- including shades etc, good selection
of “War Tax” issues including mint-u/m blocks, 1922-28 m & u vals to 5/-, 1938 vals to 72c including perfs used, 1935
S. Jubilee m & u, KGVI to $1.20 used, then a good mint & used selection of Postage Dues to 1/- (290+) £160

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

1157   E       SG14/27, 1954 definitive set of 14 complete mint on album page, cat £90 £24

1158   S       SGMS610 and SGMS638, 1997 and 1998 Marine Fauna Miniature Sheets x 4 of each U/M, cat 82 £16

TUNISIA

1159   A      64 page red stock book with a duplicated accumulation / collection. Looks to be earlies to mid period, several hundreds
and could be finds lurking. Looks interesting. £80

TURKS & CAICOS

1160   A      QV to QE2 collection in blue stock book. Mint and used with many U/M, several hundred stamps and Miniature sheets.
Plenty of sets here. £48

TUVALU

1161   A      Red 16 sides stock book with1980’s and 1990’s ‘SPECIMEN’ sets and miniature sheets U/M, 46 sets, 9 sheets and also
two imperforate blocks of four. £40

UKRAINE

1162   S       1956 (dated) Post card bearing six stamps inscribed Jubilee Jamboree Great Britain 1907 - 1957 and special Scouting
Emblem postmark. Unaddressed £10

UNITED NATIONS

1163   B       2003 - 2006, over 40 Prestige type booklets as issued for UN, also Geneva and Vienna issues in a white shoe box.
Mostly two of each, one mint and another used, rarely offered and cheap reserve under £1 a book and way under face
value £40

URUGUAY

1164   E       Fournier Forgeries of the 1859 issue 60c dull lilac, 80c orange yellow, 100c rose, 100c deep carmine and 80c green all
in vertical pairs and overprinted ‘faux’ . Also a single example of the 120c blue creased and without the overprint. Some
slight thins but an attractive lot of historic significance on Stanley Gibbons card, £30

USA

1165   A      1847 - 1944 Volume 1 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very good
condition, as is the slip case. High cost new. £40

1166   A      1970 -1980 Volume 3 ‘Davo’ Hinge less album with matching slip case (Empty - No stamps). Album in very good
condition, as is the slip case. High cost new. £40

1167   A      A large album with 1985-1990 selection of sets and singles all in cylinder blocks of 16 or 20, fine u/m, Cat £2,330+
(face $370+) (100s) £80

1168   E       Cinderella’s- 1944 WWII Anti war Arthur Szyck Save the Jewish people of Europe stamp label in u/m block of 25
(Retail £8 each) £20
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1169   B       Englebert Strauss box with lid contains stamps in several envelopes, some on pages, also note a North America ‘SG’
catalogue. There must be thousands of stamps in here and reserve looks very cheap. £20

1170   B       Haglofs’ shoe box with off paper kiloware, weight including box exceeds a kilo at 1259 grams. Thousands of stamps
early to more modern. £19

1171   A      Red 32 page stock book with 100’s of early to modern mint and used, quite a good quantity for the price. £24

1172   B       Small brown carton with 1 kilo off paper kiloware, 1.000’s of stamps and great variety with some interesting spotted. £16

1173   A      Special album with 1982 Birds and State Flowers set of 50 FDC’s. An attractive lot £10

1174   E       Two pages, one devoted to 1870 - 73 1c Franklin (7 copies including a pair) the other 3c Washington 1870 - 1881
with 12 examples (2 with grill) all used with some nice copies and evident shade variations. 19 stamps in all £26

VATICAN

1175   S       1929 with a small selection  including 5c-20c, 30c-1L25 SG1-3 and SG5-9 all in u/m strips of 3 £10

VIETNAM

1176   E       A fine cto used but mainly u/m selection of sets and mini sheets, many sets are in blocks of 4 or 8, spanning 1988-1996,
we note 1992 World fair optd “Sevilla 92”, 1994 Reptiles, 1995 Owls etc, plus much more, all in fine condn, Cat £430+
(few 100s) £50

VIRGIN ISLANDS

1177   E       A mainly mint selection on stock pages including 1883-89 vals to 4d, 1904 to 4d, KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI vals to 1/-, QEII
to $1.20 and 1962 to $2.80 on $4.80 etc, some duplication, condn fair to fine, Cat £700+ (c250) £85

1178   E       SG178/192 and SG207/209 on Hagner sheet. Definitive set is very lightly mounted mint and the three surcharged
values are U/M.  Cat £85 and in good condition. £14

1179   S       SG240/256, 1970 Ships long set U/M, very minor gum disturbance on $3 value, otherwise fine, Cat £28+ £4

1180   E       SG560/578 (19v), 1985 Birds of the British Virgin islands set unmounted mint £15

WHOLESALE LOTS

1181   E       Finland - 1960 Europa (SG618/619) x 20 sets U/M on stock card, cat £48 £6

1182   E       Finland - 1975 Europa (SG877/848) x 20 sets U/M on stock card, cat £140 £16

1183   E       Iceland - 1960 Europa (SG375/376) U/M x 20 sets on stock card, cat £42 £5

1184   E       Switzerland Pro Juventute issues - 1913 to circa 1999 duplicated ex dealer stock of ‘used’ issues includes many sets.
Mixed condition amongst some of the earlier dates, but plenty of okay material and with overall a good proportion of
circular postmarks. Laid out in chronological order on pages removed from two stock books. There are over 1,500
stamps in this clean lot. Value to be had £180

1185   A      Switzerland Pro Patria issues - Half a blue stock book containing a ‘used’ ex dealer stock of these laid out in
chronological order from 1938 to circa 1999. A good number of these have circular cancels. Mixed condition to be
expected in this type of lot but mainly fine and clean with many sets. There are in excess of 950 stamps. Good lot for
re-seller. £70

1186   E       Turkish Cyprus - Large stock card with 1973 Europa (SG2441/2442) U/M x 21 sets. Cat £199 £22

1187   E       Turkish Cyprus - Large stock card with 1974 Europa (SG2482/2483) U/M x 12 sets. Cat £207 £23

1188   E       Turkish Cyprus - Large stock card with 1976 Europa (SG2547/2548) U/M x 20 sets. Cat £345 £38

1189   E       Turkish Cyprus - Large stock card with 1978 Europa (SG2616/2617) U/M x 15 sets. Cat £326 £35

1190   E       Turkish Cyprus - Large stock card with 1979 Europa (SG2652/2654) U/M x 20 sets In blocks of four. Cat £375 £40

1191   E       Turkish Cyprus - Large stock card with 1990 Europa (SG3079/3080) U/M x 15 sets In blocks. Cat £311 £32

ZANZIBAR

1192   S       1895-96 2½d on 2a Blue SG40 lightly mtd mint £30

1193   S       1936 5/- Scarlet, 7/50 Light blue and 10/- Green & brown SG320-22, all lightly mtd mint (3) £36

1194   S       SG373/388, 1961 Definitive set of 16 to 20/- U/M, cat £45 £10
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INVICTA STAMPS LIMITED

eBay Shop

As well as being the organiser of Dover Stamp Auction, one of the
directors behind Invicta has an eBay shop, which has been running for
over three years and has well over 8,650 ‘positive’ feedback. The
‘invictaphilatelics’ eBay shop typically has around 8,000 items available
to purchase on a ‘Buy It Now’ basis.

The main areas of interest are Great Britain and British
Commonwealth early to modern although we also have ranges from
several foreign countries also. We also have a very good range of GB
First Day Covers, with the emphasis on ‘Official’ covers and modern
special postmarks. You will find several scarce FDC items in our eBay
shop listings including more recent ‘official’ issues.

The eBay shop is looked after by Peter’s wife Julieanne. 

We have given a link direct to the shop below, which you need only
type into the search bar on your computer or mobile device. We
hope you find the time to look at the range of items on offer.

www.ebay.co.uk/str/invictaphilatelics

In the meantime, if you want to have a look at the periodic auctions
which we may list, then add the seller name to your favourites and have
a look. 

We generally list new items on a regular basis, usually but not necessarily
every week.
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Selling in our auctions

IF YOU WISH TO SELL IN OUR AUCTION

If you wish to sell material through our Dover Stamp Auction public sales, 
please phone us in the first instance on 01304 829827 or Peter’s Mobile 
(07702 270948), email us or come to the auction to discuss how we can help.
Whilst we can sell almost anything philatelic, the following should be noted:

•   Our 'standard' commission charged to vendors in this auction is 20% excluding
VAT. Rates for larger properties and 'regular' vendors may vary by prior
arrangement.

•   We do not charge lotting fees, unsold fees or picture fees. The vendor's
commission is the only cost you will pay to sell through us.

•   You must check with us beforehand if bringing bulky material (i.e. more than 1
box).

•   Other than lots reserved at £1, every lot must have a minimum reserve price

of £30, as the cost of handling items below this value is uneconomic.

•   We reserve the right to reject any un-required material submitted.

•   We have produced a sheet of 'Guidance Notes' for sellers that is available on
request and provides more information on ways in which you can enhance the
prospects of selling with us.

•   Material left with us is not insured.

•   Payment is made 5 weeks after the date of the auction.

We want your items to sell as we do not earn anything unless they do. That is why
we will not accept consignments where we feel the reserve prices are too
expensive. Our ownership team has been running auctions for over seven years
and attending auctions as buyers for over 30 years. That experience gives us
confidence that we can help you to find a buyer for your unwanted material.

Please help us to help you by providing as much information as you can, this may

include any or all of the following factors:

1.   A count of the quantity of stamps (or a reasonable estimate / guaranteed
minimum)

2.   Catalogue value (please indicate the age of the catalogue used – it can make a
big difference!)

3.    For mint decimal stamps of Great Britain, it helps to calculate a ‘face value’
which could be used as postage

4.   Specify the dates / reigns covered where applicable
5.    Flag up any particularly noteworthy items in large collections

PLEASE SPEAK TO US FIRST

DO NOT SEND UNSOLICITED MATERIAL TO US
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How to Pay & Future Auction Dates
Paying Us for Successful Purchases

Payment arrangements and options are the same for all clients, whether you bid postally, by
email or physically attend the sale. All lots remain our property until full payment has been
received.

Please note that payment for all lots on the day is required before lots will be released to
the buyer, unless prior arrangements have been made to do otherwise.

PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS

CASH
Cash in £ sterling will be accepted to a maximum of 10,000
Euro’s equivalent. This is the maximum limit allowed to comply
with UK Law relating to money laundering.

CARD PAYMENTS

We accept both credit and debit card payments without any
surcharges or additional fees. However, we do not accept AMEX

payments. For postal bidders, you can provide these details when
bidding, or alternatively, you may phone us to make a card
payment over the phone upon receipt of lots.

BANK PAYMENTS

A credit direct to our bank account is the cheapest way for us to

receive money from you. If you set us up to receive funds in this
way it would be greatly appreciated, you need only quote your
name and Dover Stamp Auction invoice number as the reference. 

Our Bank Details are as follows:
NatWest Dover Branch, Sort Code 60 – 07 – 04

Account Number 39804119

Account Name: Invicta Stamps Limited

CHEQUE
We can accept cheque payments from clients known to us,
although these cost us more money to process than a direct bank
credit. However, all bidders may use cheques if they wish.

OTHER
It may be possible to accept other payment methods, although
we prefer the options listed above. Please contact us if required
to discuss.

FUTURE AUCTION DATES

SUNDAY 19TH MARCH 2023

SUNDAY 18TH JUNE 2023
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DOVER STAMP AUCTION

BID FORM

BIDDERS DETAILS

NAME:

ADDRESS :

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

POSTCODE:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

SIGNATURE:

I will make payment direct to your bank account

I wish to pay by cheque which is enclosed.

I wish to receive an invoice.

I wish to pay by credit card or debit card (as details below)

Expiry date:   /    Security code from back of card:       Last 3 Digits

Card Number:                                                

PAYMENT INFORMATION

PLEASE NOTE BIDS BELOW RESERVE LEVELS STATED IN THE CATALOGUE WILL BE IGNORED

LOT BID LOT BID LOT BID

Continue on separate sheet of Paper if necessary

Invicta

Stamps Limited
PUBLIC SALE NO. 12

SUNDAY 18TH DECEMBER 2022 AT BIGGIN HALL, BIGGIN STREET, DOVER, KENT, CT16 1BD
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Lot 540
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Lot 792 Lot 835

Lot 797

Ex Lot 818

Lot 852 Ex Lot 885
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Lot 903
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Lot 901

Lot 919

Lot 978

Lot 1045
Lot 1032
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Lot 1033
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Ex Lot 327

Ex Lot 244 Ex Lot 326

Ex Lot 255

Ex Lot 252
Lot 167

Lot 168

Lot 243

Lot 946

Lot 220

Lot 288

Lot 308

Lot 314

Lot 242
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Invicta

Stamps Limited

DOVER STAMP 
AUCTION

Public Sale Number 12

Lot 218 Lot 352 Lot 496

Lot 509

Lot 979 Lot 1048

Sunday 18th December 2022
at Biggin Hall, Biggin Street, Dover, Kent, CT16 1BD

Sale Commences at 2.00pm

Organised by

INVICTA STAMPS LIMITED
P.O. Box 5, Dover, CT16 1YQ

Telephone: 01304 829827

Email: invictastamps@btinternet.com

Lot 1055 Lot 1067

Lot 1116

Lot 1117 Lot 1118 Lot 1123

Ex Lot 868

Ex Lot 938

Ex Lot 1051

Ex 1193 
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